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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
ΑURUM SOLIS, founded in the year 1897, is an initiatory Order of the
Ogdoadic Tradition of the Western Mysteries.
The Constitution of Aurum Solis (I,3.) says of the Ogdoadic Tradition:
The Ogdoadic Tradίtion is an initiatory system which arose from a
fusion of pre-Christian traditions of the Eastern Mediterranean with
the mystical teachings, to which no date of origin can be assigned, of
the Oriental monasteries: Sinai, Carmel, St. Sabas.
It appears in the traditions of the Hesychasts (around the twelfth
century) and in the symbolism of Byzantine art. Its signatures are the
Fivefold Pattern of the House of Sacrifice as a plan of working
(whether in ritual, pictorial or literary form) and the Eight-poίnted
Star of Regeneration as an emblem of Attainment. It appears in the
insignia, ritual and architecture of the mediaeval Order of the Temple,
and to some extent in the symbolism of other chivalric Orders. It
inspired the design of the Baptistery at Florence; it appears in the work
of Giotto (1270-1337), notably in his representation of the Temple of
Jerusalem in the form of the House of Sacrifice, in his frescoes at
Padua. It appears in the ritual accompanying the mediaeval sacrament
of Baptism, and in literary form in the works of such diverse writers as
St. Bernard of Claίrvaux and the great Renaissance Platonist Marsilio
Ficino. It has given a structural plan to the Tridentine Mass, and in the
twentieth century has been used by Pope Pius XIΙ in his Encyclical
`Concerning the Mystical Body'.
Not by the mere occurrence of the relevant symbols, but by their
use in a significant context, is this tradition to be traced of which the
keyword is Regeneration: a regeneration not depending on creed or
sacraments, but upon the understanding and
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application of unchanging spiritual laws.
The general historical designation of the tradition is Hermetic: not alone
as signifying an involvement with alchemy, but because its teachings
incorporate and build upon the works of Hennes Trismegistus.
The Fivefold Pattern of the House of Sacrifice referred to here, which is at
once symbolic of outer and inner worlds, of kosmos and psyche, provides the
essential framework upon which the Order's initiatory cycle and ritual
processes are established.
Frequently, in mediaeval art, the House of Sacrifice is represented as a
simple structure composed of two columns supporting a pediment. This
image presents us with a succinct formulation of dyad and triad, and the
fivefold scheme may briefly be analysed in relation thereto, as follows:
The Fivefold Pattern of the House of Sacrifice
A — Dyad
The Two Columns — the Soul
1 The First Column of the House of Sacrifice is named the Principle of the
Breath; in Latin it is called Anima, in Greek it is termed Pneuma.
In the human psyche it represent the Ruach: that is, the noemasome or
mental sheath, and the faculties of the rational level of consciousness.
2 The Second Column of the House of Sacrifice is named the Prίncίple of
the Body; in Latin it is called Corpus, in Greek it is termed Sarx.
In the human psyche it represents the Nephesh: that is, the astrosome or
astral body, and the powers of the emotional-instinctual nature.
Β — Triad
The Triangular Superstructure – the Spirit
3 The First Principle of the Superstructure is named the Prίncίple of Justice;
in Latin it is called Justitia, in Greek it is termed Dike.
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In the human psyche it represents the Neshamah: that is, the great
maternal force of the Spirit.
4 The Second Principle of the Superstructure is named the Principle of
Mercy; in Latίn it is called Clementίa, in Greek it is termed Eleos.
In the human psyche it represents the Chίah: that is, the great paternal
force of the Spirit.
5 The Third Principle of the Superstructure is named the Principle of
Glory; in Latin it is called Candor, in Greek it is termed Kudos.
In the human psyche it represents the Yechίdah: that is, the quintessential
divine spark of the individual.
In speaking of the initiatory structure of the Aumm Solis, the Order's
Constitution (II,2.) defines the matter as follows:
The Order has three operative foundation grades:
The first grade is Neophytes (Neophyte), the proper title of which
is Neophyte of the Great Work.
The second grade is Servitor (Server), the proper title of which is
Servitor of the Secret Flame.
The third grade isAdeptusMinor (Adept), one proper title of
which is Priest of the Gnosίs.
Unlike the first twο grades, that of Adeptus Minor is not fully
achieved by initiation. The fulfilment of the grade is by subsequent
personal endeavour and reception of the Rite of Ratification,
whereby the inίtiate becomes Adeptus Plenus (Full Adeptus Minor).
Hereinafter, the term `Adeptus Minor' is understood as carrying
only the initiatory status of the third grade, thus not comprehending
Adeptus Plenus.
The first initiation (Neophyte) is given in the First Hall. The second
initiation (Servitor) is given in the Second Hall. The third initiation
(Adept) is given in the Third Hall.
The First and Second Halls constitute the Outer Order or Lesser
Mysterίes.
The Third Hall, which incorporates also the higher mystical
degrees of the Order, constitutes the Inner Order or Greater
Mysteries.
The three operative foundation grades' referred to above, that is, Neophyte,
Servitor and Adept, are the subject matter of this present
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book. Followίng the pattern of the Qabalistic Tree of Life, the first
grade is referred to the Sephirah Malkuth, the second grade is referred
to the Sephίrah Yesod, and the thίrd grade is referred to the Sephirah
Tiphareth.
Although the Fivefold Pattern of the House of Sacrifice is
essentially operative in each of these rites, they have nonetheless
specific correspondence to the Five Princίples in their overall structure
and progressίon: the grade of Neophyte relates to the Principle of the
Breath; the grade of Servίtor relates to the Principle of the Body; and the
grade of Adept relates to the Princίples of Justice, Mercy and Glory.
As the mysteries of the Aurum Solis initiatίons progressively unfold
during the course of this book, the deeper correspondences and the
rich symbolίsm associated with the Fivefold Pattern of the House of
Sacrifice will become apparent.
The complete and unabridged ceremonίes of the Fίrst, Second and Third
Hall initiations of the Order are included here, together wίth
ceremonίes of consecration of the Order Temple and of the Ur-Hekau
Wand, the magical sceptre employed in the Adept ritual of initiation.
Details are also provίded concerning the structure, the symbolism and
the magical requirements of both the Inner and the Outer Temples of the
Order; and the vestments and pentacles of the officers of initiatίon for
all three Halls of the Order are dίscussed in depth.
Although authentic to the teaching and practice of Aurum Solis, and
thus incorporatίng foundation documents of the Order, the materials
presented in this book reflect in great measure the many years of
research, pragmatic analysίs and creative writing of Melita Denning, late
Grand Master of the Order, and of the present author.
Additίonal material concerning Aurum Solίs and the Ogdoadic
Tradition may be found in twο further works, published by Llewellyn
Publications of St. Paul, Minnesota, USA: namely, `The Sword and the
Serpent', which is a study of Qabalah and magical psychology, and
`Mysteria Magica', which is a major presentation of the rites, teachings
and magical techniques of the Order.
Osborne Phillips,
Grand Master. A. S.
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CHAPTER 2
T E M E N O S OF THE OGDOADIC MYSTERIES

Concerning the tradίtίonal layout, the magical preparation and the maίn features of
an Aurum Solis Temenos, the Temple of the Outer Order.
The Place of Light
The Outer Temple, the Temenos, is ideally a room whose sides are of
equal length, thus to define a workίng area whίch is a square.
Walls and ceiling shall be of a light, neutral colour. The floor shall
be black.
The door shall be in the west, and able to be securely locked.
Fίve consecrated Tesserae shall be placed beneath the floor of the
Temenos, in recessed squares, as magical "foundation deposits".
Four of these Tesserae may be consecrated during any Seasonal
Tide except tempus eversionis, at any period of the Moon from new to
approaching full; and one shall be consecrated durίng Prithivi, one
during Apas, one during Vayu and one during Tejas.
The fifth Tessera shall be consecrated during tempus sementis, new
Moon, Akasha. However, provided Akasha is observed, the
consecration may take place during any Seasonal Tide except tempus
eversionis, in αηy period of the Moon from new to full.
After consecration, and prior to emplacement within the floor,
each Tessera shall be wrapped in appropriately coloured silk.
Immediately prior to the rίte Sacratίo Templί (the rite of
consecratίon of the Temenos) the Tesserae shall be placed,
unwrapped, within the recessed squares, as follows:
The Akashα Tessera shall be positioned in the exact centre of the
Temenos.
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The Tejas Tessera shall be positioned in the south.
The Prίthivi Tessera shall be positioned in the north. The
Vayu Tessera shall be positioned in the east.
The Apas Tessera shall be positioned in the West.
The recessed squares in the quarters shall be only slightly larger than the
Tesserae to be placed in them, while the recessed square at the centre shall
be 32 cm. 1)3 132 cm.
Following the rite Sacratio Templi, the openings of the recessed squares
shall be filled by tiles, as follows:
The tile of the central square shall be patterned with 64 squares (8 x 8),
alternately red and white. The sequence of alternation begins with white at
the north of the eastern side of the tile. Thίs devίce represents the Prίma
Materίa and the forces operatίve thereίn.
The tiles for the quarters shall be of the same colour as the floor, and
upon each shall be a small cross potent, as follows:
East, a cross potent in yellow.
South, a cross potent in red.
West, a cross potent in black.
North, a cross potent in white.
Upon the ceiling, directly above the central tile, shall be the Black Rose,
five-petalled, its topmost point facing east.
The petals of the Rose shall be black edged with gold, and the central
knoρ shall be silver. Upon the central knορ shall be three parallel black
lines (east-west), three parallel black lines (southnοrth). The central knορ
shall be edged with gold. The diameter of the Rose shall be approximately
two palm-breadths.
The Three Steps of the Foundation
Central to the eastern wall, a platform of two narrow steps shall be placed:
the lower red, the upper white. The red step shall be 66 inches wide, the
white step 48 inches
wide.
The black surface of the square of the working area here forms the
basal step, and together the floor and the red and white steps represent The
Three Steps of the Foundation of the House of Sacrifice.
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The House of Sacrifice
The two columns of the House shall be erected upon the white step: the
cοlumn at the north side of the step shall be brilliant emerald green, the
column at the south side of the step shall be gold.
Above the twο columns and supported by them shall be the
triangular superstructure of the House: in design, a white triangle
containing a smaller violet triangle, with a brilliant sίlver Tau Cross upon
the violet triangle.
Mirror and Veil
Upon the eastern wall, between the columns, shall be established the
Mirror. Its width shall be from column to column, and its height shall be
from the top of the white step to the base of the triangular superstructure.
This Mirror shall be covered by a white Veil, formed of twο separate
curtains able to be opened vertically from the centre.
Veil and Mirror are integral features of the Temple, and powerful in
presence at all times. The Mirror is symbolically speculum venerίs et arcanum
hermeticum, token of the ambience in which high magic is performed, in
which alone high magίc is possible. The Mirror is customarily concealed by
the Veil (the velum celante) but is itself a subtle veil. It is conceived of as
being, symbolically, "the magical dimensϊon": its concealed presence is
thus, in one sense, an affirmatίon of the initiate's power to stir the things of
the inner and invisible worlds.
The Eternal Flame
A single lamρ is frequently placed upon the Bomos to represent the
Undyίng Lίght, but always in the singular context of interaction of the divine
with human and magical potential.
Within the Temenos, as symbol of the Sacred Flame of Godhead in
itself, and as object of the aspiration of psyche, an ever-burning lamp shall
be suspended above and before the veiled Mirror. This lamp shall, by
tradition and as symbolising the energy which sustains the Worlds, be red.
This lamρ betokens, likewise, the Fίre of Divinity and the transmuting power
thereof, but perceived through the agency of the Ruach Εlohim in the
Arcanum of the sacred character Shin.
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T h e Sword
When not actively required in the rites, the Sword, as Guardian of the
Temple, shall be enthroned upon a red cushion in the south-east, its
point facing north-west (save durίng tempus eversίonis, when it shall be
enthroned in the north-west, its point facing north-west).
The Bomos
The Bomos shall be placed at the exact centre of the Temple when its
position is not otherwise prescribed by the rites. The Bomos is a double
cube. Traditionally, the upper cube is black (sίgnifying the concealed
light of the spiritual world) and the lower cube is white (sϊgnifyίng the
light of the materίal world). The Bomos is named:
Ark of the Perfect Light Lodestone
οflnfinίte Power The Anvil
Matrix of the Parthenogenesίs Hestia
Crucible of the Great Work Throne of
the Spirit
The Banner of the New Life
The Banner of the New Life is the Banner of Αurum Solis. When its
position is not otherwise prescribed, it shall be displayed in the
southeast. The Banner originally employed in Αurum Solis had black
field, white interlaced Star, yellow Octagon and red Equal-armed
Cross. The Banner now used has rose-purple field, argent (silver or
white) interlaced Star, indigo Octagon and gold Equal-armed Cross.
The Banner of the Temple
The Banner of the Temple shall be displayed in the northeast, save
when its position is otherwise prescribed. Its design shall reflect the
name of the Temple and shall include such symbolism as is deemed
appropriate.
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CHAPTER 3

OUTER OFFICERS, PENTACLES AND
VESTMENTS
Officers of initiation in the Outer Order
The three major officers of initiation in the Outer Order of Aurum Solis are
called Magus, Ensor and Eremitus; they are assisted by a Magister and by
minor officers called Custodes.
MAGUS, the magician, represents the Column of Equilibrium and the
powers of Agathodaimon. He represents also the three principles of the
Superstructure of the House of Sacrifice and their focused concentration in
the sphere of Tiphareth.
ENSOR, the sword-bearer, represents the Column of Severity and the
powers of Leukothea. He represents also the principle of the Body and the
reflection of the principle of Justice.
EREMITUS, the hermit, represents the Column of Mildness and the
powers ofMelanotheos. He represents also the principle of the Breath and the
reflection of the principle of Mercy.
MAGISTER, master ofceremonίes, the ritualist. His care is to ensure, with
sensitivity and discretion, the correctness and smooth runnίng of the
working, in whatever mode and timing may be set by the Magus. He directs
the cu.stodes of the working. His correspondence is to the princίple of the
Breath.
CUSTODES, guardίans, the acolytes of the working. These
minor officers are responsible for the arrangement of materials and
equipment, and for the performance of such ancillary ritual functions as may,
in a given instance, be required of them. Their correspondence ιs to the
principle of the Body.
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Vestments and pentacles of the officers of initiation
All officers wear their basic robe and hood, grade cord and temple shoes.
The tabard of MAGUS is violet lined red in the Fίrst Hall, red lined violet
in the Second Hall. He bears the Great Pentacle, which is suspended f r om a
silver ribbon representing the alchemίcal prίnciple of Mercury.
In form the Great Pentacle is a black disc, bearίng upon its face the design
of a green square interlaced with a yellow lozenge; this interlace contains an equalarmed cross of white, upon which is a smaller equal-armed cross ofscarlet. The
design is surrounded by a narrow circular border of violet. Upon the reverse is
the alchemίcal symbol of the Quintessence, in scarlet, surrounded by a narrow
circular border of white.
The tabards of ENSOR and EREMITUS are quar t ered black and
white (black to the right side at front, to the lef t side at back). The tabard
of ENSOR is lined green, that of EREMITUS is lined yellow. Each bears
the Pentacle of the Quintessence: that of ENSOR is suspended from a blue
ribbon representing the alchemίcal principle of Salt; that of EREMITUS is
suspended from a red ribbon representing the alchemical principle of
Sulphur.
The Pentacle of the Quintessence is a white dίsc, bearίng the alchemical
symbol of the Quintessence upon its face in black. The desίgn is surrounded by a
narrow circular border of scarlet.
The tabard of MAGISTER is white. Upon the breast thereof is a small
Templar (ar r owhead) Cross in light blue.
CUSTODES wear a black tabard, upon the breast of which is a small
equal-armed cross in white.
Symbolism of the vestments
The tabards of Magus, Ensor and Eremitus, the seniors of the Outer Order
initiatίons, continue the symbolism of the Great Pentacle in a special and
operative manner.
In the First Hall, Magus' tabard displays the violet of the circle of
containment, and signals astral equilibrίum and veiled potency. Eremitus'
tabard, charged with the yellow of the masculine lozenge,
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flashes prominently off the outer violet of Magus' tabard, while Ensor's
tabard, charged with the green of the feminine square, flashes subtly off the
inner red of Magus' tabard. The function and presence of Eremitus is thus
emphasised over that of Ensor, in accordance with the general
correspondence and dedication of the rite to the Pillar of the Breath, the
first principle of the House of Sacrifice.
In the Second Hall, Magus' tabard displays the red of the regenerative
fire of the equal-armed cross, and signals the manifestation of divine energy
and power. The green charge of Ensor's tabard flashes prominently off the
outer red of Magus' tabard, while the yellow charge of Eremitus' tabard
flashes subtly off the inner violet thereof. The function and presence of
Ensor is thus emphasised over that of Eremitus, in accordance with the
general correspondence and dedication of the rite to the Pillar of the Body,
the second principle of the House of Sacrifice.
Basic attire of Companions of the Order
The basic robe of Aurum Solis is a full-length, generously cut garment with
long sleeves. The hood that is worn with the robe should be a separate
garment, that is, not attached to the robe. First Hall members wear black
robe and hood, Second Hall members wear grey robe and hood, and Third
Hall members wear white robe and hood.
The basic white robe of a Third Hall member has a narrow border of
gold upon the sleeves and the hem.
Grade cords worn in the Outer Order are white for First Hall members,
blue for Second Hall members, red for Third Hall members.
Soft black shoes are worn by all companions; but the footwear of a Third
Hall member displays a gold equal-armed cross upon the instep of the right
shoe.
Second Hall vestments for workings other than initiations
While plain fabrics are desirable to be used in rites of initiation and
corporate workings related thereto, vestments for planetary and other rites,
whether worn by Magus or by an appointed senior of a
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given operation, may be of damask or brocade and cut according to the
simple style of the initiation tabard, or such vestments may reflect
elemental or planetary characteristics or chivalric or religious traditions.
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CHAPTER 4

C O N S E C R A T I N G THE P L A C E OF L I G H T
The rite Sacratio Templi, `Consecration of the Temple', provides for the
establishment of a permanent magical environment, of a veritable nexus
between the worlds, wherein the Works of Light may be accomplished by
the companions of the Glorίous Star.
Referred to as `the Outer Temple of the Order', the Temenos is in fact
the place wherein the greater part of Order activity is conducted: all
ceremonies of consecration of magical implements; the vίtαl procedures of
path-working and of planetary sphere-working; high magical rites
oftransubstantiation, of evocation and of talismanic consecration, as well as
the initiation ceremonies of the First and Second Halls. It should not be
considered therefore that the Temenos, `the Outer Temple', is of less
importance than the Telesterion, `the Inner Temple': it is simply dif f erent in
terms of range of purpose and degree of aspiration. By contrast with the
Temenos, which is ef f ectively the Order's working environment and the
domain of practical magick, the Telesterίon is the sanctuary of mysticism: it is
concer n ed exclusively with the Third Hall Initiation Ceremony and with
certain procedures proper to the Inner Life and Magical Current of the
Order.
The layout and fur n ishings of the physical place of working are descrίbed
above, in Chapter 2, where details of the optimum times for the preliminary
consecration of the Tesserae are given.
The anointing oil to be used in the ceremony of consecration is that of
the Outer Order of Αurum Solis, the formula of preparation and blessing of
which is as follows:
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O I L OF THE SEVEN P L A N E T S Anointing Oil of
the Outer Order Ingredients:
Ι part oil of rose, 2 parts oil of camphor, 4 parts olive oil, 5 parts oil of
lavender, 6 parts oil of verbena, 8 parts oil of violet, 9 parts oil of spearmint.
Blend on a Saturday, moon waxing to full, as follows:
During the hour of Saturn pour 8 parts violet oil into vessel. During
the hour of Jupiter add 4 parts olive oil. During the hour of Mars
add 9 parts spearmint oil. During the hour of Sol add 1 part rose oil.
During the hour of Venus add 6 parts verbena oil. During the hοur
of Mercury add 5 parts lavender oil. During the hour of Luna add 2
parts camphor oil.
The Blessίng of the Oil takes place on a Saturday, first hοur of Saturn, new
moon.
Perform the Greek Setting of the Wards of Power.
Ι Facίng east, assume the Wand posture. Vibrate ΕI
2 Raise arms at sides and vibrate Σ Ρ Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
3 Touch right shoulder wίth left hand, vibratίng ΚΑΙ Σ Ρ Η
∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
4 Touch left shoulder wίth right hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ Σ Ρ Η
∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, bow head and vibrate ΕΙΣ ΤΟΥΣ
ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
6 Advance to the east. Tread a deosίl cίrcle, returnίng to east.
7 Return to the centre, and .facίng east vibrate
Σ Ρ Η Π Ε Λ Ε Ι Α ΚΑΙ ΣΡH ΣΡΥ Γ Ρ Α
'0 Ο Φ Ι Σ ΚΑΙ ΤΟ Ω Ι Ο Ν
8 Make the gesture Cervus to the east, vibrating
ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ at the fi r s t point, Σ Ε Λ Λ Η - Γ Ε Ν Ε Τ Η Σ at
the second
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9 Facing north and making Cervus, vίbrate ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the first point and
ΚΥΡΙΟΣ at the second.
10 Facing west make Cervus, vibratίng ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the first point, and
Π Α Γ Κ Ρ Α Τ Η Σ at the second point.
11 Facing south makes the gesture Cervus, vibrating
Α Θ Α Ν Α Τ Ο Σ at the first point of the gesture, ΘΕΟΣ at
the second.
12 Facing east, assume the Wand posture and vibrate:
ΓΑΙΑ ΚΑΙ rO u m m ! ΤΟΥ ΟΥΡΑΝΟΥ
Then, assuming the Tau posture, vίbrate:
ΤΟ THE EAST ΣΩΤΗΡ
TO THE SOUTH ΑΛΑΣΤΩΡ
ΤΟ THE WEST ΑΣΦΑΛΕΙΟΣ
TO THE NORTH ΑΜΥΝΤΩΡ
13 Facing east assume the Wand posture. Vibrate ΕI
14 Raise arms at sides and vibrate λΡΗ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
15 Touch right shoulder with left hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ ?Η
∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
16 Touch left shoulder with right hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ rΗ
∆ΟΞΑ
17 Keeping arms crossed, bow head and vίbrate ΕΙΣ ΤΟΥΣ
ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
Energise by Clavis Rei Primae 2" d Formula, thus:
1 Assume the Wand posture.
2 Visualize your Corona (crown centre) as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 Inhale, drawing a shaft of brilliance from Corona to breast, where it forms the Orbis
Solis (the heart centre) in golden light.
4 Exhale, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to the feet, where it forms the Instita
Splendens (feet centre) in white light, less brilliant than the Corona.
5 Inhale, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instita Splendens and pass into the
Orbis Solis.
6 Exhale, affirming the central column formulation.
7 Repeat several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
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8 The Orbίs Solis remains dίstinct as a brίlliant nucleus, but steadίly emits a
powerful radiance to surround you wίth a golden aura.
Extend both hands, palm downward, above the vessel of oil, and
intone:
I bless thee, creature of oil, in the divίne and holy name —
With arms raised in the PSI posture, speak the Greek name upon the
oil:
ΙΕΗΩΟΥΑ Hold
the vessel with both hands, saying:
So be thou ready, whenever thou art called upon, to confirm in
strength and to seal in love the works of Art Magίck.
Project upon Holy Oil by Orante Formula, as follows:
Ι Assume the Wand posture.
2 Visualize your Corona as a sphere of whίte brilliance.
3 Inhale, drawίng light from Corona to breast, and forming the Orbis Solis in
golden light.
4 Exhale, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to the
feet, where it forms the Insdta Splendens in whίte light.
5 Inhale, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the
Instita Splendens and pass into the Orbis Solis.
6 Exhale, affirming the central column formulation.
7 Repeat several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 With awareness of the three centres, raise your arms,
palms forward and dίrected to the object that is to
receίve projection. On an exhalatίon, feel the energy
of the Orbίs Solis passing upwards through your arms
and out from the centre of your palms, to converge upon
the object ofprojecdοn as beams of golden light.
9 Assume the Wand posture.
10 Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above.
11 The Orbis Solis remains distinct as a brillίant nucleus, but steadίly emits a
powerful radiance to surround you with a golden aura.
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SACRATIO TE MPL I
(The Rite of Consecration of the Temenos)
Magician:
Basic at t ire, tabard of Magus (2 nd Hall display), Great Pentacle.
Companions:
Basic at t ire. One carries bell or other implement for sounding
battery.
Bomos:
Just east of centre, undraped.
Equipment on Bomos:
Ι Tessera of the east, apex of Quintessence to west.
2 Tessera of the south, apex of Quintessence to north.
3 Tessera of the west, apex of Quintessence to east.
4 Tessera of the nor t h, apex of Quintessence to south.
5 Tessera of the centre, apex of Quintessence to east.
6 Lamp and lighting taper.
7 Krater (a metal bowl), with spίrit and 01. temple.
8 Goblet of red wine.
9 Vessel of water.
10 Vessel of salt.
11 Oil of 7 Planets and finger linen.
Credenza, southeast:
Thurίble and twο caskets of incense.
1st incense: dragonsblood.
2nd incense: equal par t s cinnamon, olίbanum, benzώn.
Credenza, northeast:
The Magic Sword, point towards east.
Vessels for flame:
Four vessels, with flam m able spirit and Oil of 7 Planets, are
placed in the quarters; one before each "deposit" area.
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Banners:
Banner of the New Life, southeast; Banner of the Temple,
northeast.
Velum celante:
The Veil is open, revealing the Mirror.
Tides:
Full of the moon, or within three days approaching full. Akasha.
Spring, summer or autumn seasonal tide.
Entrance:
Companions enter, salute east and assume stations without
witnessing. Provided that the Magician has clear access to
the quarters from the centre, the companions may stand where
convenίent within the compass of the ensuing circumambulatίons.
Magician is last to enter and stands west of Bomos facing east. He
works unassisted throughout the process of consecration. Utilίty and
"feeling of movement" here override ceremonial prescription.
1
Magician salutes with Ave, then intones the first part of the Ogdoadic Catena:
MAGICIAN:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come. Salutation and
again salutation in the splendour of the Star which unites us.
0 you Hίgh Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in
Eternίty: you have given signs and you have shown wonders,
and you have revealed yourselves unto your children.
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE.
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
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2
The battery is sounded: 1.
MAGICIAN:
Ο high Guardians, Lords of Topaz, behold me and empower me in
this hour, that I may truly and effectively consecrate this place as a
Temenos of your perpetual regard. By my action, let this Temple be
established as a pure vessel for the Light and Life of the Glorious Star of
Regeneration, that all who work herein may be upraised and united in the
splendour of one aspiration.
Let the blessing of the sacred and threefold flame of Goodness,
Beauty and Truth rest upon this place henceforth and forever, and let
Love be the bond and seal in every operation of the noble alchemy of
the Great Work which is conducted herein.
So may it be, in the Light of the Glorious Star. 3
Battery: 1.

Dίrector proceeds to east of Bomos and faces east. He visualίzes hίs Corona
Flammae (the crown chakra); then, wίth his arms raίsed in the gesture PSI f'— he
stamps once with his right foot and proclaίms:
MAGICIAN:
Procul este, prοfani!
4
He takes the vessel of salt from the Bomos and goes to the east.
He casts salt to the east, then moving deosil around chamber casts salt to
south, west and north in turn. He concludes in east, bows and returns to eastern
side of Bomos.
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9
Ba tt ery: 3.
Magician intones the First Enochian Key.
MAGICIAN:
ΟLd SONuF VORoSiG,
GOHO MD BALaE,
LΟΝ 8iχ KALαΖ VO-NυΡίΗΟ:
SΟBRA ΖΟL9
RΟ-Rd Ι ΤΑ NAZePίSAD GRA-A ΤΑ MALPiRoG: DeS
ΗΟLaχ χΑ-Α ΝΟΤ1ΗΟ-Α ZIMuZ, OD ΚΟΜι Μχ ΤΑ
ΝΟΒLΟχ ZΙ-ΕΝ: SOBA ΤΧΙL GVΝΟΝυΡ PίRoGE ΑWDΙ,
DeS UroBeS ΟΒΟ-LΕχ GRοSΑM9.
KA-SARoM OHO-RE-LA KAΒΑ ΡΙR9 DeS
ΖΟΝ9RΕΝSiG KAΒ EroM Ι-ADλΝaχ. ΡΙLΑχ
FARoleM ZURdΖA
AD 9ΝΑ GONG Ι-AD 9ΡΙL DeS ΗΟΜ 9 ΤΟχ, SOBA ΙΡΑΜ
L U IPAMJS,
DeS LO-HO-LO ΥΕΡd ZO MuD PO-AΜAL, OD
ΒΟGdΡA Α-Α-Ι
ΤΑ ΡΙ-ΑΡι PI-AMOL OD VO-O-AΝ.
ΖΑΚΑRd ΚΑ OD ΖΑΜ9RAΝ:
ODO KIKLE χA A:
ΖΟRέGΕ:
LAPd ZΙRdDO ΝΟΚΟ MAD,
HO-AΤaχ 1-A-IDA.
10
He proceeds to northeast, and takes the Sword lubar. He proceeds to east and faces
east.
With lubar in left hand, point touching the floor, with right hand held in the
gesture Pronatίo above "deposit" area, and with visualization ofhίs Corona
Flammae throughout, he invokes:
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MAGICIAN:
Τυ Ο ululans, lanians, qui ventum terribilem habitas: veni.
With hίs right hand on hίs pentacle, he stamps once with his right foot.
Maintaining his Corona he proceeds widdershins to north. Facing north, the
point oflubar touching the floor, hίs right hand in the gesture Pronatί o, he
invokes:
MAGICIAN:
Τυ Ο contundens, motum vetans, qui terram hebetem habίtas: veni.
With his right hand oη his pentacle, he stamps once with hίs right foot.
Maintaining hίs Corona he proceeds wίddershins to west. Facing west, the
point of lubar touching the floor, his right hand in Pronatiο, he invokes:
MAGICIAN:
Τυ Ο frangens, obruens, qui aquam furentem habίtas: venί.
With hίs right hand on hίs pentacle, he stamps once with hίs right foot.
With awar e ness of hίs Corona he proceeds wίddershins to south. Facing south,
t h e ρ ο ί η t oflubar touching the floor, hίs right hand in Pronatio, he invokes:
MAGICIAN:
Τυ Ο extorquens, conficiens, qui ignem saevum habitas: veni.
With hίs right hand on his pentacle, he stamps once.
With awareness of his Corona he proceeds wίddershίηs to east. He salutes
east with Ave, allows Corona to fade from awareness, then proceeds wίddershins
to northeast and replaces lubar.
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He proceeds to a point midway between the east and the eastern side of the
Bomos and faces west.
Battery: 1.
He assumes the Tau posture, then visualizes the ophίomorphic godform of the
Agathodaίmon.
(The serpent arises from a coil behind him, the main part of its body being
vertical and close to hίs spine, the head advanced above his head and surrounded
by twelve rays of light, the wings descending obliquely forward and being folded
across hίs body).
Maintaining this formulation he intones:
MAGICIAN:
O vos Tenebrarum Domini, incolae liminis, audite: mίlle
circum me palpitant aetates silentes,
latae Serpentis alae me cίngunt,
neque adhuc est tempus ut vultum ostendam:
quαre me cupite, qui puella candίda sum;
quare me sequίmini, qui cervus superbus sum;
quare in me delectamim, qui flamma sum fortis et terribilis; quare
in me elatϊ, quia astrum ardens sum, este.
Re-centring his consciousness on hίs magical personality, he allows the god form of
the Agathodaίmon to fade from his awareness; he then dismisses the Tau
posture.
He performs Arista Plena, the 3.d Formula of the Clavis Rei Prίmae, as
follows:
Ι He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes his Corona Flammae as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 On an exhalation he assumes the PSI posture. He inhales, then
exhales vibrating AVE LUX SANCTISSIMA.
4 He inhales, and light descends from hίs Corona to hίs breast to form
the Orbίs Solis in golden yellοw light.
5 He exhales and folds hίs arms, right over left upon his chest. He
inhales, then exhales vibrating SOL VIVENS.
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6 He inhales, and light descends from hίs Orbίs Solis to hίs
feet and forms hίs Instί ta Splendens in white light.
7 He exhales and assumes the gesture Pronatίo. He
ίnhales, then exhales vίbratίng CUSTOS MUNDI.
8 He ίnhales, and a shaft of rose-gold light rises to the
Orbίs Solis.
9 He exhales and folds his arms left over right, upon hίs chest. He inhales,
then exhales vίbratίng IN CORDS ΤΕ FOVEO.
10 He inhales, then exhales and extends hίs arms outwards to his sides,
palms facing upwards. He continues hίs measured breathing while the
O r b s Solis increases in brightness to surround him with an aura of
golden yellow light. When he is ready, on an exhalation he vibrates
MEMBRIS CIRCUMAMICTIS GLORIA TUA.

12
Battery: 5.
Magician cίrcumambulates the Bomοs thrice, deοsίl, ending east ofBomos. He
proceeds directly to east, bows, then (with hίs Corona held in visualization)
performs a triple deosίl cίrcumambulation of the place of working, concluding in
east.
He bows to east then proceeds to southeast. He places the second incense ί n
the thurί ble.
He returns to east. Facing east, he bows, and c e n s e s thrice to east. He
proceeds to south, west and north, tensing thrice at each quarter. He returns to
east, bows, turns and proceeds to east of the Bomos.
He bows to the Bomos and then cίrcumambulates it five times with incense.
Concluding east of the Bomos facing west, he bows, turns and proceeds directly
to east.
He bows to east and c e n s e s the Mirror five times; then turning to face
the Banner of the New Life he c e n s e s once towards it to honour its
presence; he then turns wίddershίns to face the Banner of the Temple, and tenses
once towards this, likewise as honouring its presence. He bows to east, then
proceeds to southeast and replaces the thurίble.
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13
Magίcίan now proceeds deosίl about Temenos to east and faces the Mirror.
Battery: 1.
Magίcίan assumes the anthropomorphίc god form of the Agathodaimon.
(The Agathodaίmon is a tall and commandίng figure, with youthful face and
compassionate eyes. His haίr is golden, falling in curling locks to his shoulders. Upon his head
is a golden oriental crown of twelve rays. He is robed in a white garment that sparkles with
light of every colour. Upon his shoulders and falling before hίm is a stole of rich green and
gold. His feet are bare.)
Holdίng this image firmly in awareness, wίth eyes closed, he visualizes the same god
form in the Speculum, as though it is his astral reflection.
Having built this double formulation to a level of vibrant intensity, he allows both
images to fade from his awareness.
Magicίan then projects upon the Mirror by Orante Formula, as follows:
Ι He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes hίs Corona as a sphere of white
brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawing light from Corona to breast, and forming the Orbis Solis in
golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to the
feet, where it forms the Instita Splendens in white light.
5 He inhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the
Instita Splendens to pass upwards into the Orbis Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column formulation.
7 He repeat several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 With awareness of the three centres, he raises his arms,
palms forward and directed to the object that is to receive
projection. On an exhalation, he feels the energy of the
Orbis Solis passίng upwards through his arms and out
from the centre of his palms, to converge upon the object
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of projection as beams of golden lίght.
9 He assumes the Wand posture.
10 He repeats steps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above.
11 The Orbis Sobs remaίns distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily emits
a powerful radiance to surround hίm with a golden aura.
When the Magίcίan is ready, he proceeds dίrectly to Bomos, takes the Oil and
returns to east. He anoints the Mίrror with five small equal-armed crosses, as
follows.
At top right, vibrating ELEOS
At bottom left, vibrating SARX
At top left, vibrating DIKE
At bottom right, vibrating PNEUMA
At centre (a slίghtly larger equal-armed cross), vibrating
KUDOS
He moves to western side of the Bomos, replaces the Oil and salutes the east with
the gesture Ave.
Battery: 5.
14
Again makίng Ave, and maintaining it, Magician proclaims:
Ave ortus omnium, to ipse sine ortu. Ave
finis omnium, to ipse sine fine.
Ave vita omnium, to ipse ultra omnes mundos.
The gesture Ave is dismissed.

15
Battery: 1.

(a) Magician
proceeds to east and faces east.
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He traces towards the east an invoking Spirit pentagram, vibrating the name
ΕΧΑRΡ; and then he traces an invoking Air pentagram, vibrating the name ORO
BAH AOZPI.
Assumίng the gesture Pronatio, hίs hands above the "deposit" area, he vίbrates the
Third Enochian Key.
MAGICIAN:
ΜΙΚΰΜΑ GOHO ΡΙ-ΑDΰ,
ΖΙ-Ra ΚΟMa-SE-Laχ A ZI-ΕΝa BI-AB OS
LΟΝ3DOχ:
NO-RoZ ΚΰΗΙS 0-TaMIL GI-GI-ΡΑχ:
U-NaDeL KaΗIS TA PU-IM iχa MO-SiΡ-LΕχ ΤΕLΟ-Καχ.
χU-I-ΙΝ TOL-TORoG ΚΰΗΙS I KδΗΙS GE,
Ε Μ OΖΙ-ΕΝ DeSΤ ΒΰΚοGDΑ OD TO-RoZUL. I LI Ε
0110 BAL-ZARoG
OD A-A-LA TaHILaN OS ΝΕΤΑ-ΑΒ,
DeLU-GA VO-MuSARoG LON-SA ΚΑΡϋ-ΜI-ΑLΙ VO-RoS
Κ LΑ HO-MIL KOKASiB:
FA-FEN IZ-IΖ-ΟΡϋ
OD MI-INΟ-AG DE GaNETA-AB
VA-UN NA NA-E-ELa,
PANG-PIRA MAL-PIRoGI
KA-ΟsiG PILaD:
NO-AN U-ΝΑ-LΑχ BALaT OD VO-O-AN. DO-OI-AP MAD,
GΟΗO-LORϋ GOHUS A-MIRAN.
ΜΙΚΰΜΑ I-E-HUSΟZ KAΚAΚOΜ
OD DO-O-A-IN ΝΟ-ΑRa MIKA-OIaZ A-A-I-OM. ΚΑSΑRΜaGa G O H I - A :
ZAKAR U-NI-GaLAG OD IMU-AMAR PUGO
PiLA-PiLI
Α-ΝΑ-ΝΑ-ELι χΑ-ΑΝ.
Then, closely above "deposit" area, in horizontal plane, he traces a circle of containment,;
and then, within thίs, and also in horizontal plane, he traces an inνοking Spirit
pentagram wίth vibration of the name AThANATOS, and an invoking Αίr pentagram
wίth vibration of the name PNEUMA.
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(b)
Magicίan proceeds to south and faces south.
He traces towards the south an inνοkiηg Spirit pentagram, vibrating the
name BITOM, and an invoking Fίre pentagram, vibratίng the name OWW
Τ Ε Α Α PDOCE.
Assuming the gesture Pronatio, his hands above the "deposit" area, he
vibrates the Sixth Enoehίan Cu.
MAGICIAN:
GΑχ SiDI-U Κ ΗΙS ΕΜa,
ΜΙΚΑLaΖΟ PILa-ZIN:
SOBAM EL HARoG ΜΙ-Ra BA-BA-LON OD
OBeLOK SAMU-EIaG:
DeLUGAR MALPiRoG ARKA-OSiGI OD
AKAM ΚΑΝΑLϋ
SOBOL ZAR eF-BLI-AroD KA-OSiGI OD
KϋΗΙS ANETAB OD ΜI-ΑΜ Τ Α VI-U OD
eDa.
DARoSAR SOL ΡΕΤaχ ΒΙ-EΝϋ: BeRITA OD
ZAKAM aGa ΜΙΚΑLaΖΟ: SOB-ΗΑ-ΑΤaχ TRIAN LU-I-AHE ΟD-ΕΚRΐΝϋ MAD χΑ-Α Ο Ν .
Above the "deposit" areα, in horizontal plane, he traces the circle; then wίthin the
circle he traces an invoking Spirit pentagram wίth vibration of the name
AThANATOS, and an invoking Fire pentagram with vibratίon of the name
DIKE.

( c)
Magίcian moves to west and faces west.
He traces towards the west an invoking Spirit pentagram, vibratίng the
name HCOMA, and an invoking water pentagram, vibratίng the name MPH
ARSL GAIΟL.
Assuming the gesture Pronatίo, his hands above the "deposit" area, he
vibrates the Fourth Enoehίan Key.
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MAGICIAN:
ΟΤ ΗΙLΑ LASDI BA-BA-GE
OD DO-RoPiHA, GOHOLδ,
aGδ KδΗΙS GE AVAVAGO KO-RoMPδ ΡiD0
DeSONuF VI UDIν ?
KA-SARMI 0-ALI MAPiM
SOBAM AG KO-RoMPO KϋRοΡiL,
KΑ-SΑRΜδGδ KRO-ODZI K0ΗΙS OD U-GE-Gδ, DesΤϋ
KAPI-MA-LI Κ ΗΙS KΑΡΙ-ΜΑ-ΟΝ: OD LONuSiHIN Κ ΜS
ΤΑ LO K0LΑ.
TORoGU ΝO-Rδ χU-ΑSΑΗΙ OD ίFδ KA-OSiGA: BAGLE
ZI-RENA-I-AD DeSI OD APILA.
DO-O-Α-ΙΡ χ Α- ΑL,
ZAKAR OD ΖΑΜ RΑN OBELI-SONuG,
RESTEL A-AF ΝORοΜΟ-LΑΡϋ.
Above the "deposit" area, in horίzontal plane, he traces the circle, then within the
circle he traces an invokίng Spirit pentagram wίth vibration of the name
ISChYROS, and an invoking Water pentagram with vibration of the name
ELEOS.
(d)
Magician moves to north and faces north.
He traces towards the north an invoking Spirit pentagram, vibrating the
name NANTA, and an invoking earth pentagram with vibratίon of the name
MOR DIAL HCTGA.
Assuming the gesture Pronatio, his hands above the "deposit" area, he
vίbrates the Fifth Enochian Key.
MAGICIAN:
SΑ-Paχ ZIMI-I DU-IB
OD NO-AS TaχU-ΑΝΙS Α-DeROKaχ, DORoPiHΑL KA-OSiG
OD FA-OΝTaS PERIPSOL
ΤΑΒLI-ORa
KA-SARoM Α-ΜΙΡϋΖI ΝΑ-Ζ RTaχ AF
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OD DeLUGAR ZI-ΖO-Pϋ ΖϋLIDΑ KA-OSίGI TOL TORaGI:
OD ΖeΚϋΗΙS ESI-Α-SiΚaχ eLϋ TA-VI-U
OD I-A-OD TaHILaD
DeS HUΒΑRα PE-O-AL
SOBA KORoMFA ΚϋΗΙS ΤΑ LA UIaS OD iχϋ-KOKASiB.
ΚΑ NI-IS OD DARoBeS χΑ-AS:
FΕΤϋΗΑRΖΙ OD BLI-ORA:
I-A-I-AL EDιΝΑS KIKLES:
BAGLE? GE-I-AD I aLϋ.
Above the "deposit" area, in horizontal plane, he traces the circle, then within it he traces
an invoking Spίrίt pentagram, vibratίng ISChYROS, and an ίnvoking Earth
pentagram, vibratίng SARX.
16
Magician moves to east, salutes with Ave; then proceeds to east side of the Bomos and
faces west.
Battery: 1.
(a)
Magician takes the Tessera of the east in both hands and proceeds directly to east of the
chamber. He elevates the Tessera in horizontal plane, vibrating PNEUMA, then emplaces it
in the "deposit" area, star uppermost and apex of the Quintessence to east.
(b)
He proceeds to south side ofBomos, takes the Tessera of the south in both hands and moves
directly to south. He elevates the Tessera in horίzontal plane, vibratίng DIKE. The Tessera
is emplaced in the "deposit" area, star uppermost and apex of Quintessence to south.
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5
He places a small amount of salt in the vessel of water, replaces salt on Bomos,
and takes vessel of water to east.
He sprinkles water to east, then moving deosίl around chamber sprinkles
water to south, west and north. He concludes in east, bows and returns to
eastern side of Bomos and replaces vessel of water.
6
He goes to credenza in south-east and places the first incense in the thurible.
Taking thurible, he advances directly to east.
He tenses east three times, then moves to south, west and north, tensing
thrice towards each quarter. He returns to east, bows, proceeds to south-east
and replaces thurible, then proceeds deosil to west of Bomos and , faces east.
7
He lights the taper, and raising it on high he traces therewith the sign of
PSI: first the curved arms, from left to right, then, bringing the taper down to
trace the vertical beam, in the same movement he lights the Lamp upon the
Bomos, vibrating HA as he does so.
He takes the lighted taper to the east and traces the sign of the Circled
Cross to the east. He moves to south, west and north, tracing the sign towards
each quarter. He concludes in east, bows and proceeds to west ofBomos and faces
east. Taper is extinguished and replaced on Bomos.
8
Battery: 4.
Beginning and concluding west of the Bomos, the Magician performs the
Greek Setting of the Wards of Power:
Ι Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vibrates
ΕI
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2 He raises his arms at his sίdes and vibrates ' Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
3 He touches right shoulder with left hand, vίbratίng ΚΑΙ
T Η ∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
4 He touches left shoulder with right hand, vίbratίng ΚΑΙ
' 11 ∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vibrates ΕΙΣ
ΤΟΥΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
6 He advances to the east. He treads a deosil circle, returning to east.
7 He returns to the centre, and facing east he vibrates "14 ΠEΛEΙΑ
ΚΑΙ ' ΥΓΡΑ
T O OΦΙΣ ΚΑΙ ΤΟ ΩΙΟΝ
8 He makes the gesture Cervus to the east, vibrating
Α Θ Α Ν Α Τ Ο Σ at the first point, ΣΕΛΑΗ-ΓΕΝΕΤΗΣ at
the second.
9 Facing north and making Cervus, he vibrates ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the first
point and ΚΥΡΙΟΣ at the second.
10 Facing west he makes Cervus, vibrating ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at
the first point, and ΠΑΓΚΡΑΤΗΣ at the second point.
11 Facing south he makes the gesture Cervus, vibrating
Α Θ Α Ν Α Τ Ο Σ at the first point of the gesture, ΘΕΟΣ at
the second.
12 Facing east, he assumes the Wand posture and vibrates:
ΓΑΙΑ ΚΑΙ 1 ' 0 IΧΩΡ ΤΟΥ ΟΥΡΑΝΟΥ
Then, assuming the Tau posture, he vibrates:
TO THE EAST ΣΩΤΗΡ
ΤΟ THE SOUTH ΑΛΑΣΤΩΡ
ΤΟ THE WEST ΑΣΦΑΛΕΙΟΣ
ΤΟ THE NORTH ΑΜΥΝΤΩΡ
13 Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vibrates
ΕI
14 He raises his arms at his sίdes and vibrates 4' H ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
15 He touches right shoulder with left hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ
T H ∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
16 He touches left shoulder with right hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ
' 14 ∆ΟΞΑ
17 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vibrates ΕΙΣ
Τ ΟΥΣ Α ΙΩΝΑΣ
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(c)
He proceeds to west sίde of Bomos, takes the Tessera of the west in both hands
and moves directly to west. He elevates the Tessera in horizontal plane,
vibrating ELEOS, and emplaces it in the " d e p o s i t " area, star uppermost
and apex of Quintessence to west.
(d)
Magician proceeds to north side of Bomos. He takes the Tessera of the north in
both hands and moves directly to north. He elevates the Tessera in horizontal
plane, vibrating SARX, then emplaces it in the "deposit" area, star uppermost
and apex of Quintessence to north.
(e)
He proceeds to east sίde of Bomos, kindles a taper from the Lamp and proceeds
directly to east bearing the lighted taper. He traces the Circled Cross towards
the east with the taper, then ignites the vessel of spirit and 011 in that quarter.
He moves to south, west and north, tracing Circled Cross and igniting the vessel in
each quarter in turn.
He moves to east, touches the flame of the taper to the flame of the vessel in
east, salutes with the taper, proceeds to west side of Bomos and faces east.
The Taper is extinguished and replaced upon the Bomos.
17
Battery: 5.
The Magician steps back from the Bomos.
All witnessing companions now approach the Bomos and, with Mαgicίαn,
form a circle about it, hands linked right over left.
A fivefold deosίl circumambulation of the Bomos is now performed, after
which hands are unlinked.
The Magician resumes his position at the west side of the
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Bomos. He performs the Sacramental Formula of Affirmation (as follows), then again
steps back to rejoίn the circle of companίons.
AfterMagίcian, beginning with the companion to hίs left and proceeding deosίl round
the circle, all others in turn perform the Sacramental Formula ofAffirmatίon.
Sacramental Formula of Affirmation
1 Standing at west of Bomos, bow.
The Principle of the Breath
2 Perform the Greek Calyx:
Facing east in the Wand posture, vibrate
ΕI
Raise arms at sides and vibrate
"Η

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ

Touch rίght shoulder with left hand, vibrating
ΚΑΙ 'Η ∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
Touch left shoulder wίth right hand, vibrating
ΚΑΙ *Η ∆ΟΞΑ
Keeping arms crossed, bow head and vibrate
ΕΙΣ ΤΟΥΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
3 With your right hand, trace the letter PSI above the Bomos, uttering HA as you
trace the descending vertical stroke of the letter.
4 Salute east with Ave, saying IΟ PNEUMA!
The Principle of the Body
5 Partake of the salt.
6 Salute with Ave, saying IΟ SARX!
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The Principle of Justice
7 Witness upon the Tessera.
8 Turn deosil and perform a triple circumambulation about the Bomos, within the
circle of companions, concluding at the west side of the Bomos facing east.
9 Salute the east with Ave, saying IO DIKE!
The Principle of Mercy
10 With the phial of oil held in your left hand, take oil upon the ball of your right
thumb. Replace the phial. With the right thumb, sign the Greek letter TAU
υροn yοur brow (horizontal right to left, descending vertical).
11 Salute with Ave, saying IO ELEOS!
The Principle of Glory
12 Take the lamp in both hands and raise it on high before you. Having contemplated
it, return it to the Bomos.
13 Take up the goblet in both hands and raise it on high before you. Partake of the
wine. Again raise the goblet on high, then return it to the Bomos.
14 Salute with Ave, saying IO KUDOS!
15 Join your hands υροn your breast, right over left, and maintaining this posture say
In Living Light and Luminous Life
then extend both arms in salute, saying
From us to thee the praise passes.
Dismiss the gesture.
18

Magician approaches to west side of Bomos and the companions resume their original
positions.
Battery: 8.
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Magicίan traces an invoking spirit pentagram to east, vibrating IAD.
He kindles the taper from the lamp, and in horizontal plane closely above the
"deposίt" area, he traces with the taper an octagram, beginning at top right 0 / figure.
With the tracing of each successive line of the figure, a word of the Ogdoαdic palindrome is
vibrated:
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE
The taper is extinguished.
Magician takes the Tessera of the centre with both hands. He elevates the Tessera in
horizοntal plane, vibrating KUDOS, then emplaces it in the "deposίt" area, star
uppermost and apex of Quintessence to east.
He takes the goblet of wine, elevates it, and pours its remaining contents uροn the
central Tessera as a libation. He again elevates the cup, and replaces it upon the Bomos.
He kindles the taper from the Lamp and ignites the Krater upon the Bomos.
The taper is extinguished.
19
Battery: 1.
Magicίan, with arms raised in double Ave, proclaims: MAGICIAN:
Thus have I consecrated the Temenos.
And the name of this Temple shall be ...........................................................
Magician folds his arms, right over left, and dismisses posture.
He proceeds to east of Temenοs and closes the Veil of the Mirror. He salutes east with
the gesture Ave, then performs a triple widdershins circumambulation of the ρΙαce
ofworkίng, arms folded left over right, head bowed.
At the conclusion of the circlings, he again salutes east and then returns to west side of
the Bomos.
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20
Battery: 1.
MAGICIAN:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come. Salutation and
again salutation in the splendour of the Star which unites us.
0 you High Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity:
you have given signs, and you have shown wonders, and you have
revealed yourselves unto your children.
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE.
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 1
Facίng east, all nοw proclaim the Hermetic Adoratίon: ALL:
Hail thοu One thοu A11!
HailO Creator Spirit!
Thy power and resplendence outpoured illumine the House of my
being!
The powers within me chant in harmony with thy will,
upraised and united in thy Wisdom and Love.
O Goodness whose Truth dwells in Beauty 0 Shepherding Mind embed in Form Divine In Living Light and Luminous Life (arms are crossed), from us
to thee the praise passes (arms are extended, palms forward).
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Battery: 3-5-3.
All reflect upon the work in sίlence; then, as each , finds it fitting, he or she exίts
the sanctuary, Magίcian being last.
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In leaving, each approaches deosίl to east, salutes with Ave, and exits deosίl.
S.T. NOTANDA
10 The Latin invocations for east, north, west and south
respectively, are translated:
Thou howling, thou scourgίng, who abidest in the terrίble wind,
Ο come!
Thou crushίng, thou paralysίng, who abidest in the dull
earth, Ο come!
Thou shatterίng, thou overwhelming, who abidest in the
raging waters, Ο come!
Thou torturίng, thou consumίng, who abidest in the
savage fire, Ο come!
Unbalanced force is here acknowledged and confronted m the process of
consecratίon, and given "a local habitation and a name", that it may
be identified and sublimated from the outset.
11 The Latin text is translated:
Ο ye Lords of Darkness, Dwellers upon the Threshold, hear
me!
The vibrant stillness of a millίon ages encompasses me, The
broad wίngs of the Serpent are about me, But the time is
not yet when I shall unveίl my face. Wherefore desire me,
for I am a shinίng maίden; Wherefore follow me, for I am a
stag proud and noble; Wherefore delίght in me, for I am a
flame strong and
terrίble;
Wherefore be ye elevated (sublimated) in me, for I am a
burnίng star.
The invocation is made in the form and power of Agathodaimon, and
process of sublimation (it is token, rather than actual, even as the
invocation was token and not specίfic), is effected by Clαvis Rei Primαe,
3rd Formula.
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N.B. Following the rite, the five foundation "deposits" (the Tesserae)
should be cemented in place, but by no means moved in the process. The
"tiles" should be applied and permanently sealed.
So be the Work accomplished
In the Light of the Glorious Star!
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CHAPTER 5

N E O P H Y T E OF THE GREAT WORK

In this first initiation ceremony of Aurum Solis, the relationship of
the Five Prίnciples of the House of Sacrifice to the parts of the
psyche of the candidate is presented in a manner that assists in the
effective realization of their potent inner activity.
The rite establishes the aspirant in the magical current of Aurum
Solis and the Ogdoadίc Tradίtion; yet it is a personal gift and
blessίng, inasmuch as it does not incorporate the candidate into the
group life and work of the Order.
FΙRST HALL CEREMONY OF INΙΤIAΤΙOΝ
Aurum Solis Rite of Induction
Bomos:
Three drapes cover the Bomos: black, red and white. These are so
arranged that each colour is visible. Ideally, the black fully covers the
Bomos, the red extends down twο thirds of its heίght, the white
extends down one third.
Bomos at centre of place of working.
Equipment on Bomos:
1. The Mystical Tessera (west of centre of Bomos).
2. The Lamp (east of centre of Bomos).
Banner of the New Lίfe:
The Banner is in the East, before the Veil.
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Credenza in north-east:
Vessel of salt.
Thurίble.
Two incenses:
(1) Frankίncense, benzoίn, oil of yellow sandalwood.
(2) Myrrh, oils of rose, jasmine and violet.
Oath and pen. Candidate's
grade cord.
Credenza in south-east:
Vessel of lustral water.
Phial of anointing oil and finger towel.
Goblet.
Cruet of red wine.
Krater (a fireproof vessel).
Lighting taper.
General instruction:
The Lamp upon the Bomos is kindled by MAGISTER, prior to
commencement of working, as follows:
With a lίghted taper MAGISTER signs the Greek letter PSI in vertical plane
above the Lamp, vibrating HA as he describes the vertical stroke and, in the same
action, brίnging the taper down to light the Lamp upon the Bomos.
Order of entry:
The order of entry is EREMITUS, ENSOR, MAGISTER,
NEOPHYTES, SERVITORES, ADΕΡΤΙ, CUSTODES, MAGUS.
Each in turn approaches to west of Bomos and witnesses upon the
Tessera (that is, the left hand is placed on the chest, the rίght hand on the
Tessera; the rίght hand is then brought up for a moment to cover left hand, and the
posture is dismίssed).
Havίng wίtnessed, each assumes station:
EREMITUS proceeds deosίl around Bomos to southwest, to stand
about twο paces f r om Bomos and facίng it.
ENSOR proceeds wίddershins around Bomos to nor t hwest, to
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stand about two paces from, and facing, Bomos.
NEOPHYTES, SERVITORES, ΛDEPTI and CHIEFS take their
places in west, north, south and east respectively, outside the intended
area of operation.
Stations of CUSTODES are prescribed throughout by
MAGISTER, to facilitate optimum conduct of the rite.
Preliminary
Battery: 1.
MAGUS, ENSOR and EREMITUSperform Clavίs Re/ Primae 2"d Formula, as
follows (for step 8 of the formula, Magician bows his head, raising it at the conclusion
thereof):
Ι The Wand posture is assumed.
2 The Corona is visualized as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 On an inhalation, a shaft of brilliance is drawn down
from Corona to breast, where it forms the Orbis Solis.
4 On an exhalation the shaft of brilliance is seen
descending to the feet, where it forms the Instίta
Splendens in white light, less brilliant than the Corona.
5 On an inhalation a shaft of orange flame rises from the
Instίta Splendens and passes into the Orbίs Solis.
6 On an exhalation, the three centres are affirmed.
7 The sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above is repeated several
times.
8 The Orbis Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily emits a
powerful radiance to encompass the practitioner in a golden aura.
MAGUS traces the Greek letterPSl before him with his right hand, then assumes the
Wand posture.
Battery: 1.
MAGUS moves deosil to east side of Bomos and faces east.
Α CUSTOS, having meanwhile charged the thurίble with the first incense, now
approaches ΜAGUS, delivers the thurίble and returns to his station.
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The Elemental Cross of Concealment
MAGUS turns deosil to face west.
He tenses four times across Bomos to west. He turns deosil to face east and
without pause proceeds directly to east, there to cense three times towards east.
He turns to face west, proceeds directly to west side ofBomos, turns deosil and
proceeds deosil to south side of Bomos, there to face north.
He censes four times across Bomos to north. He turns deosil to face south
and without pause proceeds directly to south, there to cense three times towards
south.
He turns to face north, returns directly to south side of Bomos where, wίthout
pause, he turns deosίl and proceeds deosίl to west side of Bomos; there to face east.
He censer four times across the Bomos towards the east.
He turns deosil to face west, and wίthout pause proceeds directly to west, there to
cense three times t̟wards west.
He turns deosil to face east, returns dίrectly to west sίde of Bomos where,
without pause, he turns deosil and proceeds deosil to north side of Bomos, there
to face south. He tenses four times across Bomos towards the south.
He turns deosil to face north, and wίthout pause proceeds &recd. )) to north,
there to cense three times towards north.
He turns deosil to face south, returns directly to north sίde of Bomos where,
without pause, he turns deosil and proceeds deosil to east side of Bomos, and there
turns deosil to stand facίng east.
Α CUSTOS approaches MAGUS, receίves the thurible and
retires.
The Circled Cross of Illumination
MAGUS turns deosίl to face west.
He takes the Lamp in both hands and holding it before him (about 18
inches before his brow) turns deosil and proceeds directly to east of place of working.
There standing, facίng east, with the Lamp he signs the Circled Cross (horizontal
at brow level, left to rίght; vertical descending; circle deosil, from top of
descending beam).
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With the Lamp at brow level, he proceeds deosίl around the perimeter of the
place of workίng to south, turns deosίl to south, and wίth the Lamp signs the
Circled Cross.
With the Lamp at brow level, he proceeds deοsίl around the perimeter to west,
turns deosίl to west and signs the Cίrcled Crοss.
He proceeds sίmίlarly to north, turns deοsίl to north and signs the Cίrcled Cross.
He proceeds to east, thus completing hίs cίrcle of workίng, and turns deosίl to face
east.
He raises the Lamp on high and turns deosίl to face west. Then, lowering the
Lamp to brow level, he carrίes it directly to east side of the Bomos. There, after
raίsίng the Lamp once more on hίgh, he replaces it on the Bomos.
MAGUS, ENSOR and EREMITUS now lίnk hands, rίght over left, and
perform a triple deosίl cίrcumambulatίon about Bomos. The cίrclίngs beίng
concluded, the οfftcers dίsengage hands.
MAGUS , faces east.
Battery: 1.
Catena
MAGUS:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come.
ALL THREE:
Salutation and again salutation in the splendour of the Star which
unites us.
MAGUS:
0 you High Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity: you
have given signs and yοu have shown wonders, and you have
revealed yourselves unto your children.
ALL THREE:
ΕΝ GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ΕΤ ROTOR IGNE
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages in a Circle and is their
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Mover with Fire!
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
In the bond of Holy Light, by the coming forth of the Phoenix and
by the effulgence of the Morning Star do we call upon you, High
Guardians, we who are the continuators of your Work: 0
Luminous Ones, behold and hear us. Not without our own
questing do we seek Gnosίs, nor without our own endeavour to
achieve the Supreme Good: but that the sowing shall be crowned
in the harvest. For oneness of purpose do we call unto you, for
that joy of resolve which is the wine of the will, transforming all
that was strange to it. For living light and for luminous life do
we call unto you, 0 Hidden High Ones! So Light and Life shall
be drawn at last to the radiance of one Star, and that Star shall
mount to the unshadowed heίght.
MAGUS turns to face west across Bomos.
Battery: 2-3.
The Proclamatίon of the Fίve Princίples MAGUS:
Let us upraise the Distyle Temenos of our aspiratίon. Let us
establish PNEUMA and SARX.
Let us make salutation of DIKE, ELEOS and KUDOS.
EREMITUS:
Thοu named as Breath, Ο come!
Down to this ground sweep from the lofty heίght
Shίmmering with lίving light
To stίr the inert, with voice to indue the dumb!
Invoked art thou and praised.
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Ο Principle of Breath, thou Quickener, Inspirer,
Lawgίver!
Here in thy name is our first column raised.
ENSOR:
Thee, second, we invoke,
Principle of the Body! thee, no less
Needful our rite to bless
Whο upon Being sets of Form the yoke! Hearer
inspired, inflamed,
Bringer to deed of Mίnd's all-potent store — Thou
Doer, Warrior —
Behold, for thee our second Column named!
ENSOR and EREMITUS:
Above the Columns bright —
Distinct, yet one in will and great avail — A
wondrous sίgn we hail:
The Superstructure towering to the height!
MAGUS:
Ο Shapers of that frame,
Most mighty ones! — this House that we prepare, Now for
its in-dweller
Make whole and hallowed, while your powers we name!
MAGUS and ENSOR:
Hail, Guardian severe,
O Justice! — thou who keepest fαίth exact In
measure word and act!
Thine ancient law and custom we revere.
MAGUS and EREMITUS:
And hail, Ο Mercy! — thine
It is to pass as air, untrammelled yet — Yea,
rising without let
Even to the freedom of the Mind Divine!
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MAGUS:
The third in awe we greet:
Save as we call thee Glory, what thy name?
Ο joίned yet perfect flame
Where Mercy and Justice, each transcended, meet!
ALL THREE:
Lo, in the darting fires
The House transmuted! — first the apex bright
As the Star at zenith's height:
That Star to which the mystic House aspires!
Then the whole House from far
Is seen aflame: above, below, about,
Refulgence raying out
In eightfold beams: the House one with the Star!
MAGUS:
0 destiny sublime!
Hail, ye propitious Powers whom we declare!
Our words a shinϊng staϊr
For Mystery whose span outpasses Time.
The three οffβcers now f i n k hands in a rίng and perform a half
cί rcumambulation deosίl about the Bοmοs. (At thίsροίηt, ENSOR and
EREMITUS are both facing west, but are at opposίte sides of the Temple from
theίr prevιous positions; and MAGUS ίs west of the Bomos facing east.)
Announcement of Intent and Reception of Candidate Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Companions of the Glorious Star, we purpose this day to
invoke the mysteries of the First Pillar by the working of Five
through the Breath, for and on behalf of (earthly name),
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aspirant to the First Hall of Aurum Solis. Let us proceed therefore
with the Rite of Induction, that he/she who shall henceforth be
known among as (magίcal nαme) may be received into the Light of
the Star.
ENSOR and ΕREMIT US bow tο MAG US then simultaneously
proceed to west, passing respectively south and north of the Bomos. As they pass
hίm, MAGUS turns deosίl to stand facing west.
ENSOR and EREMITUS leave the Temple and together approach
candίdate in the antechamber.
ENSOR takes candidates right hand in his left, and says:
ENSOR:
N. (earthly name), the Gate of the Temple stands open for thee.
EREMITUS takes candidate's left hand in his right, and says:
EREMITUS:
Come, therefore! Approach the Light! Enter upon the Way of thy
Heart's Desire, and know thyself as (magίcal name).
Holding the candidate thus, they conduct hίm into the Temple. They stand at
the western limit of the place of working, facing east, ENSOR at
CANDIDATE'S right, EREMITUS at his left.
MAGUS bows to them, and ENSOR and EREMITUS, still holding
the candidate hands, bow in return.
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Child of Earth and Starry Heaven, thou who seekest this day the
experience of the Mysteries, who seekest a clearer Vision of Truth;
thou who seekest worlds within worlds until for thee all worlds are
one in eternity: the High Company of the Glorious Star greets thee.
MAGUS bows to the candίdate.
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MAGUS:
Before we proceed, know this. Whoso enters the Mysteries can
nevermore return to the evening world of unenlightened selfhood. To
take the first step upon the sacred Way of Return is to be cοmπύtted to
ίt forever. To enter upon this Path is to find New Life in the
morning world of divine inspiration, until all shall be caught up and
assumed into the transforming Fire of Godhead.
I ask most seriously, therefore: Art thοu determined to make this
venture and to undergo this transformation?
(Candidate replies unprompted).
MAGUS:
Then, Child of Earth and Starry Heaven, enter into the Hermetic
Gnosίs of the House of Sacrifice.
The Fίrst Magίcal Link
MAGUS advances to stand about twο paces before candidate.
He takes ENSORs rίght hand in hίs left, and thereupon ENSOR
says:
ENSOR:
Enter and know well this House whose ways thou shalt tread.
MAGUS takes EREMITUS' left hand, completing the circle of officers and
candidate; whereupon EREMITUS says:
EREMITUS:
For it is the House of thine own self.
All now disengage hands.
MAGUS, his rίght hand raίsed towards the candidate, says:
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MAGUS:
May the glorious sunlight of the Supernal Life inspire and vitalίse
thee, Child of Earth and Starry Heaven, that what thou art may grow
to the stature of that which thou art to be.
Battery: 1.
The Second Magical Link
Still facing the candidate, MAGUS performs the Greek Calyx. As he does so,
ENSOR and EREMITUS formulate the Calyx_ for the candidate as follows:
1 As MAGUS assumes the Wand posture, ENSOR and EREMITUS visualise
a tongue of flame above candidates head. MAGUS vibrates ΕI.
2 As MAGUS, on an ίndraωn breath, raίses his arms ~n PSI, ENSOR and
EREMITUS join left and rίght palms respectively above candidate 's head,
hands pointing upward. (They maίntain thίs position through to the conclusion of
the Calyx). MAGUS breathes out.
3 As MAGUS inhales, ENSOR and EREMITUS visualise a shaft of light
which descends swiftly from the tongue of flame, passing through the crown of the
candidate's head and the centre of his body to the ground between his feet. As
MAGUS breathes out, vibrating HE BASILEIA, ENSOR and
EREMITUS bring their free hands into the position ofPronatίo before the
candidate.
4 As MAGUS, breathing in, brings his left hand across to hίs right shoulder,
EREMITUS brings up hίs left hand to candidate's right shoulder. MAGUS
vίbrates ΚΑΙ HE
DUNAMIS.
5 As MAGUS, breathίng in, brίngs his right hand across to hίs left shoulder,
ENSOR brίngs up hίs rίght hand to candidate's left shoulder. MAGUS
vίbrates ΚΑΙ HE
DOXA.
6 As MAGUS bows hίs head and breathes in, ENSOR and EREMITUS
strengthen the formulatίon of the shaft of light and vίsualίse a great concentration
of light and
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power at the candidates heart centre under the crossing of theίr arms.
MAGUS vibrates EIS TOUS AIONAS.
7 ENSOR and EREMITUS maintain their posture. MAGUS uncrosses
hίs arms, advances hίs rίght foot one pace, and places his palms for α
moment upon the Tipharic crossing o f the officers ' arms.
8 MAGUS steps back, resumίng hίs previous posίtion with crossed arms.
He then dismisses his posture, whereupon ENSOR and EREMITUS
disengage their hands and assume the Wand posture.
MAGUS raises hίs arms in the gesture PSI:
MAGUS:
Thou who art, Thou (with hίs rίght hand he traces the letter PSI before
him, vibrating HA as he describes the descending vertical; he then again
raises his arms in the gesture PSI): we adore thee and thee we
invoke.
(He crosses his arms on hίs breast, rίght over left, then extends hίs
hands, palms forward, towards the candίdate)
Grant to this thy child thy blessing and thine aid, that
he/she may fulfil more effectively his/her part in thy Divine
Plan.

MAGUS dismisses posture.
Battery: 2-3.
EREMITUS:
PNEUMA.
ENSOR:
SARX.
MAGUS:
DIKE, ELEOS, KUDOS.
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EREMITUS:
The Inspiring Breath.
ENSOR:
The Receiving Body.
MAGUS:
Justice, Mercy and Glory.
ENSOR and EREMITUS: The Two Pillars of the Porch.
MAGUS:
And the Triune Superstructure.
EREMITUS:
The Mental Sheath.
ENSOR:
The Astral Body.
MAGUS:
And the Three Supernal Lights.
ENSOR and EREMITUS:
The Soul within the human form.
MAGUS:
The Spirit indwelling the Soul.
ALL THREE:
Worlds beyond worlds and within worlds. Battery: 2
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The Distyle Temenos MAGUS:
The Porch of the House of Sacrifice represents the twο reciprocal
principles of thy earthly life. Observe well these principles, for thy
highest aspirations must depend on their harmonious interaction and
mutual support.
Pneuma
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
This is the principle of the Fίrst Pillar of the House of Sacrifice; it is
the male principle which we name The Breath.
EREMITUS rests his right hand on candidates left shoulder: EREMITUS:
This ίs that which vitalises, that which knows, that which unifies.
EREMITUS' hand remaίns on candίdates shoulder.
MAGUS advances to stand one pace before candίdate. Placίng hίs hands at the
sίdes of candίdate s head, he brings it forward and down.
He breathes thrίce upon the crown of the candidates head. Thίs accomplished,
he dίsengages hίs hands and steps back one pace.
Then, raisίng his right hand towards the candίdate, he says:
MAGUS:
May the powers of thy Ruach, thy rational soul and consciousness,
mediate aright between thy higher and lower natures. May thy Ruach
govern thy emotional and instinctual nature with understanding, with
benevolence and ωίth strength;
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may it likewise be a willing and effectual instrument for the powers of
thy hίgher nature, to the happiness and true fulfilment of higher and
lower together.
MAGUS lowers his hand.
Sarx
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
This is the principle of the Second Pillar of the House of Sacrίfice; it
is the female princίple which we name the Body.
ERFJvIITUS' hand remaining on candidates left shoulder, ENSOR rests hίs left hand
on candidates right shoulder.
ENSOR:
This is that which nurtures, that which feels, that which multiplies.
The hands of the οfftcers remain on candidate's shoulders.
Α CUSTOS approaches MAGUS and gίves hίm the Vessel of Salt.
MAGUS advances and places a small amount of salt upon candidates tongue.
This done, MAGUS steps back to hίs former posίtίon. The CUSTOS receives the
Vessel of Salt and retires.
Raisίng his right hand towards the candidate, MAGUS continues:
MAGUS:
May the powers ofthy Nephesh, thy instinctual and emotional nature,
blossom to their rightful development in relation to thy rational
consciousness and to thy bodily faculties. May the Nephesh participate
richly in the experiences of thy life, for the lastίng good of thy whole
person. May all be
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harmonised to the Wisdom of thy Higher Self operating through the
Ruach, that thy highest destiny may be happily achieved thereby.
MAGUS lowers hίs hand.
The Third Magical Link
The left hand of ENSOR and the rίght hand of EREMITUS remaίn on candidates
shoulders, whίle the free hands of these twο off cers are extended to MAGUS.
MAGUS takes ENSORs rίght hand in his left, EREMITUS' left hand in hίs rίght,
thus completing the cίrcle of officers and candίdate.
After a moment, all hands are dίsengaged.
The Triune Superstructure
!MAGUS turns deοsil to face east, advances to west sίde of the 8οmοs, bows, then turns
deοsίl and proceeds deosil around the 8οmοs to its east side, there to turn deοsίl and face east.
He makes the gesture Ave towards the east, then turns deοsil and proceeds deοsil around
the Bοmοs to its west sίde, there to !urn deοsίl and face west.
Battery: 3.
ΕNSOR and EREMITUS take candίdate's rίght and left hand ,espectively, and advance
hίm to a pοsitίοn about twο paces west )fMAGUS and facing him. They dίsengage their
hands; then ίmultaneοusly turn, ENSOR deosil and EREMITUSwίddershins,
face south and north respectίvely. ENSOR and EREMITUS `hen advance one pace in
their respective dίrections and turn UNSOR deοsil, EREMITUS wίddershins) to stand
fαιίng the 7andidate.
MAGUS:
The Superstructure of the House of Sacrifice represents those three
supernal functions which are present in thy Spirit,
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which were present before ever thy lower nature was brought
into being, and to which thy consciousness must be awakened
for the fulfillment of the Inner Quest.
Dike
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
This is the first principle of the Superstructure, the principle of
Justice. It is the principle of formation, of limitation, of
purification.
Α CUSTOS, having charged the thurίble with the second incense, and with the
candidate's cord upon his right arm, approaches MAGUS, delivers the
thurίble and stands in attendance.
MAGUS approaches the candidate, turns deοsil and circles him thrice
deοsil with incense (here symbolising the concealing splendour of the Shekίnah).
Having concluded the third circling at east of the candidate, he turns deοsil and
approaches to west of the Bοmοs. The CUSTOS, havίng received the thurίble
from MAGUS, delivers the cord to him and retires.
MAGUS turns, approaches candidate and girds him, securing the cord in
the manner proper to First Hall (that is, at the candidate left).
Having resumed his position west of the Bοmοs and . facίng the candidate, he
raises his right hand and continues:
MAGUS:
May thy conscious reason accept in a living dedication the
authority of thy Neshamah, the Supernal Mother of thy
psyche. May thy conscious reason thereby be guided to grant
rightful development and enlightened control to thy emotionalinstinctual nature, that thy whole life may be enriched and thy
spiritual progress assured and accelerated. May thy Neshamah,
the representative in the human Spirit of the Holy Sophia of
our aspiration — she who is both the outer veil
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and the means of manifestation of the Supernal Father — be to
thee in reality a Mother of wonder, of love and of inspiration, a
glorious and mystical light of Guidance and of Understanding, to
lead thee ever more deeply into the World of Supernal Truth.
MAGUS lowers hίs hand.
Ηe turns deosίl to face east, bows, then tur n s deοsίl and proceeds deosil around the
Bomos to its east side, and there turns deosil to face west across Bomos. He
addresses the candidate:
MAGUS:
Now is the time come for thee to make a formal commitment to
the Path of the Mysteries.
EREMITU.S' and ENSOR approach the candidate and tur n , ENSOR deosil
and EREMITUSwίddershίns, to face east flanking hίm. They take the candidate
hands and advance hίm to west sίde of the Bomos; there standίng they dίsengage hands.
During their advance to the Bomos, a CUSTOS approaches to MAGUS"
right bearing Oath and pen. CUSTOS delivers Oath to MAGUS, then proceeds
deosil to stand ιn attendance uροn ENSOR.
MAGUS hands the Oath to the candidate.
MAGUS:
Consider this Oath.
If it seems to thee to be a just and reasonable undertaking into
which thou canst freely enter, then (he indicates the Tessera), place
thy right hand upon this symbol of the Great Work and read aloud
this undertaking as thine own personal oath of aspiration.
Candidate places his right hand upon Tessera, guίded ίfnecessary by ENSOR, and
reads the oath aloud:
CANDIDATE:
I, ........................ aspirant to the first Hall of Aurum Solis in the
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Ogdoadic Mystery Tradition, and henceforth to be known in
Aurum Solis by the name ......................... do hereby and hereon
solemnly undertake to pursue the Great Work of Self-realisation
in abundance of love and in generous devotίon, to the end that my
whole being shall, in the ecstasy of a supreme attainment, be
irradiated and divinely transformed in the splendour of Lίght
Supernal.
Whereunto, in the presence of those here assembled, I do
invoke my own Higher Self to bear witness.
So it is. So shall it be. In the Light of the Glorίous Star.
ENSOR receives the pen from the attendant CUSΤΟS Delivering it to the
candidate, ENSOR says:
ENSOR:
Sign now this Oath wίth thy earthly name and with thy magίcal
name, that it be a record of thy undertaking.
The Oath having been signed, ENSOR receives the ρen and delίvers it to the
(^USTOS, who retires.
The Oath remains upon the Bomos.
MAGUS turns deοsίl and proceeds to east of the place o) workίng, there to
turn deοsίl and face west.
Then ENSOR and EREMIΤUS take candidate's hands ana proceed three
tίmes deοsίl round Bomos, EREMITUS leαdίng. On reachίng west sίde of Bοmοs
at the conclusion of the thera circumambulation they halt, and ENSOR and
EREMITUS bow to east.
Still holdίng candidates hands, they proceed once more deοsίl round the Bomos,
not making a complete cίrcumambulatίοn but passing by its north side to arrive
at their former position, about three paces west of Bomos and facίng east.
ENSOR and EREMITUS dίsengage their hands.
MAGUS now proceeds to east sίde of Bοmοs, turns deosίl αnα proceeds deosil
around Bomos to its west side, there to turn deοsii and stand facίng west.
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Eleos
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
This is the second principle of the Superstructure, the princίple of Mercy.
It is the principle of the hidden causal force of Spirit, which is
revealed and is made manifest through the first principle. Thus do
these twο great principles of Spirit work together and in equilibrium.
Α CUSTOS approaches MAGUS and delίvers to hίm the vessel of lustral
water. MAGUS, wίthout moving forward, dipping the three mίddle fingers ofhίs
right hand six tίmes successively in the lustral water (thumb upon lίttle finger for
the action), asperges candidate: directing water to Corona Flammae, Unciα
Coeli, Flos Abysmi, Orbίs Solίs, Cornua Lunae and Instita Splendens.
CUSTOS receίves the lustral vessel and retίres.
MAGUS, raising hίs right hand towards the candidate, continues:
MAGUS:
Just as the earth awakens to new life beneath the rain from the
heavens, so may thy life and soul reveal the action of the Chίah, the
Supernal Father of thy psyche, ώn the abundant renewal and increase
of the inner being which is given through the Neshamah. Ever mayest
thou be increasingly aware of these two great principles of Spirit —
the causal and the formative — as they operate together in those new
beginnings and fleshings of illumination which come to birth in the
inner life, opening a way to Light Illimitable.
MAGUS lοwers hίs hand.
ENSOR dίrects candίdate to kneel.
Α CUSΤOS approaches MAGUS with anointing oil and , finger towel.
MAGUS receίves the oil and moves to the candidate. Ηe takes oil up̟ηΡ
the ball of his right thumb and traces the Signum Tau
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upon the candidate's brow (horίzontal beam left to right, then descendίng
vertίcal). As he makes the anointίng he says:
MAGUS:
Upon thy brow let shine the Tau Cross, as sign and seal of thy
dedication this day in the regenerative mysteries of the Ogdoadic
Tradition.
MAGUS resumes hίs position at west sίde of Bomos, but facίng east.
He delίvers the phial of oil to the CUSTOS and receives the finger towel. As
he cleanses hίs thumb, EREMITUS directs the cαndίdαte to rίse. CUSTOS
receives towel and retires.
MAGUS bows to the Bomos, then turns deosίl and proceeds around Bomos to
its east side, where he turns deosίl and stands facίng east. He makes the gesture
Ave, then turns deosίl to face west.

Kudos
Battery: 1.
MAGUS takes the Lamp from the Bomos. Holdίng it before hίm at the level of hίs
heart centre he turns deosίl to face east.
He raίses the Lamp on high, then, again holding Lamp at level ofhίs heart
centre, he turns deosίl and proceeds deosίl around the Bomos to its west sίde.
He again turns deosίl, then moves towards the candidate and delίvers the
Lamp to ENSOR and EREMITUS.
The twο officers take Lamp with left and right hand respectively, and thus hold
it above the candidates head.
MAGUS resumes position at west side of the Bomos, facίng west. Raising hίs
right hand he continues:
MAGUS:
May thy whole being grow in awareness of the Yechidah, the principle
of Glory as it is present to thy psyche. Even though the Yechidah is
more hidden than the Chiah, may thy
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perception discern it as the point behind causality, the perfect
unity of Being and Becoming. Mayest thou find in thyself a
subtle consciousness of ίt as the Dίvine Flame which is both the
source and the ultimate pinnacle of the Spirit. May thy mind
realise it as deathless, changeless and incapable of any
imperfection, for it is inseparable from the Divine Mind, being
the Divine Idea of thyself in thy perfection. From it thou hast
descended: to it, thy Quest at last completed, in rapture be thy
return!
MAGUS lowers hίs hand.
He advances, receives the Lamp from ENSOR and EREMITUS and,
holding it bejbre hίm at the level of his heart centre, he turns deosίl and proceeds to
west ofBomos, where he agaίn turns deosίl, proceeds deosίl around the Bomos to its
east sίde, there to turn deosίl and stand facing east.
He raises the Lamp, then lowers it as before, and turns deosίl to face west
across the Bomos.
He replaces the Lamp.
MAGUS:
Child of Earth and Starry Heaven, this Lamp (he indicates it with
both hands), set now in its place of honour upon our Bomos,
represents the Undying Flame of Godhead which burns eternal
at the centre of all worlds.
It represents too the single Light of thy Higher Self, thy
personal Star of Destiny which participates in the Dίvίne Life,
which shines always in the hίghest sanctuary of thy beίng.
It is that supreme and inmost Light which shall, in
fulfilment of thine aspiration, fully irradίate all the levels within
thee in the mode, and according to the nature, of the Fivefold
Pattern of the House of Sacfifice.
Α CUSTOS, bearίng the krater, approaches MAGUS and stands in
attendance.
MAGUS raίses the Oath from the Bomos and dίsplays it to the candidate.
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MAGUS:
Behold now thίs oath of aspiration whίch thou hast sworn and
sίgned, the fulfilment of which is intrίnsίc to thy spiritual
evolutίon.
(MAGUS ignites the oath in the flame of the Lamp.)
As now in a symbolic act this paper ίs consumed in the flame
of the Lamp, so in reality may all the levels of thy being find
theίr consummation in the transmuting fire of Godhead.
(MAGUS holds the paper untίl it is almost consumed, then drops
it into the krater..)
CU.STOS retίres with krater.
MAGUS:
So simple and yet so primal an act is the token of a changeless
bond, of commitment to an unending ideal in the Lίght of the
Spirit. Yet let not the symbol of flame seem to suffice.
Α CUSTΠS bearίng cruet and goblet approaches MAGUS' left, delίvers the
vessels to MAGUS and stands in attendance. MAGUS, holdίng cruet and
goblet, continues:
MAGUS:
Truly the Yechidah is a brilliance apart from and above thyself.
But its powers of illumination and of transformatίon flood ever
into thy being; and be thy inner awareness open to this thou art
illuminated and transformed indeed.
Slίghtly raisίng the goblet, MAGUS charges it with wine, saying:
May the Chalice of thy Soul freely receive the Wine of thy Spirit,
and experience Divine Intoxication thereby.
MAGUS, continuing to hold the goblet, delivers the cruet to CUSTΠS; who
steps back one pace but remains in attendance upon MAGUS.
MAGUS turns deosίl and proceeds deosίl around the Bomos to its west side,
where he turns deosίl to ,face east.
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He raises the goblet on high; then, lowering it, he turns deοsίl to face west and
approaches candidate. He delivers the goblet to the candidate, saying:
MAGUS:
In acknowledgement of this mystery, receive thου this cup and drink
deeply and completely of it.
Candidate having consumed the wine, MAGUSreceίves the goblet. He turns deosίl and
approaches to west side of Bomos, where he stands facing east. The CUSTOS'
approaches, receives the goblet from MAGUS' and retires.
MAGUS salutes east with Ave and turns deosil to face west. ENSOR directs
candidate to kneel.
MAGUS approaches candidate.
Standing before the candidate, MAGUS performs Accessίο Luc/8, as follows:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He turns his thought in aspiration to the Prime Source ofLίght and Life.
3 In this contemplation, he imagines himselfgrowίng vast and yet more vast, magnίfτed
in being and power by adherence to the object of his highest and inmost desire.
4 Still in the Wand posture, and with the sense of vastness, he formulates his
Corona Flammae, knowing that the psychic reality represented by the Corona is
a living part of the divine Mind and exists in constant and dynamic interaction
therewith.
5 In the mystery and power of this realisation he visualizes his Corona increasing
inexorably in brightness from brilliant light to dazzling splendour, so that he is
entirely bathed in, is pervaded through and through by, the ambience ofLίghts
outpoured benison.
Then, ίn the ambience of this Light, and with his arms upraised in the gesture PSΊ, he
begins the invocation:
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MAGUS:
Ο thou most high, most holy, sublime and hidden God!
Thου Whο Art, Thου (with left hand on breast, he traces the letter
PSI before the candidate wίth hίs right hand, vίbratίng HA as he traces
the vertical stroke; he then brίefly touches hίs left hand wίth his right and
places both hands on the candidates head):
Let the Living Flame of thy Glory pour forth into this thy child
and empower him/her; let thy wondrous Spirίt move ever more
strongly within him/her in the action of Justice and Mercy.
MAGUS raίses his hands above candidate's head in benedίction; at the same
time, ENSOR and EREMITUS place their left and right hands respectively
on the candidates shoulders:
ENSOR and EREMITUS:
And let the Pillars of his/her House be irradiated with the plenitude
of thy Supernal Splendour.
MAGUS, ENSOR and EREMITUS simultaneously cross their arms
upon their breast, right over left:
ALL THREE:
So shall the Vision of the Light Divine arίse within his/her Soul, and
thy Presence enfold him/her.
MAGUS, ENSOR and EREMITUS dismiss posture.
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Thus, (earthly name), do I receive thee as an Initiate of the First Hall
of the Ogdoadic Mysterίes in Aurum Solis, and establish thee among
the High Company of the Glorious Star.
Companion of Aurum Solis, Neophyte of the Great Work, arίse in
thy name (magίcal name).
ENSOR and EREMITUS assist new initίate to arise.
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Confirmatίon
MAGUS bows to candidate, then turns deosil and proceeds to east side of the
Bomos, there to face west.
Battery: 5.
MAGUS:
Companions in Light, let us proclaim the divinely-inspired adoration
of the Hermetic Mysterίes!
MAGUS turns deosil to face east. All make Ave, then proclaim:
ALL:
Hail thοu One, thοu A11!
Hail Ο Creator Spirit!
Thy Power and Resplendence outpoured
sustain and illumine the House of my being!
The Powers within me chant Ίn harmony with thy Will, upraised
and united in thy Wisdom and Love.
O Goodness whose Truth dwells in Beauty —
O Shepherding Mind enrobed in Form Divϊne —
In living light and luminous life (arms are crossed on breast, right
over left), from us to thee the praise passes (arms are extended in
Orante)!
MAGUS faces west.
Battery: 1. MAGUS:
In harmony and aspiration this rite began: in unity and exaltation we
bring it to a close.
In the strength of that which we have wrought, with the blessing
of the New Life, and in the light of the Star, let us go forth into the
world. But let the silence of the Mysterίes keep guard between our soul
and our lips.
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(All make the Sign of Silence.)
So may the tradition of the Regeneration abide within the Temple.
ALL:
So it is, so shall it be!
Beneath the Black Rose it is concealed!
Battery: 3-5-3.
MAGUS proceeds to east and stands facing west.
ENSOR and EREMITUS bow to east and conduct the new inίtiate out
of Temple, passing deosil round the Bomos.
Witnessing NEOPHYTES, SERVITORES, and ADEPTI anα
CHIEFS, each in their turn, pass to west of Bomos, bow to eαsι and leave the
Temple.
MAGUS passes to west of Bomos, bows to east and exits.
MAGISTER and CUSTODES remaίn in the Temple to put all Μ order,
then finally they pass to west of Bomos, b̟w to east anα exit, MAGISTER
leaving last.
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CHAPTER 6
S E R V I T O R OF THE SECRET FLAME
The Second Hall Initiation of Aurum Solis is a serious work of
ceremonial magίck, not lίghtly to be undertaken. For both the
candίdate and the officers of the rite it involves careful preparation in
regard to the magical techniques involved in its performance. The
candidate, for instance, must be proficient in the Rousing of the
Citadels — the technique whereby the psychic centres of the
astrosome are awakened and brought to a state of harmonious
interaction — and in the true ejection, and specific formation, of the
substance of the astral body. For the officers of initίation, there is the
need for careful timing and co-ordination in regard to key magical
practices, and above all they must be of unquestionable proficίency in
regard to aspects of the ceremony that concern them personally.
Thίs rite, beyond its conferral of potent magίcal energies,
incorporates the candidate into the group aura of Aurum Sobs, and
admits him to the corporate magical life of the Order.
Introduced here, early in the ceremony, are the Three Steps of the
Foundation of the House of Sacrifice. These are preparatory
formulae, relating to functions of the psyche which may very literally be
described as "subliminal", and so theίr employment is not essentίal
to the normal awakening of the faculties nor, usually, to the
formulation of the House. In the context of magical psychology, they
relate to the emptying and adjustment of the "personal unconscίous",
and the reception of the true archetypes. In the Second Hall Initiation
of Aurum Solis, the Three Steps refer specifically to the liberatίon of
the Nephesh from negative influences, its confirmation in wholeness,
and its direction to the higher faculties. The reason for their
introduction here, rather than ίn the First Hall
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Initiation, lies in the new relationship being entered into by the
aspirant, with the companίons and with the Order as a whole. Not
only psychic contact with them, but greater interaction with them at
all levels — as well as greater responsibίlity and increasing
participation in the life of the Order — makes it imperative at thίs
stage that the candίdate should carry no adverse influences, however
unconsciously.
SECOND HALL CEREMONY OF INITIATION
Aurum Solis Rite of Integration
Bοmοs:
Two drapes cover the Bomos: black edged gold, and white edged
silver. These are so arranged that each colour ίs visible. Ideally, the
black drape fully covers the Bomos, and the white drape extends
down one-half of its height.
The Bomos ίs in the east of the Temenos, but positioned so that
there is room to pass between its eastern side and the boundary of the
area of operatίon.
Equipment on Bοmοs:
1 The Mystical Tessera.
2 The Lamp
3 The Great Wand (head to north).
4 Magic Sword (hilt to south, point to north).
Banners οf the New Lίfe and of the House:
Banner of the New Life, southeast.
Banner of the House, northeast.
Credenza /n southeast:
The Seven Planetary Lamps:
Ι Violet Lamp of Mene (Luna).
2 Orange Lamp of Hermes (Mercury).
3 Green Lamp of Paphίέ (Venus).
4 Yellow Lamp of Helios (Sol).
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5 Red Lamp of Ares (Mars).
6 Blue Lamp of Zeus (Jupiter).
7 Indigo Lamp of Kronos (Saturn).
Thymiaterion (that is, standing incense burner) and incense:
galbanum, mastic, red sandalwood, frankίncense, oil of violet.
Lighting tapers and implements for the making of fire.
The Phial of Anointίng Oil (7 Planets Oίl) and a small fingertowel.
Credenza ΐn northeast:
The Elemental Corbίs (a square repository draped ίn black, upon
which are ranged the Four Elemental Weapons: the Burin of Air, the
Wand of Fίre, the Cup of Water, the Disc of Earth).
The Flammeolum (a square of red silk, approxίmately 5 x 5
inches), impregnated with ambergris and musk.
The bell.
An instrument for sounding the seven planetary tones.
Trίangle formed by cincture:
To west of centre is an equilateral triangle, formed by the blue cord of
the candidate for initiatίon. The two ends of the cord meet in the apex,
which faces east. This triangle should be so formed that when the
Sword is placed upon it during the rite, the hilt of Iubar extends beyond
the apex, the poίnt of Iubar beyond the basal line.
Order of entry:
The order of entry ίs ENSOR, EREMITUS, MAGISTER,
SERVITORES, ADEPTI, CHIEFS, CUSTODES and MAGUS.
Each in turn approaches to west of Bomos and witnesses upon
Tessera (that is, left hand on chest, right hand on Tessera. right hand brought
up for a moment to cover left hand).
Having witnessed, each assumes station_
ENSOR and EREMITUS stand at north and south sίdes of Bomos
respectively, facing each other.
MAGUS stands at west of Bomos facίng east.
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SERVITORES, ADEPTI and CHIEFS take their places in thι
north and south (only), outside the intended area of operation.
CUSTODES, having witnessed, assume stations at southeast and
northeast credenzas.
Throughout the rite MAGISTER functions as director o1
ceremonies, working always with MAGUS, but overseeing thξ smooth
performance of the whole enterprise. His station is not fixed. and he
moves among the companions and directs the action entirely as
expedient.
The candidate wears only the basic Second Hall robe, and waits
barefoot in the antechamber.
Preparation of the Place of Light Battery:
1.
MAGUS raises his arms in the gesture PSI and intones: MAGUS:
ΕΠΙΚΑΛΟΥΜΑΙ ΣΕ T O N ΕΝ TΩ ΚΕΝΕΩ
ΠΝΕΥΜΑΤΙ ∆ΕΙΝΟΝ ΑΟΡΑΤΟΝ ΠΑΝΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΑ
ΘΕΟΝ ΘΕΩΝ ΦΘΟΡΟΠΟΙΟΝ ΚΑΙ ΕΡΗΜΟΠΟΙΟΝ
MAGUS, ENS'OR and EREMITUS draw their hoods, fold arms right
over left on breast and bow their heads. After a moment, they throw back their
hoods.
MAGUS receives a lighted taper from CUSΤOS (of the southeast).
CUSTOS retίres.
Holding taper aloft, MAGUS contίnues the invocation.
MAGUS:
ΕΠΙΚΑΛΟΥΜΑΙ ΣΕ T O N ΕΝ TΩ ΛΟΡΑΤΩ
ΣΚΟΡΕΙ ΚΑΘΗΜΕΝΟΝ ΚΑΙ ΑΝΑ ΜΕΣΟΝ
ΟΝΤΑ ΡΘΝ ΜΕΓΑΛΩΝ ΘΕΩΝ
With the taper MAGUS signs the Greek letter PSI, vibrating HA while signίng
the vertical beam of the letter, and brίnging the tape? down to light the lamp upon
the Bomos. The taper ίs
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extίnguished and placed upon the Bomos.
MAGUS now performs the Greek Calyx (as he vίbrates T η βασιλεια
ENSOR and EREMITUS together raίse the Lamp above the Bomos and there
maintain it):
I Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vίbrates
ΕI
2 He raίses hίs arms at hίs sίdes and vibrates ' Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
3 He touches right shoulder wίth left hand, vίbratίng ΚΑΙ
'Η ∆ Υ Ν Α Μ Ι Σ
4 He touches left shoulder with right hand, vίbratίng ΚΑΙ
' Η ∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vίbrates ΕΙΣ
ΤΟΥΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
Having concluded the Greek Calyx, MAGUS salutes the east wίth the gesture
Ave, then turns deosίl and moves directly to the triangle. He cίrcumambulates the
triangle once, then enters it from the east and turns to face east.
He contίnues the inνοιαtίon.
MAGUS:
ΕΠΙΚΑΛΟΥΜΑΙ ΣΕ ΤΟ ΣΟΥ Α Υ Θ Ε Ν Τ I Κ Ο Ν
ΣΟΥ Ο Ν Ο Μ Α ΕΝ 0 1 1 ΟΥ ∆ΥΝΗ Π Α Ρ Α Κ Ο Υ Σ Α Ι

MAGUS now traces the Circled Cross before hίm with his right hand.
As he traces the horίzontal, left to right, he vίbrates LEUKOTHEA.
As he traces the descendίng vertίcal he vίbrates MELANOTHEOS.
As he traces the circle, deosίl from the top, he vίbrates
AGATHODAIMON.
MAGUS remains wίthin the triangle.
ENSOR and EREMITUS replace the Lamp on the Bomos. ENSOR
moves to west of Bomos and takes the Sword. Holding
the Sword ίn repose he moves deosίl to east of Bomos and faces
east.
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As ENSOR moves to east, EREMITUS moves to west ofBomos and
stands facίng east.
Battery: 1.
ENSOR salutes with the Sword, then traces a wίddershίns circle therewith
about the place of working. Having returned to the east, ENSOR again
salutes.
Battery: 1.
EREMITUS lights the taper from the Lamp.
ENSOR and EREMITUS now move deosίl about the Bomos
simultaneously: ENSOR moves to west ofBomos and, facίng east, replaces the
Sword; EREMITUS moves to east ofBomos and faces east.
Battery: 4.
EREMITUS traces the Circled Cross before him wίth the lίghted taper, then
moves deosίl to south, west and north of the temple, signing the Circled Cross
towards each quarter in turn.
He completes the cίrcle in the east and salutes with the flame.
EREMITUSnow moves deosίl to south ofBomos where, facίng north, he
extιΡnguishes the taper; and at the same time ENSOR moves to the north of
the Bomos and faces south.
MAGUS, still within the trίangle, now vibrates the Fίrst Enochίan Key,
fοllοωίng it with invocation of the three archangels:
MAGUS:
0Lδ SONuF VORoSiG,
GOHO IAD BALaT,
LΟΝϋSiχ KALaZ VO-ΝυΡιΗΟ:
SOBRA ΖΟLa
RΟ-Rδ I ΤΑ NAΖePiSAD GRA-A ΤΑ MALPiRoG:
D e S ΗΟLaχ χΑ-Α ΝΟΤ ΗΟ-Α ΖΙΜυΖ, OD
ΚΟΜδΜΑχ ΤΑ ΝΟΒLΟχ ΖΙ-ΕΝ:
SΟBΑ ΤδHIL ΟδΝΟΝυP PiRoGE ΑLδDI, DeS
UroBeS ΟΒΟ-LΕχ GRοSAΜδ.
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KA-SARoM OHO-RE-LA KAΒΑ ΡΙRϋ DeS ΖΟΝϋRΕΝSiG
ΚΑΒ ΕτοΜ I-ΑDδΝaχ. ΡΙLΑχ FARoleM
ZURϋΖΑ
ΑD5ΝΑ GONG I-ΑDaΡIL DeS ΗΟΜϋ TΟχ, SOBA 'PAM,
LU IPAMIS,
DeS LO-HO-LO VΕΡϋ ZO-MuD PO-AMAL, OD
ΒΟGϋΡΑ A-A-I
TA PI-APa PI-AMOL OD VO-O-AN.
ΖΑΚΑRδ ΚΑ O D ΖΑΜΰ7RΑΝ:
ODO KIKLE χΑ-Α:
ΖΟRδGE:
LAΡa ZΙRδDΟ NOKO MAD,
HO-ATaχ I-A-IDA.
Thus do I invoke you, you Great Archangels
LΕΚSΑRϋΡίχ, ΚΟΜΑ-ΝΑΝ , TΑ-ΒI-ΤΟΜδ, whose
garments of light are beautified with admiration, and who
dwell wίthin the radiance of the Eternal.
MAGUS steps forward out of the trίangle and proceeds to west side of the
Bomοs, there to stand facing east. He wίtnesses upon the Tessera, and ENSOR
and ERFMITUS (from north and south of the Bomos) in turn witness upon the
Tessera.
MAGUS salutes east wίth the gesture Ave.
MAGUS:
Salutatίon and again salutation to the High Guardians ofthe
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come.
ALL THREE:
Salutatιon and again salutation in the splendour of the Star
which unites us.
MAGUS:
O you High Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity:
you have given signs and you have shown wonders, and you
have revealed yourselves unto your children.
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ALL THREE:
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE.
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages ίn a Circle and is their Mover
with Fire!
MAGUS:
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 1.
ΜΑ GUS turns to _face west, and all three officers move directly to the triangle to stand
about
it:
MAGUS
at
the
apex
facing
west,
ENSORandEREΜITUSatnorthwestandsouthwestofthe
triangle
respectτvely,
facingΜΑGUS.
All three officers n̟w simultaneously perform Accessίo Lucίs, as, follows:
1 Each assumes the Wand posture.
2 Each turns his thought in aspiration to the Prime Source of Light and Life.
3 In this contemplation, each imagines himself growing vast and yet more vast,
magnified in being and power by adherence to the object o f his highest and inmost
desire.
4 Still in the Wand posture, and with the sense of vastness, each formulates his
Corona Flammae, knowing that the psychic reality represented by the Corona is
a living part of the divine Mind and exists in constant and dynamic interaction
therewith.
5 In the mystery and power of this realisation each visualizes his Corona increasing
inexorably in brightness from brilliant light to dazzling splendour, so that he is
entirely bathed in, is pervaded through and through by, the ambience ofLights
outpoured benison.
Having developed the formulation until personal identity is subordinate to the ambience of
Light, each builds up within that ambience the appropriate god-form:
ΜAGUS visualizes the anthropomorphic image of the Agathodaimon.
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(The Agathodaimon is a tall and commanding figure, with youthful face
and compassionate eyes. His hair is golden, falling in curling locks to his
shoulders. Upon hίs head is a golden orίental crown of twelve rays. He is robed in a
white garment that sparkles with light of every colour. Upon hίs shoulders and
falling before him is a stole of rich green and gold. His feet are bare.)
ENSOR visualίzes the image ofLeukothea.
(The Goddess is robed in a shimmering white peplos, the upper back portion of
whίch is draped so that it forms a veil for her hair. Upon this veil she wears a
circlet of silver upon the front of whίch is a single beryl cabochon. Her face is
almond-shaped; her expression is dignified and gentle. Her right hand grasps the
shaft ofa double aχe, the blades of which are ofsίlver, the shaft of dark wood. At
its extremity the shaft of the axe is bound with a bright scarlet thong. Upon her
right wrist is a bracelet ofspecίal form: it shows on each edge a border of heavy
gold, the area between the borders beίngfilled with slender transverse bars of
various stones, red, dark green, black, white, yellow and deep blue. Her left arm
is raised, and upon the palm is poised a seamew with outspread wings.)
EREMITUS visualίzes the anthropomorphic image of Melanotheos.
(A muscular young male figure 1s seen, dancing and wildly ecstatic. His
skin is pale indigo; flowers of many colours are entwined in hίs long dark haίr.
The figure is nude, save for a silver pallium draped from the left upper arm. As
the god dances, this garment sometimes falls across his body, sometimes flows
behind him, sometimes twines loosely about him. Upon his hair is a crescent of
silver light, appearing either as horns of power or as the moon.)
When each is ready, each withdraws from the formulation, centring the
awareness strongly upon the characterisation of the god force.
This being accomplished, each crosses arms upon breast and bows the head.
(The moment for the ensuing battery must be chosen with discretion.)
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Battery: 3.
The three officers dismiss their posture_
1IIAGUS turns deosίl and moves tο west of Bomos. He salutes with Ave,
then proceeds deosίl about Bomos to east, there to fbce east.
MAGUS now petformsa triple deosίl cίrcumambulatίon of the place of
workίng, arms raised in the gesture PSI. Concluding in the east, MAGUS
moves deosίl about the Bomos to its western sίde, salutes east with Ave, then
turns and proceeds directly to the triangle. He enters therein and turns to face
east.
ENSOR and EREMITUS proceed eastward, to stand at north and south
sides of Bomos as before. Together they raise the Lamp above the Bomos.
MAGUS:
Thee we invoke, thee, the Secret Flame that abιdeth ιn sίlence in the
luminous vesture of the Agathodaίmon.
Thee, the Light of the Great Gods and the Life of the Worlds.
Thee, the Mighty and Shining One, whose Spirit filleth all things;
whose holy fire is invoked in every sanctuary of the heavens, and
whose wondrous Name is adored, praised and glorified by all that hath
breath!
With his rίght handΜAGUS traces the Greek letter PS!, vίbrating HA as he
describes the descending vertical.
ENSOR and EREMITUS replace the Lamp on the Bomos. MAGUS
proceeds to west of the Bomos, salutes
Ave, then
moves to east ofBomos and faces east.
The CUSTΠS of the northeast approaches MAGUS, bearing the
Elemental Corbίs.
Battery: Ι
MAGUS takes the Burin and makes invocation of the Spίrits of Air:
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MAGUS:
In the glorious name ATHANATOS (he traces the invoking
pentagram οf Spirit as the name is vibrated), and ίn the wonderful
name SELAE GENETES (he traces the invoking Air pentagram as
the name is vibrated), I summon νου, Dwellers in the Astral Light.
He raίses the Burin:
Children ofthP Realms of Elemental Air, be present and attend upon
this ceremony, and in your proper office participate in the Work.
MAGUS replaces the Burin upon the Corbίs and, with the CUSTOS in
attendance, proceeds to south.
Battery: 1.
Facing south, MAGUS takes the Wand and invokes the Spirits of
Fire:
MAGUS:
In the glorious name AΤΗAΝAΤOS (he traces the inνοkίηg Spίrίt
pentagram), and in the wonderful name THEOS (he traces the
invoking pentagram of Fire), I summon you, Dwellers in the Astral
Light.
He raίses the Wand:
Children of the Realms of Elemental Fire, be present and attend
upon this ceremony, and in your proper office participate in the
Work.
He replaces the Wand upon the Corbis, and with the CUSTΟS in attendance
proceeds to west.
Battery: 1.
Facing west. MAGUS takes the Cυρ and invokes the Spirits of Water:
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MAGUS:
In the glorious name ISCHYROS (he traces invoking Spirit
pentagram), and in the wonderful name PANKRATES (he traces the
invoking Water pentagram), I summon you, Dwellers in the Astral
Light.
He raises the Cup:
Children of the Realms of Elemental Water, be present and attend
upon this ceremony, and in your proper office participate ιn the
Work.
He reρlaces the Cuρ on the Corbin, and proceeds to north with CUSTOS in
attendance.
Battery: 1.
Facing north, he takes the Disc and makes invocation of the Spirits of Earth.
In the glorious name ISCHYROS (he traces invoking Spirit pentagram),
and in the wonderful name KYRIOS (he traces invoking Earth
pentagram), I summon you, Dwellers in the Astral Light.
He raises the Disc:
Children of the Realms of Elemental Earth, be present and attend
upon this ceremony, and in your proper office participate in the
Work.
Having concluded the invocation in the north, MAGUS replaces the Disc on the
C_orbis and proceeds to the east, still with the CUSTOS in attendance.
MAGUS and CUSTOS bow to the place of light's dawning. CURDS
returns to station and replaces the Corbίs. MAGUS moves deosil to west side
ofBomos: he takes the Sword, salutes the east therewith, turns and proceeds
directly to the triangle.
MAGUSplaces the Sword upon the triangle, hilt to east, point to west, then
turns to face eαst.
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EN.S'ΠR and EREIΙUS'now turn inwards and simultaneously
advance towarcΊ ΜΑGUS . tw̟ stand about two paces east ofhim. ( ' h e three
thus form a triangle whose apex is towards the apex of the triangle formed by
the blue cord.)
Positioned thus, the three officers link hands and perform a halfcίrcumambulation deosil. At the conclusion of this, they unlίnk hands. (At this
point, MAGUS'is ^es( οΙΙ3οmοs facing west: while EIVS^R and
EREMITUS are both facing east but are at opposite sides of the temple from
when they were stationed at the Bomos.)
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Companίons of the Glorίous Star. we purpose this day to invoke
the mysterίes of the Second Pillar of the House of Sacrifice by
the Working of Fίve through the Body. for and on behalf of our
companίon (magical name), aspirant to the Second Hall of
Aurum Solis.
Do any among νου find dίssent in your heart?
I f n i dίssent is voiced, MAGUS shall continue:
Then is our purpose confirmed in the bond of the Glorίous
Star. Let the candidate for inίtiation be now conducted hither,
that he/she may be admitted to our unity wίth the sacred rites
that are needful and ^ b u g .
Battery: 1 .
The ('USTOS of the southeast sprinkles incense upon the coals of the
thymiaterion. ENSOR and EREΜIΤUS bow, then simultaneously turn
inwards and prοeeed to the west, passing respectively south and north of the
trίangle.
Receptίon of the Candίdate
ΕΑ R and ERF1dIΤUS, havίng left the temple, approach the candidate in
the antechamber and stand before him, ENSOR to his rίgiit. Τ ' RΕΜ!ΙUS
to his left.
ENSOR tά kes cαι̟hdαte right hand in hts left, and says:
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ENSOR:
Initiate of the First Hall of Aurum Solίs, thy name has been
proclaimed in the sanctuary and thy works are known to us!
EREMITUS takes candidates left hand in hίs right, and says:
EREMITUS:
Enter, therefore, into the holy bond of fraternal embrace iii the
Light of the Glorious Star, for the rnγsteries of the Second Hall
await thee!
Leading the candίdate thus, they conduct him/her into the temρle. They stand at
the western lima of the area of working, facing east, ENSOR at candidates
right, EREMITUS at his Left.
MAGUS bows to them. ENSOR and EREMITUS', stίll holdίng
candidate's hands, bow to MAGUS in return.
Battery: 5.
ENSOR and EREMITUS disengage their hands.
Simultaneously, they advance one pace eastward, then turn to face each other
before the candidate.
ENSOR takes candidate's right hand in hίs right hand; ER ITUS takes
candidate's left hand ίn hίs left hand. LNSOR and EREMITUS' raίse their
left and right hands respectively, to place them palm to palm at hίgh level, thus
forming an arch be/bre and above the candidate. They continue to hold the
candidate's hands and to maintain thίs "arch formulatίon ".
MAGUS:
Thοu ar t here this dαy, Ο Theourgos/Theourgis, to be initiated
into the Second Hall of Aumm Solis. Initiation into Aurum Solis
ίs also initiation into the historical Ogdoadic Tradition of the
Western Mysteries, and likewίse it is initiation into the High
Company of the Glorίous Star, that greater sρίrίtuαl f r aternity
of which the Ogdoadίc Tradition itself is but the ear t hly
manίfestation and vehicle.
In the Fίrst Hall of this Order thou Wert inducted into the
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Fivefold Pattern of the House of Sacrifice. The functions and
faculties of thine inner being were thereby presented to thine
awareness, and the bases of harmonious and balanced development
were established for thee. Now, in the Second Hall, thou art to be
admitted to greater fellowship and power; and consequently thοu art
to assume greater responsibilίty within the High Company of the
Glorious Star.
Is it thy will to be thus ίnίtiated?
(Candidate replies unprompted.) MAGUS:
In this rite thou shalt not be merely a passive recipient of our actίon,
but shalt take an actίve part in promoting thine own spiritual wellbeing. To this end thou shalt be required to assist us by employing
certain of the techniques of Art Magick in which thou hast acquired
proficiency as a member of the first Hall of the Order.
Art thou willing so to work with us, in full and sincere cooperation?
(Candidate replies unprompted.) MAGUS:
Then art thοu ready, Ο Theourgos/Theourgίs, to be integrated into
the corporate magical life of Au rum Solis, and established in that
psychic and mental ambience which is the Group Mind of its
companίons. So shall the specific modes of working employed in
this Order avail thee greatly ίn thy magical workings, and so shall
the power and inspίration of the High Company of the Glorious Star
be opened to thee as thίne οwn, according to thy measure and
integrity.
MAGUS raises his rίght hand, palm towards the candidate. MAGUS:
May thine οwn facultίes, Ο Theourgos/Theourgis, be exalted and
confirmed in strength to achieve thy purposes. and may
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the Lίght Divine cast upon thee its beams of beneficence, of wisdom and
of creatwity; that all within thee and around thee may proceed in power
and in peace to the fulfilment of thy true Will.
The Three Steps of the Foundation Battery: 1.
MAGUS advances to the triangle and takes up the Sword. Holding the Sword in
repose, he stands east of the triangle facing west.
MAGUS:
Let the candidate be advanced, that he/she may ascend the Three Steps
of the Foundatίon of the House of Sacrifice.
ENSOR and ERF.MITUS now draw the candidate through the arch
formulation: whereupon, still holding hίs hands but dismissing the arch
formulation, they place the hands thus liberated crosswίse upon the back of his
shoulders, the palm of EREMITUS's right hand to the candίdates right
shoulder, the palm of ENSORs left hand to the candidates left shoulder,
ENSORs arm being on the outside.
Thus without checking hίs advance they guide hίm to, and into, the triangle:
and having caused him to stand still therein, facing east, they disengage their
hands from hίm altogether.
MAGUS extends the Sword to the candίdate. ENSOR instructs the
candίdate to place hίs right hand upon the flat of the blade.
MAGUS:
Beneath the witnessing gaze of the high and living Powers of the Order
Aurum Solis into which thou dost aspire to be more closely
incorporated, and in the sight of the members here physically present,
as likewise ίn the sublime and luminous presence of thine own Higher
Self, wilt thou freely and for love ofthe Great Work solemnly undertake
to maintain and preserve unsullied the teachings and practices of this
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Order, and never to disclose them save as may be required or permitted
by the Inner College of the Order?
(Candidate replίes unprompted.)
MAGUS:
Then do we on the part of the Order, Ο Theourgos/Theourgis,
solemnly undertake to treat thee with all frankness and fellowship as
our brother/sister in the Great Work.
ALL THREE:
And so is it witnessed in the bond of the Glorious Star.
MAGUS lowers Sword away from candίdates hand, and holding it in repose
proceeds to west side ofBomos. Facing east, he salutes with the Sword, then with
the Sword again held in repose he turns to face west.
ENSOR and EREMITUS approach directly to MAGUS and stand
before hίm, stίll at south and north sίdes of the temple respectίvely.
MAGUS delίvers the Sword to ENSOR, who holds it in repose, MAGUS
then turns to east, takes the Lamp from the Bomos, turns to west and delivers it
to EREMITUS
MAGUS folds arms on breast, right over left, whereupon ENSOR and
ERF_MIΤUS bow to east and proceed deosίl as follows:
ENSOR moves closely about the trίangle, circumambulating it once, to stand
one pace east of its apex facίng east. EREMITUS moves in a wider deosil
course to west of temρle, and there faces east.
MAGUS dismisses posture.
Battery: 3.
MAGUS:
Let the First Step of the Foundation be ascended.
EREMITUS raίses the Lamp in both hands and there maintains it. ENSOR
raίses the Sword in salutatίon to the east; then, holding the Sword in repose, he
turns to face the candίdate.
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ENSOR:
All fleeting and delusive influences, all vain invidious astral
shadows, insubstantial bonds that would ensnare the soul: all
negative conditions which may have impinged upon thee from the
outer world, no matter by what cause or upon what occasion they
may have been attracted to thee, let them be sundered from thee
by the power of lubar.
ENSOR proceeds to west of the triangle, there to , face east. He raises the
Sword, at the same time visualizing a taut thread ofpale light which extends from
the leνel of the genital region of the candidate, obliquely upwards towards the
south. Maintaining the thread of light in visualization he declaims the banishing
formula, bringing the Sword down and severing the thread on the Latin word
"abίte ".
ENSOR:
INCOLAE TΕNEBRARUM PHANTASMATA
MERIDIETIS, ABATE!
ENSOR holds the Sword in repose and proceeds to north of the triangle, there
to face south. He raises the Sword, at the same time visualizing a taut thread of
pale light which extends from the level of the genital region of the candidate,
obliquely upwards towards the west. Maintaining the thread in visualization he
declaims the banishing formula, bringing the Sword down and severing the
thread as before.
ENSOR:
INCOLAE TENEBRARUM PHANTASMATA OCCΙDΕΝΤΙS,
ΑΒΙΤΕ!
ENSOR holds the Sword in repose and proceeds to east of the triangle, there to
face west. He raises the Sword, visualizing the thread extending obliquely from
the level of the genital regίon of the candidate to the north. He declaims the
formula and severs the thread.
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ENSOR:
INCOLAE TENEBRARUM PHANTASMATA
SEPTENTRΙONΙS, AΒΙTΕ!
ENSOR holds the Sword in repose and proceeds to south of the triangle, there to
face north. He raίses the Sword, vίsualίzίng the thread extending from genital level
to the east. He declaims the formula and severs the thread as before.
ENSOR:
INCOLAE TENEBRARUM PHANTASMATA ORIENTIS,
AΒIΤΕ!
ENSOR holds the Sword in repose and proceeds deosil to east of the triangle.
He salutes eastwίth the Sword, then holdίng the Sword in repose he turns to, face
the candidate.
Extending the Sword downwards, he circumambulates the candidate thrice
deosil, thus tracing a circular line thrice about the candidate. While the
circumambulations are taking place, the officers vίsualίze a sheath of light, black
with highlights of gold, whirling deosil about the candidate.
Concludίng the triple circling at the east of the triangle, and facing the
candidate, ENSOR raίses the Sword and declaims:
ENSOR:
Thus the Purification, founded ίn Justice.
Thus the set t ing apar t of the holy ground whereon the
temple is established.
Thus the enshrouding and the return to primal night.
The First Step is ascended!
ENSOR holds the Sword in repose, and at the same time ΕREMITUS lowers the
Lamp to heart level.
Then, simultaneously. ENSOR and EREMITUS move deosil about the
place of working, as , follows:
ENSOR moves to west of place of working and stands facίng east, there to
hold the Sword at his rίght side, blade vertical and point touching the ground:
EREMITU.S moves to east of triangle
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where, still holding the Lamp at heart level, he stands facίng east. Battery: 2.
MAGUS:
Let the Second Step of the Foundation be ascended.
Eremίtus raises the Lamp in salutatίon to the east. Then, lowering the Lamp to
heart level, he turns to face the candίdate.
EREMITUS:
Where there has been sundering let there be healing, where there
has been searing let there be renewal, where there has been
banίshίng let there be blessίng. Let the sacred potency of the
Circled Cross, the blazon of Life, Lϊght and Power, enfold thee as
a vestment of radiance, and let the shining Sigils of the Archons
be ever thy mίghty defence.
EREtLIITUS'raises the Lamp and signs the Circled Cross therewith upon the
brow of the candίdate (horίzontal beam left to right, vertίcal beam descending; circle
deosil from top of descendίng beam).
He lowers the Lamp to heart level, turns deosil and proceeds deosil about the
triangle. Returning to east of the triangle he turns deosil to face east.
The CUSΙOS of the northeast, bearίng the Elemental Corbίs, approaches
EREMITUS'.
EREMITUS places the Lamp centrally on the Corbίs then, attended by the
CUS'ΤOS, proceeds to the emplacement of the sίgils, as follows:
EREMITUS' moves to south of the trίangle and takes the Fire Wand.
Facing towards the candίdate, he raises the Wand and declaίms:
EREMITUS:
With the ever-vigilant and glorious watch-light of protectίon,
beneficent and unfaίling in the Altitude of Notos, the Priest of
the Voice of Fire endues thee.
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With the Fire Wand he traces the sigil ofΑlastor at the level of the genital
region of the candidate. This completed, he raises the Fire Wand, then replaces
it on the Corbίs.
He moves to west of triangle and takes the Elemental Cup. Facing
towards the candidate he raises the Cuρ and declaims:
EREMITUS:
With the life-sustaining and all-generous watch-light of
protection, beneficent and unfailing in the Expanse ofZophos,
the Priestess of the Vision of Water endues thee.
With the Cuρ he traces the sigίl ofAsphaleios at the level of the genital region
of the candidate. This completed, he raises the Cuρ, then replaces it on the
Corbίs.
He moves to north of triangle and takes the Disc. Facing towards the
candidate he raises the Disc and declaims:
EREMITUS:
With the fruitful and faithful watch-light of protection,
beneficent and unfailing in the Domain of Arktos, the Pr ί estess of
the Temple of Earth endues thee.
With the Disc he traces the sigil ofAmyntor. He raises the Disc, then replaces
it on the Corbίs.
He moves to east of triangle and takes the Burin. Facing towards the candidate
he raises the Burin and declaims:
EREMITUS:
With the true-seeing and resplendent watch-light of protection,
beneficent and unfailing in the Vastness of Eos, the PΓ ι est of
the Rites of Air endues thee.
With the Burin he traces the sigil of Soter. He raises the Burin, then replaces
it on the Corbis.
He takes the Lamp, and the C U R D S ' returns to his station and
replaces the Corbis.
Holding the Lamp at heart level, EREMITUS nοω
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circumambulates the candίdate thrice deosίl. While the circlίng takes place, the
officers visualize a sheath of light, red with silver sparkles, whirling deosίl about
the candidate.
Concluding the triple circumambulation at east of trίangle, and facing the
candίdate, EREMITUS' holds the Lamp aloft and declaims:
EREMITUS:
Thus the Ensealment, founded in Mercy.
Thus the encompassing Guards of Lίght proclaimed. Thus the
mystery of Tau, creative fire in lustration of cosmίc blood.
The Second Step is ascended!
EREMITUS lowers the Lamp to heart level. ENSOR holds the Sword in
repose.
ENSOR and ΕΡΕλWΤUSnοw simultaneously move deosίl about the
trίangle: ENSOR concluding south of triangle at candidate's right, facing east;
EREMITUS concluding north of trίangle at candidate's left, facing east.
ENSOR and EREMITUS together move eastward, to stand facίng
MAGUS at south and north sides respectίvely.
MAGUS receives the Lamp, turns deosίl to face east, raises it and places
it upon the Bomos. He then turns, receives the Sword, turns to face east, raίses
it and places Ίt υροn the Bomos.
All three officers now turn to face west.
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Let the Third Step of the Foundation be ascended.
MAGUS moves to east of trίang le. Facίng the candidate he declaims:
MAGUS:
Let the Centres of Activity of thine astral body be now, by our
action, powerfully moved to increase of life and
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luminosity, that their effulgence may resonate more dynamically at
astral level the functions and faculties to which they correspond.
Let their conscious formulation at astral level, now and always, be
to thee also a potent means of evoking a fully harmonious unity and
true interaction of the powers of thy psyche throughout thy being.
In the opening of the Gates of Power, be thou infused from
height to depth with the Light of the glorious Star; and, supremely, in
the living splendour of Light's benison be the Fivefold Pattern of thy
House perfectly aligned to its noble and divine original.
MAGUS performs the 2nd Formula of the Clavis Rei Primae, as follows:
Ι He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes hi Corona as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawing a shaft of brilliance from Corona
to breast, where it , forms the Orbis Sohs in golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to his
feet, where it forms the Instίta ' S plendens in white light,
less brilliant than the Corona.
5 He inhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instίta Splendens
and pass into the Orbis Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column , formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 The Orbis Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus,
but steadily emits a powerful radiance to surround him
with a golden aura.
As MAGUSperforms the 2" d Formula, the CUSTOS of the northeast
approaches him bearing the Flammeolum.
The 2" d Formula being concluded, MAGUS receives the Flammeolum.
Holding the Flammeolum in position for the First Charging
Breath, MAGUS breathes through it upon the brow of the candidate.
(The Charging Breath is delivered as follows: with the mouth
closed, a deeρ breath is inhaled and briefly held. The mouth is
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then opened near to, but not touching, the Flammeolum, whίch is itself in close
pr̟xίmίty to the area to receive the charge, and the breath is exhaled with the
intention of conveying blessing and vitality. The breath is by nature a transmitter
of Odίc energy, ί n the circumstances of the rite it is highly charged therewith,
and the intention maximizes the charging.)
Moving deosil to west of the triangle, MAGUS positions the Flammeolum_
jbr the Second Charging Breath, and breathes through it upon the nape of the
candidate's neck.
MAGUS moves deosil to east of triangle, positions the Flammeolum for the
Third Charging Breath, and breathes through it upon the candidate solar
plexus.
He moves deosil to west of triangle, positions the Flammeolum for the Fourth
Charging Breath, and breathes through it υροn the candidates sacral area.
(The sacral region is the site of the hίeronosteon, literally 'the sacred bone ',
which forms the posterior portion of the pelvic girdle. This large bone, which has
been named the hίeronosteon from antiquity, is made up of the five f u s e d
sacral vertebrae. Traditionally, these have a minor correspondence to the
Fivefold Pattern of the House ofSα crifice. For the present ritual purpose, the
Charging Breath is focused upon the spinal process of the second sacral vertebra,
whίch has an affinity with the Principle of Mercy.)
He moves deosil to east of triangle, there turns deosil to face east, and
delivers the Flammeolum to the attendant CUSTOS who then retires.
Facing east, MAGUS' crosses his arms, right over left, and formulates his
Cοrοna Flammae. As soon as MAGUS crosses his arms, EN.SOR and
EREMJTU.S begin moving directly towards the triangle, to take their
positions at its southwest (Ensοr) and northwest (Eremίtus) respectively, facing
the candidate.
Unfolding his arms, but maintaining the formulation of the Corona for the
ensuing 2" d Formula of the Clavis Rei Primae, MAGUS turns deosil to face
the
candidate.
Thereupon,
MAGUS',
ENS'OR
and
2"d
EREMITUSsimultaneously perform the Formula cis fοllows ίΜΑG US reoffirming Corona after assumption of Wand posiure):
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1 The Wand posture ιs assumed.
2 The Cοrοnα is vιsualized as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 On an inhalation, a shaft of brilliance ιs drawn dοwn
from Corona to breast, where it forms the Orbis Solis.
4 On an exhalation the shaft o_f brilliance is seen
descending to the feet, where it forms the Instίta
Splendens in white light, less brilliant than the Corona.
5 On an inhalation a shaft of orange flame rises from the
Instίta Splendens and passes into the Orb is Solis.
6 On an exhalation, the three centres are affirmed.
7 The sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above is repeated several
times.
8 The Orbis Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily emits a
powerful radiance which ,forms a golden aura.
The three officers then link hands and circumambulate the candidate thrice: after
which they unlink hands.
On an inhalation, MAGUS raises his hands, directing the palms towards the Corona
Flammae of the candidate. On this same inhalation, ENSOR and EREMITUS take
their positions at the right and left sides of the candidate respectively, and facing towards
him.
ENSOR takes the candidates right hand in his right hand and places his left hand
on the candidate's right shoulder: while EREMITUS takes the candidate's left hand in
his left hand and places his right hand on the candidates left shoulder.
ENSOR and EREMITUSmaίntαin their positions while MAGUS proceeds to
charge the candidates centres, as follows:
Corona Flammae
Inhalation – Magus formulates the candidates Cοrοna Flammae as a sphere of
shimmering white.
Exhalation - MAGUS mentally vibrates EN-TO-PAN.
Inhalatiοn Ηe changes the formulation of the Corona tο a sphere of clear white light,
and therein he visualizes a point of unutterable searing brillίance.
Exhalation – Ηe mentally vibrates EN-TO-PAN.
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Inhalation - He changes the formulation of the corona to a sphere of white
brilliance, like burning magnesium. Exhalatίon He mentally vibrates ENTO-PAN.
Uncίa Coeli
Inhalatίoη - Maintaining the Cοrοna, MAGUS moves his hands down,
directing them tο the candidates brow: at the same time in visualization he
draws down a shaft of light from the Corona and formulates the candidate's
Uncia Coeh as a sphere of soft red-brown light.
Exhalation He mentally vίbrates TURANA.
Inhalation - He changes the formulation of the Uncia Coeli to a sphere of
clear white light, and therein he visualizes the magical image of the Celestial
Queen.
(The Celestial Queen is a powerful maternal figure. She wears a golden mural
crown, and the long dark tresses of her hair sparkle with points of sίlver light. She
is seated upon a massive throne of lustrous stone, like jet. The throne has a
sίlver step or foot-rest, and is firmly established upon gently swelling water of a
luminous dark blue ocean. Towards the horizon the sky is bright, but above it is
dark, with a single star shining in splendour high above the figure. Her
luminous white robe is open in front to disclose an inner garment ofdeepest black.
Her right hand is raised in blessing, while upon the palm of her left hand rests a
triangular prism from which arcs a rainbow: the seven bands of brilliant colour
spreading wide as they descend into the waters.)
Exhalatίon - He mentally vibrates TURANA.
Inhalation -- He changes the formulation of the Uncίa Coeli to a sphere
ofglimmerίng soft dove-grey.
Exhalatίon He mentally vίbrates TURANA.
Flos Abysmi
Inhalation -Maintaining the Corona and the Uncίa Coeh, MAGUS moves his
hands down, directing them to the candidates throat: at the same time in
visualization he draws down the shaft of light , from the Uncίa Coe^ and
formulates the candidates Flos Abysmi as a sphere of midnight blue.
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Exhalation He mentally vibrates DESTAPHITON.
Inhalation He changes the formulation of the Flos Abysmi to a sphere ofclear
white light, and therein he visualizes the "Ensign of the Image Invisible".
(Beneath a dark sky a blue lotus rises from a still ocean of 'sιtensely dark,
almost black, water. Above the lotus is poised a single flame of golden brilliance.
Intermittently the lotus vanishes from sight, leaving the flame apparently poised
above the dark .ιater.)
Exhalation – He mentally vibrates DESTAPHITON. Inhalation -- He
changes the formulation of the Flos AbysmI to a sphere of billowing intense
mid purple.
Exhalation He mentally vibrates DESTAPHITON.
).- bis .Solis
Inhalation – Maintaining the centres previously established, MAGUS moves
his hands down, directing them to the candidates heart centre: at the same time
he draws down the shaft of light ^ r οm the Flos Abysmi and formulates the
candidates Orbis Sohs as a sphere of pale golden yellow.
Exhalation – He mentally vίbrates ONOPHIS.
Inhalation – He changes the formulation of the Orb/s Solis to a sphere of
clear white light, and therein he vίsualίzes the magical image of the Puer
Aeternus.
(Frame(' against the glorious orb o f the rising sun, a boy of about seven
years of age stands feet astride upon the summit of a rock. In his right hand he
holds a thyrsus; in h l s left hand he holds a goblet of wine, which he tilts so as
to pour forth its contents. A serpent is enwreathed in his dark, curling hair,
raising its head between the budding bull-horns above hίs forehead. He wears a
square scarlet cape, fastened upon his right shoulder: this cape leaves his right
arm bare and falls diagonally to his ί ft side.)
Exhalation MAGUS mentally vibrates ONOPHIS. Inhalation – He
changes the formulation to a sphere o fpulsating radιanι velhνι.
Exhalation - He mentally vibrates ONOPHIS.
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Cornua Lunae
Inhalation — Maintaining the centres previously established, MAGUS'
moves his hands down, directing them tο the candidates genital centre: at the
same time he draws down the shaft o_f light from the Orbίs Solis and formulates
the candidates Cornua Lunae as a sphere of lavender.
Eχhalαtίοn — He mentally vibrates SAO.
Inhalation — He changes the formulation to a sphere of clear white light,
and therein he visualizes the magical image of the Ithyphallic Youth.
(A dark-haired young man stands upon a cube of translucent quartz,
within which, at its centre, is a dark serpent, coiled, but beginning to arise. In
the hair of the image is a crescent moon from which light radiates. About the
neck of the figure, as a living necklace, is coiled a light-coloured serpent: the figure
is otherwise nude, with erect penis. The left hand of the figure is placed as i f to
support the head, the right hand as if to encircle the waist, of the onlooker.)
Exhalation MAGUS mentally vibrates I AO .
Inhalation He changes the formulation to a sphere of pure lavender, radiant
and fast sωίrlίng.
Exhalation He mentally vibrates SA O .
Instita Splendens
Inhalation Maintaining the centres previously established, he moves his hands
down (in this instance, as the gesture Pronatio), directing them to the candidates
feet centre: at the same time he draws down the shaft of light from the Cornua
Lunae and formulates the candidate's Instita Splendens as a sphere ofmingled
hues of cίtrine, olive, russet and black, sparkling with points of gold.
Exhalation He mentally vibrates B AT H-MEN I N HEK A ST OU .
Inhalation -- He changes the formulation to a sphere of clear white light,
and therein he visualizes the magical image of the Veiled Maiden.
(A young maiden stands amid growing barley mingled with poppies. Her
hair is the colour of corn and , /lows loose under a
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garland ofblack blossoms. About her head is a shimmering nιmbus of
concentric bands of rainbow colours. Her garment is white, ungirded and
shaped poncho style. Her right arm is raised horizontally so that it, and the
hanging folds of the garment which covers it, conceal her features below the level
of her eyes. This same gesture brings the right side of her body into relief, suggesting
an immature but graceful form. Her left hand is extended, palm downwards,
above a rose offive white petals and five black ones: from this rose she draws a
spiral column offlame upwards to her palm.)
Exhalation – MAGUS mentally vibrates BATH-MENINHEKASTOU.
Inhalation - He changes the , formulation to a sphere of seven prismatic
colours, swirling lazily and shimmering.
Exhalation -- He mentally vibrates BATH-MENINHEKASTOU.
Caduceus
Inhalation Maintaining the centres and the shaft of light in formulation,
MAGUS visualizes the white feminine reflux current emanating from the
candidate's Instita Splendens and spiralling swiftly upwards in an anticlockwise
direction about the shaft of light to be assumed into the Flos Abysmi.
Exhalation –MAGUS re-affirms the centres and the shaft of light.
Inhalation – Maintaining the centres and the shaft of light, he visualizes the
masculine reddish-white reflux current emanating from the candidates Instita
Splendens and spiralling swiftly upwards in a clockwise direction about the
shaft of light to be assumed into the F ' los Abysmi.
MAGUS assumes the Wand posture, whereupon ENSOR and
EREMITUS disengage their hands from the candidate but remain facing
towards him.
Having positioned himself suitably MAGUS nοw performs the Orante
Formula as fόllows, projecting upon the brow centre of the candidate:
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Ι He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes hίs Corona as a sphere of white brίllίance.
3 He inhales, drawing light from Corona to breast, and forming the Orb is
S'olis in golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brίllίance descend to his
feet, where ίt forms the Instίta Splendens in white light.
5 He inhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the
Instita Sρlendens and pass into the Orb is Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 W th awareness of the three centres, he raises his arms,
palms forward and directed to the object that is to receive
projection. On an exhalation, he feels the energy of the
Orbίs Solis passing upwards thrοugh his arms and out
from the centre of hίs palms, to converge upon the brow
of the candidate as beams ofgolden light.
9 He assumes the Wand posture.
10 He repeat steps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above.
Il The Orbίs Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily emits
a powerful radiance to surround him with a golden aura.
After completion ofstep 11 of the Orante Formula, MAGUS places hίs left hand
upon hίs Pentacle, and the three middle fingers of his right hand υροn the brow of
the candidate. Thereupon, EREMITUS places his right hand on the candidates
sacral area, hίs left hand on the candidates heart centre; and ENSOR places his
right hand on the candidates genital centre, hίs left hand on the nape of the
candidates neck. Maintaining these postures, the officers declaim:
MAGUS:
The Triune Light is evoked, and concentred ίn the Shrine of
Tau.

EREMITUS:
The Pillar of the Breath is illumined and proclaimed in Fire.
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ENSOR:
The Pillar of the Body is illumined and proclaimed in Water. ALL
THREE:
The Twin-sexed Serpent has unfurled its wings and is extended from
the Threshold to the Throne of Holy Wisdom.
MAGUS, ENSOR and EREMITUS now joίη hands and circumambulate
the candidate thrice. While the circling takes place, the officers visualize a sheath
of crystalline light, white and scintillant, whirling deosil about the candidate.
At the conclusion of the triple circumambulation, the officers unlink their
hands.
MAGUS raises his arms:
MAGUS:
Thus the Dedication, founded in Glory.
Thus the fusion of Divine force with form pre-existing in astral
latency.
Thus the arising of the New Life and the assumption of the
temple into the splendour of the Glorious Star.
The third Step is ascended!
MAGUS turns and moves to west of the Bomos, makes Ave to east and turns
to face west.
EREMITUS and ENSOR, at left and right side of the candidate
respectively, link hands with him and conduct him Πrward and out of the
triangle. Theyρause, bow to MAGUS, then conduct the candidate to west of the
place of working. The candidate stands facing east, EREMITUSat his left
side, ENSOR at his right. Hands are disengaged.
Projection of the Astral

Battery: 1.
The CUSTOS of the southeast replenishes the incense.
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MAGUS:
Let the Shining Voyager now be sent forth, that it may receive
the high blessing of the Powers of the Circled Cross.
Battery: 2.
EREMITUSdίrects the candidate to perform the C_lavίs Rey Prίmae 1 ' Formula,
in its full form:
Ι The candidate inhales, visualizing hίs Corona Flammae as a sphere of
white brilliance and ref l ectίng upon the cosmic principle to whίch it is
referred.
2 He exhales, vibrating EN ΤΟ PAN.
3 He inhales, strengthening the Corona and ref l ecting.
4 He exhales, vίbratiηg EN TO PAN.
5 He inhales, strengthening the Corona and reflectίng.
6 He eχhales, vibrating EN ΤΟ PAN.
7 He ίnhales, drawίng down a shaft of brilliance from the
Corona, formulating the U n c i a C o e l i as a sphere of
glimmerίng dove grey, and reflecting upon the cosmic
principle to which the Uncίa Cοelί is referred.
8 He exhales, vibrating TURANA.
9 He inhales, strengthening the Uncia Coeh and ref l ecting.
10 He exhales, vίbratiηg TURANA.
11 He inhales, strengthening the Uncle/ Coelί and ref l ecting.
12 He exhales, vibrating TURANA.
13 He inhales, holding Corona and Uncia Coelί in awareness, drawίng down
the shaft of brilliance from the Uncia Cοelί, formulating the Flos
Abysmί as a sphere of bίllοωίng intense mid purple, and ref l ectίng υροη
the cosmic principle to whίch the Flos Abysmί is referred.
14 He exhales, vibrating DESTAPHITON.
15 He inhales, strengthening the Flos Abysmί and reflectίng.
16 He exhales, vίbratiηg DESTAPHITON.
17 He ίnhales, strengthening theFlos Abysmi and ref l ecting.
18 He exhales, vίbratiηg DESTAPHITON.
(Τhe candidate continues through to the Instίta Sρlendens, wίth the appropriate
colour formulations, reflections and vίbration of names: and he concludes with
the Caduceus.)
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The Rousing being accomplished, EΝSOR directs the candidate to eject
Nephesh substance from the regίοn of his solar plexus so as to formulate
therewith, in the trίangle, an ovoid of about his own stature, and to maintain
this ovoid, with its connecting cord, in visualization.
When everything is ~n readiness, ΜΑGUS bows: whereupon EREΜIT US'
and ENSOR advance directly towards the east. Having arrived about one pace be
fore MAGUS they stand still.
MAGUS then mονes westward between them; they turn as he passes
(EREMITUS deosίl, ENSOR widdershίns) so that when MAGUS stands
still, about twο paces to west of them, and turns to face them, they too are
facing him.
The three officers thus form a triangle whose apex is toward the apex of
the trίangle into which the ovoid has been projected.
Positioned thus, the three officers simultaneously perform the Clavis Rei
Primae 2" d Formula, as follows:
1 The Wand posture is assumed.
2 The Corona is visualized as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 On an inhalation, a shaft of brilliance is drawn down
from Cοrοnα to breast, where it forms the Orbis Solis.
4 On an exhalation the shaft of brilliance is seen
descending to the feet, where it forms the Instita
Splendens in white light, less brilliant than the Corona.
5 On an inhalation a shaft of orange flame rises from the
Instίta Splendens and passes into the Orbis Sohs.
6 On an exhalation, the three centres are affirmed.
7 The sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above is repeated several times.
8 The Orbis .S'ohs remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily
emits a powerful radiance which forms a golden aura.
The officers then link hands in a ring and perform a half circumambulation
deosil, which is to end when MAGUS is nearest the Bomos. (At this point.
ERF.ΜIΤUS and ΕΝS'OR are both facing east, but are at opposite sides of the
place of working from when they were stati̟ned each side of the candidate in
the west).
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MAGUS turns deosίl to Bomos. He places his left hand upon his
pentacle, hίs right hαnd upon the Tesserci, then raises his right
hand to cover for a moment the left upon t h e ρ e n t α c l e . 1)ι smissing
the posture, M,4 GUS then turns deosίl to face west. As he turns, Π.ΒΕΜlTUS
and F_NSOR simultaneously turn (EREΧΗTUS widdershlns, LNSOR
deosίl) tι west, and wίthοut pause all three ρ roceed to the triangle: MAGUS to
its apex; EREMITUS and ENSOR to its southwest and northwest respective;;
wh ere they , turn (ER ΜΙTUSdeοsil and ENSOR m ddershins) to face the centre
of the triangle.
The Establishment of the Powers of the Circled Cross MAΓ US
addresses the candidates Nephesh formulation: MAGUS:
Creature of Astral Forms, Child of Light, whose nature is a mirror to
reflect the images of heaven's bright luminaries! Thou shining and
gentle dweller in the clear deeps of the World of Formation, thou
voyager in illimitable and uncharted regions of delight, of terror and
of wonder; thou whose nature knows the impression of the senses
alike with the tempestuous sway of emotion! Thou who dost possess
hidden powers that the body knows not: to see beyond sight, to hear
beyond hearing, to move that before which the mighty forces of Earth
would falter! Thou interpreter between the world of matter and the
world of mind: thou who dost speak in dreams, and in illusion and
fantasy dust show forth truth; thou who host the key to the secrets of
all time, whether to keep them still concealed or to bring them to the
day.
It ίs to thee. Ο shining and sentient Presence, that we speak.
Hear thou the voice of our utterance!
We stir thee up, we move thee, and we charge thee that thou
receive with heedful care, and nurture within thee lastingly and
fruitfully, the impress of the Powers of the Circled Cross which we
are about to confer υpοη thee. So, ‘,Νith ever greater fidelity and
truth. shall the presence of
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those Powers be established within thee, secure and ready
when thou shalt be called upon to give aίd in the Great Work.
For it ίs thine to present the lodestone for the journey, the
crucϊble for the transmutation, and the glass which shall focus the
flame.
So shall the Ruαch, through thy co-operance, have image at
hand to cradle inspiration, joy in the Work and desire of
attainment to gίve wings to reason. So too shall the high
Powers of the Circled Cross find ready way – ever more truly
resonatίng with their mirrored selves whίch shall have been
evoked wίthin thee – to irradiate and infuse the entire being of
Companion (candidates magίcal name) with their character.
Thus shalt thou further the spiritual weal of the psyche in
which thou art particίpant, and thereby win thine own enduring
happiness and fulfilment in the unίty of the Higher Self.
The three officers now raise their right hand towards the ovoid of astral substance.
Maίntaίning this gesture, they visualize the god form of Leukοthea within
the ovoid of astral substance.
(The Goddess is robed in a shίmmering whίte peplos, the upper hack portίon of
whίch is draped so that it forms a veil for her haίr. Upon this veil she wears a circlet
ofsίlver upon the front ofwhich is a single beryl cabochon. Her face is almondshaped: her expression is dignified and gentle. Her right hand grasps the shaft ofa
double axe, the blades ofwhich are ofsίlver, the shaft ofdark wood. At its
extremity the shaft of the axe is bound with a bright scarlet thong. Upon her
right wrist is a bracelet of specίal form. it shows on each edge a border of heavy
gold, the area between the borders beίng filled wίth slender transverse bars of varίous
stones, red, dark green, black, whίte, yellow and deep blue. Her left arm is raised,
and uροn the palm is poίsed a seamew wίth outspread
wίngs.)
When this is powerfully established, ENSOR intones:
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ENSOR:
`Η Π E Λ Ε Ι Α

ΚΑΙ `Η `Υ Γ P Α
(HE PELEIA Κ Α Ι HE HUGRA)
Maintaining the gesture, the officers change the god form to the ophίomorphίc image of
Melanotheos.
(Α powerful serpent moves in the darkness of cosmic night. The scales of the serpent are
indigo wίth purple highlίghts. The eyes are brilliant red with blackρuρίls. The ivory fangs αre
pythonlίke. Α dorsal crest of dark red Is upon the head and forepart of the body of the serpent.)
When this ίmage / s powerfully established, ERE)'TUS intones:
EREMITUS:
`O

0 0 1 1 ΚΑΙ T O Ω Ι Ο Ν

(HO OPhIS Κ Α Ι TO Ο Ι Ο Ν )
Still maintaίning the gesture, the officers allow the god form of Melanotheos to fade and
vίsualize the anthropomorphic image of the Agathodaίmon.
(The Agathodaίmon is a tall and commanding figure, with youthful face and
compassionate eyes. His haίr is golden, falling in curlίng locks to his shoulders. Uρon his
head is a golden orίental crown of twelve rays. He is robed in a white garment that sparkles
wίth lίght of every colour. Upon his shoulders and falling before hίm is a stole of rίch green
and gold. His feet are bare.)
When this ίs powerfully established, MAGUS intones:
MAGUS:
Γ Α Ι Α Κ Α Ι `O IΧΩP TOY Ο Υ Ρ Α Ν Ο Υ
(GAIA Κ Α Ι HO IChOR TOU OURANOU)
The officers maintain the gesture, allowing the ίmage of Agathodaίmon to fade. Then, when
he is ready EN,S'OR initiates the formula ofvalediction:
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ENSOR:
We bless thee ENSOR and EREMITUS: We
bless thee ALL THREE:
We bless thee most richly, Child of Light!
So abίde wίth thee, henceforth and always, Beauty, Truth and
Goodness in their transformίng power, their ef f ulgence and
their majesty!
In the DΙvίne Names
(All three n̟w simultaneously trace the Circled Cross with their right hand
towards the astral ovoid, vibrating.)
LEUKOTHEA
MELANOTHEOS

(horizontal,

left

to

(descending

right)
vertical)

AGATHODAIMON (circle, from top deosil)
MAGUS now positions himself suίtably and perf i rms the Orante Formula, as
follows, projecting upon the ovoid of astral substance within the triangle:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes hιs Corona as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawing light from Corona to breast, and forming the Orbίs
Solis in golden light.
4 He exhales. seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to his
feet, where it forms the Instίta Splendens ίn whίte light.
5 He inhales, seeίng a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instita Splendens
and pass into the Orbίs Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column fοrmulatίon.
7 He reρeαts several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above. N With
awareness of the three centres. he raises hίs arms,
palms forward and dίrected to the object whίch is to
receive the projection. On an exhalation, he feels the
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energy of the Orb is Solis passing uρωards through his arms and out from
the centre of hίs palms, to converge upon the astral ovoid as beams of
golden light.
9 He assumes the Wand posture
10 Γ l e re peat s ste ps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 an d 7 abov e.
U The Orhis Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily emits
a powerful radiance to surround him with a golden aura.
The Orante Formula having been completed, MAGUS" again ροsitίοns
himselfat the apex ofthe trίangle; whereupon EREMITUS and ENSOR turn
inwards to face west and, each at hίs own side of the place of working, advance
simultaneously towards the west. EREMITUS and ENSOR turn to face east
and stand at the candidates right and left hand respectively.
MAGUS crosses his wrists before hίm at the level of his throat centre, left
outside right, palms forward.
ENSOR now dίrects the candidate to re-absorb his projected Nephesh
substance. Re-absorption having been accomplϊshed, MAGUS dismisses his
posture.
EREMITUS' nοω dίrects the candίdate to perform fi lly the Clavίs Reί Ρrίmae I
r
~ Fοrmula (Τhe Rousing of the Citadels), as above.
Battery: 2-1.
Linking hands with the candίdate, EREMITUS and ENSOR lead hίm
eastward and into the t r m n g l e ^ and hανίng caused him to stand still therein,
they disengage hands.
MAGUS, ENSOR and EREMITUS' nοω join hands in a ring about
the candίdate and circumambulate hίm thrice deosil.
At the conclusion of the triple eireumambulation, the officers unlink
theίrhands. Together, the three officers raise the cord which has fοrmed the
t r m n g l e , and MAGUS girds the candίdate therewith. seιurίng it in the manner
proper to Second Hall (that is. at the candidates right side).
EREMITUS directs the candidate to visualize the ophiomorphic god-form
ofAgathodaimon (as arίsing ,fr̟m a coil behind hίm, the main part of the body o f
the serpent vertical and close to hίs spine, thι' head advanced above his head and
surr̟unded by twelve
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rays of light, the wings descending obliquely forward and being folded
across the candidates body) and to maintain this strongly in formulation. The
officers assist in building and maintaining the formulatίon.
The three officers again link hands around candidate. They perform a half
circumambulatίon deosίl and disengage hands, to stand in their new positions:
EREMITUS' to the candidate's left and facing him, EN.SOR to his right and
facing him, and MAGUS behind him aηd facing towards him.
The three officers raise their hands towards the candidate, palms forward, and,
holding the Agathodaimon strongly in visualization, they utter Gasmen IV
MAGUS:
Sprung from thy secret abode in the limitless deep,
Upward coursing, resistless, beautiful fire,
Ο sacred scίntίllant Serpent, Knοuphis Agathodaimon! – we
hail thee and give thee praise.
EREMITUS:
What is the chasm, the gulf whence thou art arisen?
There darkly, immeasurably below, surge the primal waters,
Imageless, viewless counterpart of the high Hidden Mother:
There is thy mirrored source.
Child of the heights supernal, swift-coursing downward,
Bringing thy light through worlds of manifold being, Lifting
them, drawing them higher ~
Primeval mystery, ever shown forth in thy children!
ENSOR:
Water-deep calls unto water-deep, calls and responds:
Upward, upward impelled,
Upward ever thy children must strive, flashing wings seeking
Voice of her summoning, Voice of the Mother of waters
supernal.
Thou. Ο flame unresting, thou dost impel thy children: Thou
in them seekest upward. strivest upward, questing, aspiring:
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Thou ίn thy children art column of undulant flame, Listening
wings of flame, questing to Herward.
MAGUS:
The spίne rίses swaying, the Serpent of fire quests upward: Lo, the
whole form burgeons forth!
Out of the Serpent flashes a living tree: roses of flame,
Beauteous many-hued whorls of flame
Borne upon slender stems spring from the central shaft, Each
informed wίth the upward impulse,
vibrant, intent on its purpose of being —
Each a manifestatίon of thee.
EREMITUS:
For thou in thyself dust carry all modes of beίng. Not lost
in thee ίs that primal Deep,
Not lost that dark Water Mother, but ίnwoven with
thine essential fire:
She, she rίses blissfully through her children, Rises
through thy coilings, rises through
the fire blossoms of thy tree,
Rises wίth thee, in thee –
Rises to find thy glory, as thou hers.
ENSOR:
So the two wings flame forth at the head of the Caduceus, And its two
Powers, male-female, are one in that radiance: And in that Light, which
is thine, thy children see theίr crown.
ALL THREE:
Sprung from thy secret abode in the limitless deep, Upward
coursing, resistless, beautiful fire,
O sacred scintillant Serpent, Knouphis Agathodaimon! – we hail
thee and give thee praise.
ΜΑΟ1! ENSOR and EREMITUS link hands and perform a halfcircumambulation
deosil around candidate, then disengage hands
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and stand in triangular fυrmation about him and facing towards him.
MAGUS' ιn front of him, ΕRFΜITUS behind the candίdate and to his
right, ENSOR behind him and to his left.
The three officers now simultaneously trace the circled Cross with their right
hand towards the candidate, vibrating:
LEUKOTHEA (horizontal, left
MΕLANOTHEOS
(descending
KNOUPHIS (circle, deosil from top)

to

right)
vertical)

MAGUS turns deosil and proceeds to the west ofthe Bomos, there to stand facing
east. ΕΝSΌR and ERFJvIITUS continue to assist the candidate in
mαίntαίnίng the ophiomorphic formulation of Agathodaimon. (If it is felt to he
necessary, ENSOR directs the candίdate tο strengthen his awareness o f the
formulation).
ΛAGU ' bows once and profoundly be/bre the Bοmos.
Invocation of the Planetary Forces Battery:
3-1.
MAGUS makes and maintains the gesture Ave.
MAGUS:
Hail. thou One. thou All! For the force of thy splendour and
the majesty ofthy power do we adore thee, and we extol thee
with offerings worthy of consecration to thee.
With the names divine do we extol thee, with the holy
spells and with the gestures of enchantment.
With the flame of aspiration do we extol thee, and with
the outpoured libation of the heart's desire.
Hail, thou One, thou All! We praise thee and bless thee
for thy splendour and thy power!
MAGUS places his hands on his pentacle, right over left, then assumes the
Wαnd posture.
He performs the Clavis Re/ Prίmαe 2i d Formula:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
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2 He vίsualizes hίs Cοrοnα as a sphere of white brίlliance.
3 He inhales, drawing a shaft of brilliance from Cοrοnα
to breast, where it forms the Orbίs Sohs in golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brίlliance descend to his
feet, where it forms the Instita Splendens in white light,
less brilliant than the Corona.
5 He ίnhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rίse from the Instita Splendens
and pass into the Orbίs Sohs.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 The Orbίs Solis remains dίstinct as a brilliant nucleus,
but steadily emίts a powerful radiance to surround hίm
with a golden aura.
He takes the Great Wand in his rίght hand, raises it on high in salutation, then
holding the Great Wand in repose he turns deosil and proceeds to the candidate.
Standίng before the candidate, and holding the Great Wand on hίgh, he
declaims:
MAGUS:
Upwards, Ο Theourgos/Theourgis, on wings of flame, within
thyself from power to power ascending, in the mystery of
KNOUPHIS adore thou the divine presence within the seven
planetary spheres. So, as we invoke the forces of those
habitations of holiness, may the gates be opened within thee to
the divine inspirations which they radiate forth and to the
endowments which they confer.
And even as those powers themselves are united in perfect
harmony in the Kosmos, so may their energies be united in
perfect harmony within thy psyche, that thou mavest have
access to explore them magically and that their bounties may be
open henceforth to thee in thy magical workings. Thus mavest
thou achieve the fulfilment of thy magical destiny and the
realization of thy True Will.
MAGUS directs the Great Wand to the genital region of the candidate, and
thereupon the Lamp of Mene is lighted and the
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first ascending planetary tone D __________ ιs sounded by the CUSTOS.
(Each tone is maintained continuously u n f i l the next one is sounded,
and each planetary invocation is chanted on the given note. The tones suggested
here are ίn the harmonic mίnor key of C: a different key may be employed, as the
Magus may prefer, provίded that the same sequence of intervals is maintained.
The effect of each of the tones may be rίchly enhanced by the soundίng ofa bass note
in unίson wί th each chantίng tοne.)
MAGUS:
May the resplendent SAO (he traces the sigil of the name) light
ever thy path, and bestow upon thee the bounteous gifts of
imagination and the true perception of the Foundation (he
traces the sίgil ofAsphaleion).
MAGUS directs the Great Wand to the candidate right hand, and thereupon the
Lamp ofHermes is lighted and the second ascending planetary tone -- E flat is
sounded.
MAGUS:
May the wondrous AZOTh (he traces the sigil) ever give wings
to thy mind, and bestow upon thee the precious gifts of
magϊcal understanding and the illuminations of Splendour (he
traces the sίgίl ofLamprotesίs).
MAGUS directs the Great Wand to the candidate's left hand, and thereupon
the Lamp ofΡαρhie ιs lίghted and the thίrd ascending planetary tone — F is
sounded.
MAGUS:
May the mystical ALBAPhALΑNA (he traces the sigil) ever
enkindle joy in thy soul. and bestow upon thee the abundant
gίfts of spiritual vitality and the celestial fire of Victory (he
traces the sigil of ^^ke).
ΜΑGUS directs the Great Wand to the candidate's breast, whereupon the
Lamp ofHelίos is lίghted and the fourth ascendίng planetary tοne G is sounded.
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MAGUS:
May the e f f u l g e n t ONOPhIS (he traces the stgil) ever illumine
the sanctuary of thy heart, and bestow upon thee the most
sacred gifts of magical dedication and the high ecstasies of
Beauty (he traces the s/gil ofKalon).
MAGUS directs the Great Wand to the candidates right shoulder, whereupon the
Lamp of Ares is lighted and the , fifth ascending planetary tone A flat
is
sounded.
MAGUS:
May the indomitable SABAO (he traces the sίgίl) guard ever thy
life and works, and bestow upon thee the high gifts of magical
adventure and the unfailing confidence of Strength (s/gil
ofDynamίs).
MAGUS directs the Great Wand to the candidate's left shoulder, whereupon
the Lamp of Zeus is lighted and the sixth ascending planetary tοne - Β is
sounded.
MΑGUS:
May the majestic ΖΑυΑΙΕTOS (he traces the s/gil) ever prosper
thy spiritual development, and bestow upon thee the excellent
gifts of magnificence of spirit and the inner touchstone of
Mercy (sίgίl o f Doxa).
MAGUS directs the Great Wand to the candidates brow. The Lamp ofKronos is
lighted and the seventh ascending planetary tone - C is sounded.
MAGUS:
May the exalted IALDABAOTh (he traces the sίgil) ever
consecrate thy upward progress with his shining benediction,
and bestow upon thee the wondrous gifts of renewal in Time
and beyond Time and the sure counsels of Understanding
(sίgίl of Sophia).
MAGUS' raises the Great Wand on high then, directing the Great
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Wand in turn to the candidates brow, left shoulder, right shoulder, chest, left
hand, right hand and genitals (thus figuring the Lightning Flash), he intones the
seven Greek vowels in descending mode.
The , first vowel is uttered on the still-sounding seventh ascending tone.
MAGUS:
Ω (the brow; tone: C)
Υ (left shoulder; t( m e: B)
Ο (right shoulder; tone: Α
flat) I
(the
Η
Ε
Α

chest; tone: G)
(left hand; tone: F)
(right hand; t(me: E flat)
(genitals; tone: D)

After the f nal vowel of the series has been uttered byΜΑGUS, the CUSLOS of
the northeast, without hiatus, sounds all seven tones simultaneously. (But ff the
instrument for the tones is not suitable for sounding all seven simultaneously,
silence shall follow the utterance of the final vowel).
MAGUS, with the Great Wand in repose, remains facing the candidate.
When he ίs ready, he proceeds to west of the Bomos where he replaces the
Great Wand and turns to face west.
The CUSLOS ceases to sound the seven tones.
EREMITUS directs the candidate to allow the image of the Agathodaίmon
tο fade, and to centre his awareness on his magical personality.
Apotheosis

Battery: Ι.
MAGUS:
Thy feet, Ο Theourgos/Theourgis, have been set upon a secret
path, and thy gaze directed with a new significance upon the
mystic Agathodaimon, in whose light thou art to proceed upon
thy further way.
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Thou hast ascended the three hidden and mysterious steps of
the Foundation of the House of Sacrifice. Thοu hast been
conducted through the House itself, the House of thine own
life, to experience the principles of Breath, Body, Justice and
Mercy in a special manner, to inaugurate thy magical life ίn the
Second Hall of Aurum Solis, and to open to thee the mighty
powers which shall avail thee therein.
Among these great sources of force and of sure strength, the
luminous gates of the seven Planetary Powers have been
magically opened, that in thy following of the Great Work thou
mayest draw at need upon their illimitable bounty, the manyfaceted splendour of high qualities and empοwerments which are
the deep archetypal founts of all life and action in this world.
Yet not this alone has been done. At thy first steps upon this
new way, thy footfall has echoed in the heights, thy words of
affirmation have been heard and the inner gaze of thine
aspiration has f l ashed upwards to its objective. For that which we
perform in this rite is witnessed, aided and ratified, by the high
adepti of the worlds invisible. At every level of being, thy unity
with the corporate life of the Order is wrought: even now, 0
Theourgos/Theourgis, thou ar t uplif t ed in the power of the
Glorious Star!
Let us, therefore, in the ambience of that Star, proceed now
to the completion and confirmation of that which we have this
day under t aken!
Battery: 2-1-2.
FNSOR directs the candidate to kneel.
MAGUS' app roaches the candidate and stands before him, the three officers thus
agαίn forming a triangle offorces about the candidate.
The CUSTOS of the southeast approaches MAGUS bearing the Phial
ofAnointing Oil and the finger-linen.
MAGUS takes oil upon the ball of his right thumb and signs the octagram
upon the candidates brow. He begins with the descending right vertical; ,for each
beam he chants one word (the sequence of tones being in descending mode),
commencing on the tone of C:
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MAGUS:
EN (tone: C) GIRO
(tone: B)
TORTE (tone: / 1 1 1 0
SOL (tone: G) CICLOS
(tone: F) ΕΤ (tone: Ε
flat) ROTOR (tοne:
I ) ) IGNE (ton e: C )
After MAGιΩ1.S' has chanted "ΙGΝΕ", the tone of utterance is sίlenced.
MAGUS' cleanses his thumb and the CUSTOS retίres wίth the Anointing
Oil and the lίηen.
MAGUS now places his hands at the sίdes of the candίdates head, and
ENSOR and EREMJTUS place theίr right and left hand respectively on the
candidates shoulders, their other hand on MAGUS shoulders:
MAGUS:
May we be held ever in the Glory of the New Lίfe. May the
Star of Regeneratίon shine for t h perfectly upon the
brow of each of us,
And may our hear t s be ever united
in the bond of an indivίsible love.
ALL THREE:
So it is, so shall ίt be, in the Light of the Glorίous Star! MAGUS,
ENSOR and EREMIT US dίsengage theί r hands.
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Thus, (earthly name), do I receίve thee as an Initiate of the Second
Hall of the Ogdoadίc Mysteries in Aurum Solis, and proclaim thee
among the IIί gh Company of the Glor ί ous Star.
Companion of Aurum Solis, Servίtor of the Secret Flame, arise
in thy name (Second Hall magical name).
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ENSOR and EREMITUSassίst candidate to arise, then disenga, their
hands from hϊm. They stand at candidates left and rίght sidε respectively, facing east.
Meanwhile, MAGUS turns deosil a) advances to west of the Bomos, where he
salutes east with Ave a) turns deosil tο face west.
MAGUS:
Hear now, Ο Theourgos/Theourgis, concerning the works and
the life of the Glorious Star.
The prίmary symbols of the Ogdoadic Tradition are the
fivefold Pattern of the House of sacrifice and the Eightfold star of
regeneration. The arcana of the house of sacrifice are a key at once
to the dynamism of the universe, and to that pattern in the Divine
Mind in accord with which human nature has come into being. This
same key is also, therefore, that by which the faculties of the psyche
are evoked in their true and potent order, and likewise it is that key
by which the hidden powers of the universe can be understood,
realized and attained. Above the image of the House of Sacrifice
shines forth the glorious symbol which both fulfils and transcends
it: the eίghtfold Star of Regeneration. The eightfold Star, which
has been employed from ancient times to represent Life Divine, is
the ensϊgn of attainment and the emblem of an undying aspiration;
and, supremely, it betokens that ultίmate act of Regeneration
whereby the Divίne Mind calls back to its eternal selfhood, into the
eternal Becoming whίch is both the essence and the act of the
divine nature, everything which it has sent forth into space and
time.
These great emblems and the ancillary tokens of the Ogdoadic
Tradition are to be found, wίdespread, at significant points in the art
and architecture, and even in the lίterature, of Europe. They are
the visible signature of a livίng Hermetic Gnosis, of a dynamic
esoteric ferment, among whose initiates have been numbered some
of the most profound luminaries in the shaping of Western
aspiration. For one thousand years our brethren of the Glorious
Star have proclaimed the Ogdoadic mysteries in symbol and in
word; yet the uninitiated, lacking the keys, have perceived therein
only a canon of
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design or a literary form. The tradition has in this wise repeatedly
been revealed, even displayed to the public gaze, yet it has not been
seen; our Mysteries have been proclaimed, yet remain inviolate.
If we look beyond the cultures of the West, beyond the closely
interwoven fabric of European thought and hίstory, we find,
widespread through other cultures too, symbols which relate to the
Ogdoadίc Tradition and whίch, by their appropriate use, declare the
knowledge and understanding of the initiate. We acknowledge and
respect the schools of wisdom with whίch these symbols are
associated, and we respect their special use and interpretation of those
symbols. But, while we say assuredly that the teachings of Aurum Solis
would not exclude those interpretations, we respect also their
customary secrecy and we do not seek to know or to elucidate further.
Know, however, Ο Theourgos/Theourgιs, that ιn European lands —
the terrίtory in which the Western Mysteries properly so called have
developed and flourished — there are certain places ίn diverse regίons
where the mighty symbols of the Ogdoadic Tradition have been
emplaced in centuries past, and even now remain established: and
these places are held by us to be most sacred sites of our tradition,
where the power of a revered antίquity is added to the unchangίng and
deeply magical potency established there by means of the signs and by
the will of those who wrought them.
The mysteries of the Ogdoadic Tradίtion were early transmitted to
a number of the mediaeval Guilds, profoundly influencing their
initiatory rites and disciplines. Thus ensued a high flowerίng of true
Ogdoadίc symbolism ιn art and architecture: enduring and sure tokens
which bear witness to the mystical insight and elevated calling of the
Guildsmen. Initiates of the Glorίous Star in these latter times may
look upon these Ogdoadic works, upon paintings and frescoes, upon
delicate gems and great buildings, and say, "Here were mv brethren".
Nobly, and with most mystical significance, was the Fivefold
Pattern of the House of Sacrifice employed in the
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inιtiatory workings of our mediaeval brethren the Knights
Templar. Therein did they most skilfully evoke and co-ordinate the
functions and faculties of the psyche. Nobly too did they bear, in scarlet
upon their white mantles, the Eightfold Star of Regeneration.
Wίth arcane intent, for the creatίon of a sanctuary of power wherein
Supernal Lίght mίght focus upon earth, dίd Benedetto Gaetano, high
initιate of the glorious Star, ordain the emplacement of our symbol
υροn surrounding pillars of strength in Rome. For some [seven
hundred] years that mystic citadel has stood:: set aραrt from its
environs, seen but not perceived save by the initiate and the visionary,
traversed but not entered save by those who hold the key of the
Mysteries.
Mighty indeed was the mystical and secret Ismaili Order of the
Faithful Ones of Love which, in Asia Minor, comparably with the
Sufis and Dervishes, followed within the Islamic world the path of
inner illumination and of devotion to the spiritual elevation of
humanity. Mighty was its Ogdoadic power, mighty were its planetary
workings.
Mighty indeed was the Ogdoadic society of the Fideh d'Amore
which, establίshed in Italy at the end ofthe twelfth century, was a
western formulation of the symbolism, mystique and practice of the
Faithful Ones of Love, added to and enriched by the Order of the
Temple. Notable in the development of the Fidelι d'Amore through
many generations was the Florentίne family of Cavalcanti, in which
philosophy and ιndependence of mmd formed a proud heritage.
Beyond their own lives and works, the Cavalcanti have added an
undying lustre to the whole Western Mystery Tradition by the great
minds which they have apprised of the Fιdelι d'Amore and brought to
ιnίtιation therein. Of these ιnitiates, two especially are outstandίng:
Dante Alιglueri_ whom the poet Guido Cavalcanti ιntroduced to the
Fideli d'Amore in the thirteenth century, and Marsilio Fιcino. the
great Renaιssance philosopher and mystίc, whο was brought to
initiatιon in the fifteenth cent^^ bv_ Giovanni Cavalcanti as Fιcino's
own words attest.
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In the city of Florence, in the fifteenth century, the Ogdoadic
society called the Careggi cίrcle was formed from the membership of
the Platonist Academy. under the inspiring genius of Marsilio Ficino,
Neoplatonist scholar as well as initiate of the Fideli d'Αmοrc. L rief in
earthly reckoning was its splendour but deathless its glοry_ none cαn
recount the histor.) of the making of Eurοpe without telling of the
awakening which was here wrought in the mίnds of men and women.
The work ofthe Careggi Circle. in the very beginnings of the
Renaissance, had effects whίch even vet reverberate throughout the
Western world. Scholars, poets and philosophers travelled thither from
afar, seeking initiation or at least the inspiration of converse with the
grοuρ. Reuchlin, the pioneer German Qabalist, and Erasmus, the
humanist who carried the spirit of Renaissance learning to his native
Holland, were among those profoundly influenced by the ι itiates of
Careggi. Founded initially through the philosophic and occult interests
of Cosimo de Medici, Ficino's patron, ιt was developed brilliantly by
Cosimo ' s grandson Lorenzo the Magnificent, who inherited from
Cosimo the initiatory name of Pan. Ficino himself as supreme adept
ofthe Careggi Circle, took the name of Saturnus. Giuliano de Medici.
Lοrenzo's brother, was Hippolytus. Pico della Mirandola, the brilliant
young Qabalist, was Apollo. Αngelo Poliziano, poet in three
languages, was Hercules. Michelangelo Βuonarotti, painter, sculptor
and poet of heroic imagination, was also an initiate of this high
gathering, the last before the death of Lorenzo. and the murder of
several ιnitiates of the inner ring, marked the onset of savage
persecution by religious fanatics and the dispersal of the society.
High and most noble were the Ogdoadic works of the sixteenth
century Order of the Helmet, whose emblem betokened silence and
invisibility. Its initiates wrought in glοrιοus words a world of wonder
and of awe in which the mysteries would find an honoured place.
Through the centuries follo» rng, αηd even nosy, the writings of these
ιnit.ates Dye' «ιΡings of fire to the aspirations of those who hear or
read them, and win their hearts to the Mysteries, to seek them out and
find them in ii iith
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These Orders and theίr initiates do we salute in the splendour
of the Glorίous Star. And so likewise do we honour theίr successors, the
brethren of the eίghteenth century society of the Blazing Wheel who
guarded the tradition fοr future generations, laying the foundations and
preserving the sphere of amity upon which, and within which, Aurum
Solis came to be established.
This, 0 Theourgos/Theourgis, is but a brίef recountίng of thy
lίneage; and hereίn thou mayest behold somewhat of the ear t hly
manifestatίon of the hίgh company of the glorίous Star. Yet even were it
possible to name all Orders and Initiates of the Ogdoadic Tradition.
even thus would the Glorίous Star appear not ίn its fullness.
For each member on ear t h of this Hίgh Company strives for the
Lϊght at every level of being: physical, astral, mental and spiritual; and
thus ίt is that through these incarnate brethren the powers of the
Mystίcal Light are ever and continually invoked dowel from World to
World, from level to level, to find their manifestatίon and realization in
the World of physical being.
Yet it is not their own powers solely that these brethren channel
down frοm those radiant Worlds wherein theίr inner facultίes subsίst.
Nor in their deeds of power do they strίve unaided. For the High
Company of the Glorίous Star ίs a coruscatίng interplay of forces
which, pulsing and flashίng with life, with love and wίth power,
unceasingly while aeons shall endure – descends through the Worlds to
ascend agaίn to ίmageless heίghts. And in its entire spίrίtual reality and
activity thίs same fellowship numbers also among its par t ίcipants a
great and shining hίerarchy in the Worlds invisible. Inίtίates who have
passed beyond physical lίfe, but who contίnue to work intimately with, to
watch over, to guίde αnd to empower the brethren on ear t h, their
beloved children and co-workers. Some, hίgher still, lumίnous and
potent dίscar n ate ones. High Guardians of the Glorίous Star. who
transmit the thrilling radίance of unseen and unseeable ideas. Some. most
exalted, scarcely to be distinguished from the
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divine effulgence which encompasses them: they whose vίtαl
impulse and essence is the very life-current and foundatίon of the
work of the Glorίous Star. And, at every level of the invisίble
hίerarchy, beίngs too of an entίrely spiritual quality, who have never
known incarnation, and who particίpate in the greater Fraternity
according as its modalities and purposes correspond to their
nature.
Into all this luminous texture of bung and actίon, the brethren
on earth of the Glorίous Star are initiated; and thou, O
Theourgοs/Theourgίs, art one of this hίgh company. Thine be the
Power and Inspίratίon. thine. now and always. be the Glory.
Gratulatio
Battery: 1-3-1
MAGUS:
Companions of Aurum Solis, let us renew the divinely inspired
Adoration of Thrίce-Greatest Hermes.
Facing east, all make and maintaίn the gesture Ave. ALL:
Ο thou the holy God, Father of the All, self-completed in
wisdom!
Ο thou the holy God who wiliest to be knοwn and who by the
devoted art known!
Holy art thou who by giving voice hast established the
existent beίngs.
Holy art thou from whom all nature took form.
Holy art thou to whom nature gave not form.
Holy art thou who art mightίer than all mίght.
Holy art thou who dost transcend all transcendence. Holy art
thou who art exalted beyond all exaltation. Accept thou the
sacrίfices of pure utterance coming
directly from the heart and soul which are centred upon thee:
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O thou surpassing words!
O thou surpassing all expression!
O thou who art invoked by a cry which is silence!
(All draw the hood, bow the head and fold arms right over left on
breast. After a moment, the hood is thrown back and the gesture Ave is
resumed).
Thus do I believe and attest thy truth.
Ι enter into Life and into Light.
I give thee blessίng, Ο Father — aspiring to be one in hοlines
with thee, to the fullness of the powers with which thou hast endowe me.
All dismiss the Ave.
Battery: 1. MAGUS:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come.
ALL THREE:
Salutation and again salutation in the splendour of the Star
which unites us.
MAGUS:
O you High Guardians. Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity: you
have given signs and you have shown wonders, and you have
revealed yourselves unto your children.
ALL THREE:
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages in a Circle and is their
Mover with Fire!
MAGUS:
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
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Battery: 1.
MAGUS moves deosil round Bomos to east, there tο face east. The CUSΤΠS of
the northeast approaches MAGUS, bearίng the Elemental Corbίs.
Battery: 1.
MAO US takes the Burin and performs the banίshίng of the Spirits ofAir.
MAGUS:
Spirits of Air, be there peace between us. Dwellers in the Astral
Lίght, with the blessing of the All-highest return to your
abodes, and with gladness come again when you are called.
He raises the Burin:
Spirits of Air, children of this world's innocence, go now in the
name ATHANATOS (he traces banίshing pentagram of Spirit), and
in the name SELAE GENETES (he traces banίshίng Air
pentagram).
He replaces the Burίn and, with the CUSTOS in attendance, proceeds to south.
Battery: 1.
Facing south, he takes the Wand and banishes the Spίrίts ofFίre: MAGUS:
Spirits of Fire, be there peace between us. Dwellers in the Astral
Light, with the blessing of the All-highest return to your
abodes. and with gladness come again when you are called.
He raίses the Wand:
Spirits of Fίre, children of this world's innocence. gο now in
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the name ATHANATOS (banishing Spirit pentagram), and in the
name THEOS (banishing Fire pentagram).
He replaces the Wand and, with the CUSTOS in attendance, proceeds to west.
Battery: 1.
Facing west, he takes the Cup and banishes the Water Spirits: MAGUS:
Spirits of Water, be there peace between us. Dwellers in the
Astral Light, with the blessing of the All-highest return to your
abodes, and with gladness come again when you are called.
He raises the Cup:
Spirits of Water, children of this world's innocence, go now in
the name ISCHYROS (banishing Spirit pentagram), and in the
name PANKRATES (banishing Water pentagram).
He replaces the Cup and, with the CU.SΤΟS in attendance, proceeds to north.
Battery: 1.
Facing north, he takes the Disc and banishes the Spίrits of Earth:
Spirits of Earth, be there peace between us. Dwellers in the
Astral Light, with the blessing of the All-highest return to
your abodes, and with gladness come again when you are
called.
He raises the Dίsc:
Spirits of Earth, children of this world's innocence, go now in
the name ISCHYROS (banishing pentagram ofSpirit), and in the
name KYRIOS (banishing pentagram ofEarth).
Having concluded the banishing in the north, he replaces the Disc
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upon the Corbis and proceeds to the east, still with the ('USTOS in
attendance.
MAGUS and CUSΤΟS bow to the place of Lights dawning: and the
CUSTOS retires.
MAGUS now makes a trίρle widdershins cίrcumambulatΙοn of the place of
working, his head bowed and his arms folded upon 1ιs breast, left over right.
Concluding in the east, MAGUS' turns widdershins to face east. He salutes
with Ave, then turns deosil tο face west across the Bomοs.
Battery: 1.
MAGUS:
Companions of Aurum Solis, the rite is accomplished!
Let us go forth in the living light and luminous life of the
Glorious Star; and let us keep these mysterίes, and every
blessing which they signify, within our hearts!
ALL:
So it is, so shall it be, in the Light of the Glorious Star!
Battery: 3-5-3.
ENSOR and EREMITUS conduct the new initiate to west of B̟mos.
ENSOR and EREMITUS in turn witness upon the Tessera, then
EREMITUS directs the new initiate to wίtness upon the Tessera.
ENSOR and EREMIΤUS conduct the new initiate out of the temple.
They are followed by SΕRVITΠRES, ADEPT', CHIEFS and
MAGUS, each in turn witnessίng upon the Tessera at west of the B̟mos.
MAGISTER and the CUS'TODES witness after all others hανe departed.
and remain in the temple to put all in order.
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CHAPTER 7
T E L E S T E R I O N OF THE OGDOADIC MYSTERIES
Concerning the traditional layout, the magίcal preparation and the main
features ofan Aurum Sohs Telesterίon, the Temple of the Inner Order.
The Secret Place
The Telesterίon is the place of fulfilled purpose, the secret place of
holiness wherein the Mysteries of the Regeneratίon are accomplished. It is
the "Inner Temple" and the focus of high adept workings for and on
behalf of Aurum Solis in the unίversal Light of the Star.
The Telesterion is neutral in decoration. Dressed stone
surroundings are appropriate; but if painted, beige, grey, or any lίght
shade of beige or grey may be employed. The floor, too, should be
neutral in colour. Light grey is recommended.
Quintessence
Four Tesserae, each consecrated during a flow of the velocium of
Prithivi, are to be emplaced securely below the level of the final
floor, in the half-quarters, interlaced squares uppermost and with the
top of the Quintessence facing the half-quarter in each case.
At the exact centre of the square working area, the Star Talisman,
prepared by the Grand Master and having the catalytic power of the
Lapίs Philosophorum, is to be emplaced securely beneath the level of the
floor.
Access is allowed to the Tesserae of the half-quarters through
square openings which shall subsequently be filled by tiles of the same
colour as the floor. Access to the Star Talίsman is neither desirable
nor necessary.
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Domus Sacrifιeιι
The Hοuse of Sacrifice is established in three-dimensional form,
centrally and parallel to the square of the working area of the chamber.
Three platforms, each smaller than that upon which it rests, are
erected. In ascending order the platforms are black, red and white. The
topmost platform should be approximately 8 feet by 8 feet, and it
should be possίble to ascend, and to stand upon, the black step and the
red step in turn, before mounting to the white surface of the
Foundation.
Upon the white surface, and at its corners, slender columns are
erected. Northeast, southeast and southwest, the columns are gold in
colour. The column in the northwest ίs silver in colour.
Supported by the columns, ίn square to the topmost step, ίs the
pyramidal superstructure. The angle of the pyramidal slope is
unimportant. The slopίng sίdes of the pyramίd are white. The base of
the pyramid, resting upon the columns, is rose-purple. Upon this rosepurple base ίs depίcted (according to the design of the Banner of the
New Life) an eightfold, interlaced silver star, containing a black
octagon, at the centre of which ίs a gold equal-armed cross. Thus a
person lying upon the white plαtform will see this emblem above on the rose
purple field of the base of the superstructure.
Upon that sloping side of the pyramidal roof that faces west, a
simple eight-rayed star composed of four intersecting lines (as is
historically proper to our tradition in thίs context) ίs depicted in red.
The interior surfaces of the pyramidal superstructure (whίch will be
concealed when the pyramίd is erected) are ornamented as follows:
All interίor surfaces of the pyramίd are coloured prismatίc red.
Upon the red ground of the base of the superstructure two
concentric circles are depίcted. the circumference of the larger circle
approaching the surrounding square to about 12 cm. at its nearest
points. The inner cίrcle should have a radίus approximately 12 cm.
smaller than that of the outer circle. The outer circle is silver, the inner
cίrcle is gold.
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Between the circles, upon the red background, the Ogdoadίc
Palindrome is inscrίbed in green letters. The base of the letters is
towards the centre of the circle. Beginnίng at the east, the words are
disposed as follows:
EN
east,
GIRO
southeast,
TORTE — south,
SOL
southwest,
CICLOS west, ET —
northwest, ROTOR —
north,
IGNE
—
northeast.
Outsίde the circles, within the angles of the enclosing square, are to be
painted crosses potent on the red background. In each corner the arms
of the cross potent are parallel to the sides of the square, and each
cross potent is positίoned so that its centre ίs above the vertάcal axis of
one of the four pίllars supportίng the superstructure. The cross potent
above the silver column is white; the other three crosses are black.
Α Tessera should be consecrated during Akasha. Thίs Tessera is to
be placed centrally within the pyramidal superstructure, Quintessence
upward, interlaced squares facing downward and resting upon the base
ofthe superstructure. The sides of this Tessera should be parallel to the
square base upon which it rests, and the top of the Quintessence
should be towards the east.
The Bronze Cross
Upon the floor in the east, just east of the lowest (black) step, ίs
emplaced the Bronze Cross. Standing upon the lowest step ίt should be
convenίent to place the rίght foot upon the Bronze Cross while leaving
the left foot upon the black step. The Bronze Cross should be of one
piece, in sheet bronze (copper is permissίble), and permanently fixed
to the floor of the Telesterion. It may be bolted. When not in use, the
Bronze Cross ίs covered by a square veil of black sίlk. Alternatively, the
Bronze Cross mαy be set within a recessed square, to be covered with
a removable tile of the same colour as the floor when not in use.
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The Inner Altar
Central to the eastern wall is the Pura, the upright altar of the Inner
Mysteries. The Pura is white, and its top surface is scarlet.
If the Telesterion is oblong rather than square the Pura shall be in the part
of the chamber that lies beyond the square of the working area. The Pura will
still be within the protective ambience of the place, for the "Tessera circle" o f the
Telesterίon, like that of the Temenos, generates an aurα which extends for a
consίderable distance beyond the physical lίmits of the chamber.
The Banner of the Inner Order
Upon the eastern wαll is displayed Βeauceant la mystere, the Banner of
the Stella Glorίosa. This banner has the desίgn of a double cube,
black above and white below. Centrally upon the banner is a red
equal-armed cross, at the centre of which is the lozenge of Spirit in
silver. The lozenge is so proportίoned that with the central square
of the equal-armed cross ίt suggests the interlaced squares of the
Tessera.
The Green Flame
Α green lamp, symbolic of the Tipharic mysterium, shall be
suspended above and in advance of the banner.
The Hallowing of the Place
Consecration of the Telesterion shall be according to the second
sectίon of the rite Sαcratio Templi.
By tradίtion, the Telesterion lies immediately beneath the
Temenos, with consequent access from upper to lower chamber.
Where the Telesterion is a separate chamber that does not he beneath
the Temenos, the rite Sacratio Templi provides for psychic and
spiritual alignment of the inner and outer temples of the Order.
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CHAPTER 8
I N N E R O F F I C E R S AND REGALIA
Officers of the Palingenesis
The three principal officers of the Palίngenesis, the Aurum Solίs Third
Hall Rite of Initiation, are called Hermes, Asklepίas and Ammon;
they are assisted by the Praecustos, whose function combίnes the
duties of Magister, Custos and Witness, and by a Custos who serves
as the Outer Guardian of the place of working.
The Third Hall Initiation, comprίses twο distinct parts: Pronaos,
which is both the fulfilment of the Lesser Mysterίes of Aurum Solis and
a preparation for the Greater Mysteries of the Stella GΙοriοsa; and
Naos, the accomplίshment of the Greater Mysterίes themselves.
HERMES is the Initiator and the Archmagus of the Rite. He
bears the mystical title of Priest of the Crowned Lion. He represents the
Soul uplifted and glorified ίn the Higher Light; he represents also the
Principle Kudos in particular, and the Three Principles — Kudos,
Eleos, Dike
of the Triune Superstructure in general.
ASKLEPIAS ίs Assistant Adept and Magus of the Rite. He bears
the mystίcal tίtle of Priest of the Holy Wίsdom. He represents the Nephesh
receptive to, and irradiated by, the Ruach. He represents also the
Principle Dike in particular, and the Princίple Sarx in general.
AMMON is Assistant Adept and Magus of the Rite. He bears the
mystical tίtle ofPrίest of the Star-Lords. He represents the Ruach receptive
to, and irradiated by, the Neshamah. He represents also the Prίncίple
Eleos ίn particular, and the Princίple Pneuma in
general.
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Regalia of the Pronaos
During Pronaos, the officers are attired as follows:
HERMES wears a white gown trimmed with silver upon the border of
sleeves and hem. Hermes does not wear the white hood. He wears soft
black shoes with a gold equal cross on the instep of the right shoe.
His pentacle, referred to as `the Shield Aspis', is an equal-armed cross,
of gold-toned cast metal, suspended from a blue ribbon collar.
The equal-armed cross is best knοωn in red on a white ground: whether as
the emblem of St. George, of the `Lamb of God ' in the `Lamb and Flag
`symbol, or shown in medieval pictures (western) of the Resurrection: or as the
primal cross of the Templars before near-eastern influences led them to adopt the
star-cross. In all these instances the signzf/cance is the same: victory over death.
The collar is blue: a passive form, not active therefore. It is a light blue, one
might say cerulean, or it can be seen as a pale shade of indigo. It is lighter than
the Egyptian ultramarine, which is lapis, but like laρis blue it is a sacred colour.
This light blue is used traditionally in C'hrίstian art for the mantle of the V rgin,
she who contemplates, who accepts, who conceives.
ASKLEPIAS wears a white gown trimmed with gold upon the
border of sleeves and hem: a white hood and soft black shoes with a
gold equal cross upon the right instep. His pentacle, referred to as `the
Shield Aigis' is a cross potent, of gold cast metal, suspended from a
violet ribbon collar.
Each arm of the cross potent, basically consisting of two Tau shapes, has
the effect ofa shaft holding two phenomena together. The vertical shaft thus
makes a suitable emblem of the Sαturnian power: the lord or lady ofabundance
(Saturn of the Golden Age, orAthene Minerva) abονe, and, below, the earthly
polarity thereof (Demeter, Ceres). This mysterious force linking Saturn to
Earth (and reinforced in power by the crossing of the two shafts) is intensely
life-giving and creative. It is also by inference re-creative.
The collar is violet. Aside from its modern lunar associations this colour is
Sαturnian (as the violet plant is), and thus of the Mother. Thus it also has
Earth associations. Like indigo, it contains opposite colours o f the spectrum –
blue and red (ιndigo contains yellow (1lso) and theref̟re can be taken to
comprise the whole
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spectrum and to represent the rainbow.
AMMON wears a white gown trimmed with gold, whίte hood, and
black shoes with gold cross. His pentacle, referred to as `the Shield
Idos', ίs a Maltese Cross, of gold cast metal, suspended from a yellow
ribbon collar.
The form of the Glorious Star as we have it is of orίental and Byzantίne
origin: its sίgnί ficance is Regeneratίon. The Maltese Cross ίn its 'star-cross '
form is plainly derίved from in the Mίddle Ages it was adopted in various
schemes of colour by the mίlίtary-relίgious orders as a symbol that the wearers
had renounced their earthly lives; death had nο meanίng for them because they
had already commίtted themselves to the hfe beyond.
The collar is yellow, symbolisίng the solar light that irradiates the aspίratίon
represented by the Maltese Cross and assimilates it to the cosmic pulse.
PRAECUSTOS wears white gown trimmed gold, black shoes with
gold cross, white hood and the tabard of Magίster.
CUSTOS wears whίte gown trimmed wίth gold, black shoes with
gold cross and the tabard of a Custos.
No grade cords are worn during the ceremony of the Pronaos.
Α special robe called the Gnostic Robe of Splendour ' is worn, by the senί̟r
initiator and the candidate in turn, at spec/fic points during the rite of Pronaos:
The Gnostίc Robe of Splendour is a full square-cut tabard of rich
fabrίc: damask, brocade, or shot sίlk. It is lined cream or champagne,
or it may be self-lined. Upon the upper back of the robe is a golden
PSI – Ψ – about 40 cm in overall height. The intersectίon of the arms
of the PSI is covered by a v esί c a p i s c i s outlined in black and showing
on a sίlver field a red fleur-de-lis (the fleur-de-lίs epanouίe) wίth green
stamens.
In the rite of the Pronaos, two further items of regalia are required: namely,
the Croωn and Stole ofAgathodaίmon:
The Crown of Agathodaimon is a golden seven-raved diadem of
cast metal, of the type and style desίgnated in heraldry as - an oriental
crown'.
The Stole of Agathodaίmon is a band or scarf of bright green and
gold brocade, approximately 230 cm in length, 10 cm in wίdth, shaped
at the neck so that it hangs straight down from the shoulders.
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Regalia of the Naos
During the rite of the Naos, the officers are attired as follows:
HERMES wears the white gown trimmed with silver and a white hood,
the green cord of an Adeptus Plenus, red resurrectίon bands and the
counter-charged epigonation of the Adeptus Plenus. Over this he
wears a sίlver tabard lined indigo. He wears soft black shoes with gold
equal cross on the right instep; and he displays the Fivefold Cross of the
Adeptus Plenus, suspended from a silver ribbon.
The resurrectίon bands symbolise those of Osiris; they are worn about Hermes '
neck and crossed left over right. Traditionally, these hang no lower than his heart
centre. They are intended to be visible at the neck of the sίlver tabard which
overlays them. A red stole, crossed in the same manner and held in place by the
green cord is, however, acceptable.
The eρίgοnatiοn, the especial symbol of the Adeptus Plenus, is a stiffened
diamond of fabric, centrally (that is, covering the genitals) suspended from the
green cord by a ribbon of red silk. It is divided horizontally by a silver stripe:
the upward pointing triangle is black, the downward poίnting triangle is white.
Essentially, the epigonation 1s a pouch: within it is contained a parchment
upon which is written a certain sacred name.
The Fivefold Cross of the Adeptus Plenus is in form a Jerusalem Crass,
symbolic of the Five Principles of the House of Sαcrιftce. The central equalarmed cross is silver, the four smaller crosses of the angles are gold. At the centre
of the design is a red stone, o f ruby or of rose quartz.
In the Rite of Ratification, an initiatory ceremony subsequent to that of the
Rite ofPalίngenesίs, it is said of this cross:
1 invest thee, beloved, with the Jerusalem Rose Cross, which symbolises the
voice and Act of thy Power in infinite extension; as also thy heart
suffused with the fire of the spirit ofLοve. For even as the Jerusalem
Rose Cross shows forth in symbol the genesis of the elemental kingdoms
from a central heart of radiance, so too shall the rose-flame splendour of
thy lονe irradiate Worlds beyond Worlds and within Worlds.'
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ASKLEPIAS wears white gown trimmed with gold, black shoes
with gold cross, red cord, white hood, and gold tabard lίned jade green.
He displays the Topaz Lamen.
ΑΜΜΟΝ wears white gown trimmed wίth gold, black shoes with
gold cross, red cord, white hood, and gold tabard lined medium royal
blue. He dίsplαys the Topaz Lamen.
The robes of PRAECUSTOS and CUSTOS are as specίfied above
for the rite of the Pronaos.
Also required for the rite of the Naos /s the Pallium:
The Pallίum is a cloth of deepest black, large enough to completely
cover the recumbent candidate. Upon it, centred, is an outline Tau
Cross of blood red, approximately 30 cm high, interlaced with whίch is a
white Equilateral Triangle, point uppermost, the interlace beginning
over top right. In the "lintel" of the Tau — that is, at the top centre of
the vertical beam — is a small solid violet Square.
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CHAPTER 9
T H E GREAT ONE OF ENCHANTMENTS
The ceremony of consecration here set forth concerns the Ur-Hekau
Wand of the Inner Mysterίes of Aurum Solίs. Ur-Hekau, literally `the
Great One of Enchantments', has its type in the instrument of that
name employed by the Ancient Egyptians in the Ceremony of the
Opening of the Mouth.
In Aurum Solis the Ur-Hekau Wand is used specίfically and
exclusίvely during the Thίrd Hall Initiatίon Rite, following the
formulatίon of the Green Scarab upon the heart of the candidate. This
use of the consecrated implement, in relation to the scarab
formulation (which in itself relates to Chapter XXX of the Egyptian
Book of the Dead), has the magical effect of vitalizing the astral body
of the candidate and of ensuring the optimum co-operation of the
subliminal levels of his psyche.
The Ur-Hekau Wand is surmounted by the head of a ram with
curling horns, wίth an uraeus upon the head of the ram; the shaft of the
implement is patterned according to the shape of the spinal colunm,
wίth an extra length at the `tail' for the convenience of holding. The
overall length of the instrument is approximately 76 cm. Because of
its importance in the Third Hall rite, the Ur-Hekau implement is only
to be consecrated by an Adeptus Plenus of the Inner Order.
In the ceremony of consecratίon, the anointίng oil to be used is that
of the Inner Order of Aurum Solis. The formula of preparatίon and
blessing of this oil ίs as follows:
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OLEUM TEMPLI
Anointing Oil for Rites of the Stella gloriosa Ingredients:
1 part lavender, 3 parts spikenard, 4 parts virgin olive, 5 parts rose, 7
parts narcissus, one eighth part ambergris oil, one quarter part violet oil,
one half part cίnnamon oil, three quarters part camphor oil.
Blend at full q f moon, as follows:
During Akasha blend 3 parts of oil of spίkenard with 5 parts of oil
of rose and one eighth part of oil of ambergris.
During Vayu add 2 parts olive oίl and one half part oil of
cίnnamon.
Durίng Tejas add Ι part of oil of lavender.
During Apas add 7 parts oil of narcίssus and three quarters part of
oil of camphor.
During Prithivi add 2 parts of olive oil and one quarter part of oil of
vίolet.
The Blessίng of the 0/1 takes place at new moon, Akasha. Perform the
Greek Setting of the Wards of Power, as follows:
I Facing east, assume the Wand posture. V brate ΕI
2 Raίse arms at sides and vibrate 'Η Β Α Σ I Λ Ε Ι Α
3 Touch rίght shoulder with left hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ ` Η
∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
4 Touch left shoulder with rίght hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ ' Η ∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, bow head and vibrate ΕΙΣ ΤΟΥΣ
ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
6 Advance to the east. Tread a deosίl cίrcle, returning to east.
7 Return to the centre, and facing east vίbrate
°Η Π Ε Λ Ε Ι Α ΚΑΙ ' Η ' ΥΓΡΑ
' 0 0011 ΚΑΙ ΤΟ ΩΙΟΝ
8 Make the gesture Cervus to the east, vibrating ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ
at the first point, Σ Ε Λ Λ Η - Γ Ε Ν Ε Τ Η Σ at the second.
9 Facing north and making Cervus, vίbrate ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the
first point and ΚΥΡΙΟΣ at the second.
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10 Facίng west make Cervus, vibrating ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the first point,
and Π Α Γ Κ Ρ Α Τ Η Σ at the second poίnt.
11 Facing south makes the gesture Cervus, vibratίng
ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ at the first point of the gesture, ΘΕΟΣ at the second.
12 Facίng east, assume the Wand posture and vibrate: Γ Α Ι Α Κ Α Ι
' 0 IΧΩP TOY Ο Υ Ρ Α Ν Ο Υ
Then, assumίng the Tau posture, vibrate.

13
14
15
16
17

TO THE EAST ΣΩΡΗΡ
TO THΕ SOUTH ΑΛΑΣΤΩΡ
TO THΕ WEST ΑΣΦΑΛΕΙΟΣ
TO THE NORTH ΑΜΥΝΤΩΡ
Facing east assume the Wand posture. Vibrate ΕI
Raise arms at sides and vibrate T H ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
Touch right shoulder with left hand, vibratίng ΚΑΙ r Η
∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
Touch left shoulder with right hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ 'Η ∆ΟΞΑ
Keeping arms crossed, bow head and vibrate:
ΕΙΣ ΤΟΥΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ

Energise by Clavis Rei Primae

2nd

Formula, thus:

1 Assume the Wand posture.
2 Visualize your Corona as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 Inhale, drawing a shaft of brilliance from Corona to breast, where it forms
the Orbis Solis in golden light.
4 Exhale, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to the feet, where it forms the
Instita Splendens in white light, less brilliant than the Cοrοna.
5 Inhale, seeίng a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instita Splendens and
pass into the Orbis Solis.
6 Exhale, affirmίng the central column formulation.
7 Repeat several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 The Orbis Solis remaίns distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but
steadily emits a powerful radiance to surround you with a
golden aura.
Extend the right hand, palm downwards, above the vessel of oil, and
at 1, 2 and 3 following, trace the Circled Cross in horizontal plane:
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1 I b le ss t hee (trace east-west)
2 Creature of 0 1 1 (trace north-south)
3 by KNOUPHIS circling the Equal Cross (trace circle deosil from
east)
And I give thee the name KNOUM (breathe thrice upon the oil).
Hold vessel with both hands, saying:
So be thou reserved to the service of the Glorious Star; and so
be thou ready to assist in the rites of High Magic whenever thou
art called upon: to confirm in strength, to sanctify in gentleness,
and to rest as a seal of sweetness upon the works of beauty.
Trace the octagram in horizontal plane above vessel 01 '011, beginning
top right of figure, vibrating:
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ΕΤ ROTOR IGNE
Project upon Holy Oil by Orante Formula, as follows:
Ι Assume the Wand posture.
2 Visualize your Cοrοnα as a sphere ofwhίte brilliance.
3 Inhale, drawing light from Corona to breast, and forming the Orbίs Solis
in golden light.
4 Exhale, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to the feet,
where it forms the Instita Splendens in white light.
5 Inhale, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instita
Splendens and pass into the Orb is Solis.
6 Exhale, affτrmίng the central column formulation.
7 Repeat several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 With awareness of the three centres, raise your arms, palms
forward and directed to the object that is to receive
projection. On an exhalation, feel the energy of the Orbs
Sοlίs passing upwards through your arms and out from the
centre of your palms, to converge upon the vessel 0 1 0/1 as
beams of golden light.
9 Assume the Wand posture.
10 Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above.
11 The Orbίs Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus but steadily emits a
powerful radiance to surround you with a golden aura.
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CONSECRATION OF UR-HEKAU Magician:
Basic at t ire of the Full Adept. Blue tabard. Topaz Lauren.
Temenos:
In each quar t er is a tall candlestick. The candles are initially
unlighted.
Bomos:
The Bomos is positioned just east of the centre of the place of
working.
Two drapes cover the Bomos: violet and white. These are so
arranged that each colour is visible. Ideally, the violet drape fully
covers the Bomos, the white extends down one half of its heϊght.
Equipment on Bomos:
Ι
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The Ur-Hekau Wand (head to nor t h).
Lighting taper.
The Krater, with spirit and Oleum Templi.
The Amber Lamp.
Anointing Oil (01. Templi).
Bell.
The Mystical Tessera.
Implements for the making of fire.

Tides:
Full of the moon, or within three days approaching full. Akashα.
Sprίng, summer or autumn seasonal tide.
1
TheMagicίan, standing at west ofBomos facing east, salutes with the gesture
Ave. He then prepares the place of working, using the Greek Setting of the
Wards of Power:
1 Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vibrates ΕΙ
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2 He rases hίs arms at his sides and vibrates ' Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
3 He touches right shoulder wίth left hand vibrating ΚΑΙ
Η ∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
4 He touches left shoulder with right hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ
' Η ∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vibrates ΕΙΣ
ΤΟΥΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
6 He advances to the east. He treads a deosil cίrcle, returning to east.
7 He returns to the centre, and facing east he vίbrates H ΠEΛΕΙΑ
ΚΑΙ ' ΥΓΡΑ
" 0 OΦΙΣ ΚΑΙ ΤΟ ΩIΟΝ
8 He makes the gesture Cervus to the east, vίbrating
ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ at the first point, ΣEΑΑΗ-ΓΕΝΕΤΗΣ at the
second.
9 Facing north and making Cervus, he vίbrates ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the first point
and ΚΥΡΙΟΣ at the second.
10 Facing west he makes Cervus, vibrating ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the
first point, and ΠΑΓΚΡΑΤΗΣ at the second point.
11 Facing south he makes the gesture Cervus, vίbrating
ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ at the first ροίnt of the gesture, ΘΕΟΣ at the
second.
12 Facing east, he assumes the Wand posture and vibrates:
ΓΑΙΑ ΚΑΙ ' Ο ΙΧΩΡ ΤΟΥ ΟΥΡΑΝΟΥ
Then, assumίng the Tau posture, he vίbrates:
ΤΟ THE EAST ΣΩΤΗΡ
ΤΟ THE SOUTH ΑΛΑΣΡΩΡ
TO THE WEST ΑΣΦΑΛΕΙΟΣ
TO THE NORTH ΑΜΥΝΤΩΡ
13 Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vίbrates ΕI
14 He muses hίs arms at hίs sides and vίbrates ' Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
15 He touches right shoulder wίth left hand, vίbrating ΚΑΙ Η
∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
16 He touches left shoulder wίth right hand, vίbrating ΚΑΙ Η
∆ΟΞΑ
17 Keepίng arms crossed, he bows head and vibrates ΕΙΣ ΤΟΥΣ
ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
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2
Magician kindles flame and lights the taper. With the taper he sίgns the Greek letter
PSI, vibratτng HA while signing the vertίcal beam of the letter, and bringing the taper
down to light the lamp upon the Bomos. The taper is extinguished and placed upon
the Bomos.
3
Magίcian proclaίms the " Crown of Twelve Rays": MAGICIAN:
Ancient and potent protector, Agathodaimon, hail! We adore
thee and thee we invoke.
Glorious serpent-god encircling the Equal Cross, KnouphisAgathodaimon, hail! We adore thee and thee we invoke.
Abundant goodness bestowing, Agathodaimon, hail! We
adore thee and thee we invoke.
Terrible invίncίble god, Knouphis-Agathodaimon, hαίl! We
adore thee and thee we invoke.
Holy shepherd of thy people, Agathodaίmon, hail! We adore
thee and thee we invoke.
0 thou winged splendour with broad pinions of emerald and
gold. KnouphΙs-Agathodaimon, hail! We adore thee and thee we
invoke.
Divine priest of the sun, thou white and scintillant,
Agathodaimon, hail! We adore thee and thee we invoke.
Aid of the seeker for truth. Knouphis-Agathodaϊmon, hail!
We adore thee and thee we invoke.
Immοrtal guide of the wise, Agathodaimon, haίl! We adore thee
and thee we invoke.
Mighty champion of the wαy, Knouphis-Agathodaimon, hail!
We adore thee and thee we invoke.
Orίent spirit of light, Agathodaίmon, hail! We adore thee and
thee we invoke.
Nov and ever blessed, crowned with the crown of twelve rays,
Knouphis-Agathodaίmon, hail: we exalt thee!
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4
Battery: 1-7.
5
Magίcίan extends his hands abονe Ur-Ηekau, palms downward:
MAGICIAN:
On this night/day and in this hour I, ................................ Companion of
Aurum Solis, Adept of the Stella Glorϊosa and Prίest of the Rites of
Abu and Mendes, will awaken the vital f l ame of Ur-Hekau. So be the
work achieved, that the Serpent-column of Fire may have birth in Holy
and Hermetic Lίght and that its Lίfe and Power may hereafter aid the
proper accomplishment of Palίngenesis wίthin the mystery and
splendour of the Glorious Star.
6
Magician folds hίs arms, right over left on breast, then dismisses posture.
Battery: 2-4-2.
MAGICIAN:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians ofthe Glorious
Star, who were, and are, and are to come. Salutation and again salutation
in the splendour of the Star which unites us.
O you High Guardians, Hidden Adeptί, Dwellers ίn
Eternity: you have given signs and you have shown wonders,
and you have revealed yourselves unto your children.
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE. Such
are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 1 .
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In the bond of Holy Light, by the coming forth of the Phoenix
and by the effulgence of the Morning Star do we call upon you,
High Guardians, we who are the continuators of your Work: 0
Luminous Ones, behold and hear us. Not without our own
questίng do we seek Gnosίs, nor without our own endeavour to
achieve the Supreme Good: but that the sowing shall be
crowned in the harvest. For oneness of purpose do we call
unto yοu, for that joy of resolve which is the wine of the will,
transforming all that was strange to it. For living light and for
luminous life do we call unto you, 0 Hidden High Ones! So
light and life shall be drawn at last to the radίance of one Star,
and that star shall mount to the unshadowed heίght.
Battery: 1.
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages in a Circle and is their
Mover wίth Fire!
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
7
Battery: 5.
8
Magician lights the taper from the Lamp and proceeds to east of place of working.
There, he lights the candle, intoning:
Hail to thee, SHU
He proceeds deosίl to south where he the lights the candle, intoning:
Hail to thee. RA
He proceeds deosil to west where he lights the candle, intoning:
Hail to thee, ASAR
He proceeds deosίl to north and hghts the candle, intoning:
Hail to thee. SEB
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He proceeds deosίl to east, to complete the circle, and touches the flame of the
taper to the flame of the eastern candle.
He then returns to west ofBomos where, facing east, he ignites the contents of
the Krater with the taper, intoning:
Hail to thee, SHEFET-χAT
Magician extinguishes the taper, and pauses to allow the Krater to come to
bright flame.
9
Magician takes up the Ur-Hekau with both hands, and holding it horizontally
he passes it thr̟ugh the flame of the Krater (so that the central portion o f the
shaft is bathed briefly in flame) αnd back towards himself
He replaces the implement upon the Bomos.
10
Magician performs the Clavis Rei Primae 2" d Formula:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes his Cοrοna as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawing a shaft of brilliance from Corona
w breast, where it forms the Orbis Solis in golden
light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to his feet, where it forms
the Instita Splendens in white light, less brilliant than the Cοrοnα.
5 He inhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instita Splendens
and pass into the Πrbίs Sohs.
6 He exhales. affirming the central column formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 The Πrbίs Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but
steadily emits a powerfiιl radiance to surround him with a
golden aura.
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11
Magician lays both palms upon the Ur-Hekau as it lies upon the Bomos and
declaims:
MAGICIAN:
Sprung from thy secret abode in the limitless deep,
Upward coursing, resίstless, beautiful fire,
Ο sacred scίntillant Serpent, Knouphίs-Agathodaίmon! – we
hail thee and give thee praise.
What is the chasm, the gulf whence thou art arisen?
There darkly, immeasurably below, surge the primal waters,
Imageless vίewless counterpart of the high Hidden Mother: There
is thy mirrored source.
Child of the heights supernal, swίft-coursing downward,
Bringing thy lίght through worlds of manίfold being, Lίfting
them, drawing them hίgher –
Prίmeval mystery, ever shown forth in thy children!
Water-deep calls unto water-deep, calls and responds:
Upward, upward impelled,
Upward ever thy children must strive, flashing wings seeking
Voice of her summoning, voίce of the Mother of waters
supernal.
Thou, Ο flame unrestίng, thou dost impel thy children: Thou in
them seekest upward, strίvest upward, questing, aspiring:
Thou in thy chίldren art column of undulant flame,
Listening wings of flame, questing to Herward.
The spίne rises swaying, the Serpent of Fire quests upward: Lo.
the whole form burgeons forth!
Out of the Serpent flashes a living tree: roses of flame,
Beauteous many-hued whorls of flame
Borne upon slender stems spring from the central shaft, Each
informed with the upward impulse, vίbrant, intent on its
purpose of being —
Each a manifestatίon of thee.
For thou in thyself dost carry all modes of being.
Not lost in thee is that primal Deep,
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Not lost that dark Water Mother, but inwoven with thine essential
fire:
She, she rises blιssfully through her children,
Rises through thy coilings, rises through the fire-blossoms of thy tree,
Rίses with thee, ~n thee –
Rises to find thy glory, as thou hers.
So the two wings flame forth at the head of the Caduceus, And its two
powers, male-female, are one in that radiance And in that Light, which ιs
thine, thy children see their crown. Sprung from thy secret abode in the
limitless deep, Upward coursing, resistless, beautiful fire,
Ο sacred scintillant Serpent, Knouphis-Agathodaimon! – we hail thee
and give thee praise.
ragίcian folds his arms, right over left on breast, bows his head, id spends a short
tίme ίn contemplation of the evoked mystery.
12
!agician performs Clavίs Re/ Ρrimae 2" d Formula:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He vίsualίzes his Cοrοnα as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawίng a shaft of brilliance from Cοrοnα to
breast, where it forms the Orbis Solis in gοlden light.
4 He exhales, seeίng the shaft of brilliance descend to his
feet, where itforms the Instίta Splendens in whίte light, less
brίllίant than the Corona.
5 He inhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the Instίta Splendens and
pass into the Orbis Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column, formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 The Orbis Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but
steadily emits a powerful radίance to surround hίm with a
golden aura.
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13
He takes uρ Ur-Hekau in hίs right hand and holds it in repose, its head resting
on hίs left shoulder.
He proceeds to east. Facίng east, he raises the implement on hίgh, saying:
MAGICIAN:
Hail to thee, SHU
O thou Lion God of the Double Lion Gods,
Sweet Breath of Lίfe,
Hail to thee!
Magician brίngs Ur-Hekau to the pοsίtiοn of repose, as before. He proceeds to
south. Facίng south, he raίses the implement on hίgh, sayίng:
MAGICIAN:
Hail to thee, RA
O thou Lord of the Holy Souls,
Countenance and Splendour of Lίght,
Hail to thee!
He brings Ur-Hekau to repose. He proceeds to west. Facίng west, and raisίng the
implement, he says:
MAGICIAN:
Hail to thee, ASAR
O thou Governor of the Hίdden Realm,
Stablίsher of the Waters,
Hail to thee!
He proceeds to north. Facίng north, he raises Ur-Hekau and says:
MAGICIAN:
Hail to thee, SΕΒ
O thou Father of the Fathers of the Gods,
Loyd and Opener of the Earth.
Hail to thee!
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Holding Ur-Hekau in repose he proceeds to east, bows thereto, and returns
deosd to west of Bomos. He replaces Ur-Hekau upon the Bomos.
14
Magician raises both arms, palms forward, and says:
MAGICIAN:
Hail to thee, SΗΕFΕΤ-χΑΤ
Ο thou Self-Existent One,
Whο causeth the Souls of the Gods to exist,
Hail to thee!

15
He folds hίs arms, right over left, then extends them in the form of a Tau.
Maintainίng this posture, he declaίms:
MAGICIAN:
I am SΗΕFΕΤ-χΑΤ, the God of four faces, The
Ram-headed One, fourfold in aspect and power. I am
thy Soul, Ο
SHU. I
am thy Soul, Ο
RA.
I am thy Soul, 0 ASAR.
I am thy Soul, 0 SΕΒ.
For I am KNOUM, Lord of TET'TA'U:
The Father of the Fathers of the Gods,
The Mother of the Mothers of the Gods.
I am the Lord of All Beginnings,
The Creative Energy and the Original of Life;
The Maker of that which is,
The Former of that which is to be.
I have stablished the Pillars of Heaven,
And I am the Builder and Guide of the World:
The Spirit of Life whose Soul is in every form.
That which I decree I bring to pass,
And my hands rest upon my works.
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16
Magician folds his arms, right over left, then dismisses posture.
He takes up Ur-Hekau, and holding 1't in repose he proceeds to east. He
lightly touches the Uraeus of the implement to the flame of the eastern candle,
brings the implement to repose and proceeds to the south.
He touches the Uraeus to the flame of the candle, brings the implement to
repose and proceeds to west.
He touches Uraeus to flame and, holding Ur-Hekau in repose, he proceeds to
north.
He touches Uraeus to northern flame, brings the instrument to repose and
proceeds to east. He salutes east with Ur-Hekau, brings the implement to repose
and returns to west of the Bomos.
He replaces Ur-Ηekαu upon the Bomos.
17
Magician lays hίs right palm upon Ur-Hekau.
In this stance he assumes the god form of Knoum (bronzed human figure
wearing white kilt and corselet. Head of the Ram with curling horns, wearing
Old Kingdom head-dress ofblackand dark green vertical stripes, surmounted by
undulant ram's horns, which in turn support the Atef Crown, the White Crown
flanked by plumes).
Maintaining this visualization, he extends his left arm horizontally
outwards to hίs side, palm downwards; and he raises hίs right palm several
inches above the head of the Ur-Hekau ίnstrument.
Then, from hίs right palm, he visualizes a liquid distillate being poured into
the head of the Ur-Hekau ίmplement: it is energj, or it is light, but it is the
poured forth waters of Knoum. He continues this charging for as long as he feels
to be 'right
He withdraws from the god form, centring hίs consciousness uροn his
magical personality, and he assumes the Wand posture.
18
Battery: 1-4.
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19
Laying both hands upon Ur-Hekau (but not raising the implement) he
proclaims:
MAGICIAN:
Be the four Worlds united
In the Splendour ^ 0= Star
By the Spirit of SHEFEΤ-χΑΤ.
20
Magician takes up Ur-Hekau, holding the implement at mid-shaft with his right
hand, its 'tail ' beίng supported by his left palm.
Maintaining this posture, he again assumes the god form of Knoum.
In this fόrmulation that is, holding the Ur-Hekau instrument and
enνeloped in the god form - he sees himsel fstanding upon an infinite expanse
0fpavement of black and white tiles. Above him is the night sky, with its host of
stars.
He vibrates the god-ηame, SHEFEΤ-χΑΤ, and vίsualizes Ur-Hekau
blazίng as white light ιn response thereto.
Then, still in the god form, he visualizes hίmselfas being totally encompassed
by gentle green light, while Ur-Hekau still blazes with whiteness.
Magician again vibrates the god-name, SHEFEΤ-χΑΤ, and as he does so
he sees a column of flame sprίng int̟ beίng, upwards through Ur-Hekau.
He maintains this formulation f̟r a short time: the god-form of Knoum, the
green ambience, the brilliant implement with its inner column of flame.
21
Magician withdraws from the formulation; and he reρlaces Ur-Hekau uροn the
Bomos.
He projects uρon Ur-Hekau. usίng the Orante Formula:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
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2 He visualizes his Corona as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawing light from Corona to breast, and forming the Orbis
Solis in golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to hίs
feet, where it forms the Instita Splendens in white light.
5 He ίnhales, seeίng a shaft of orange flame rise from the
Instita Splendens and pass into the Πrbίs Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 With awareness of the three centres, he raises hίs arms,
palms forward and directed to the object that is to receive
projection. On an exhalation, he feels the energy of the Orbis
Sohs passing upwards through his arms and out from the
centre ofhis palms, to converge upon the shaft of Ur-Hekau
as beams of golden light.
9 He assumes the Wand posture.
10 He repeat steps 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 above.
11 The Orbίs Sohs remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily emits a
powerful radiance to surround him with a golden aura.
22
Battery: 1.
23
Magίcian anoints Ur-Hekαu once uρon the Urαeus of the implement.
24
Battery: 5.
25
Magίcian holds Ur-Hekau aloft in hίs right hand and proclaims:
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MAGICIAN^
Thus have I consecrated Ur-Hekau,
The Great One of Enchantments.
Behold the Hand of Knoum.
Ur-Hekau is replaced upon the Bomos.
26
Magician proceeds to east, salutes with Ave, and extinguishes the flame of the
candle.
He proceeds to south, west and north, extinguishing the flame in each
quarter.
He proceeds to east, turns deosίl to face west and performs the Calyx.
I He assumes the Wand posture and vibrates ΕI
2 He raises arms at sides and vibrates ' Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
3 He touches rίght shoulder with left hand, vibratίng ΚΑΙ T Η
∆ Υ ΝΑ Μ Ι Σ
4 He touches left shoulder with rίght hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ ' Η
∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vibrates Ε ΙΣ Τ ΟΥ Σ
ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
Magician returns to west of Bomos and faces east. He salutes
east with Ανe.
27
Battery: 1.
MAGICIAN:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the Glorious Star, who
were, and are, and are to come. Salutation and again salutation, in the
Splendour of the Star which unites us.
Ο you High Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity: you
have gίven signs and you have shown wonders, and you have revealed
yourselves unto your children.
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EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE. Such
are the Words, such is the Greeting!
28 Battery: 35-3.
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CHAPTER 10
VOTARY OF THE SUN
The Aurum Solis Third Hall Ceremony of Initiation is ca Palingenesis,
the Regeneration'. Its purpose is to awaken aspirant to a world of
real and vital Selfhood: a world of infi potential; a world moreover in
which all thίngs may be seen that most magίcal of tools, `the eye of
wonder'.
The symbolism of the rite derives from maηv sources: the Anc
Egyptian mysteries, the Alexandrian Hermetίca, the Ninon Zosimus,
the texts of Alchemy, the iconography of the East Orthodox Church,
the teachίngs of the Qabalah; and through binding them in potent
harmony. the magίcal philosophy of Ogdoadic Tradίtion.
Of particular mystical sίgnificance ίn the rite is the section enti
'Proclamation of the Hίgh Mystery of the Palingenesis ' , wI occurs in
Part II. The symbolism of the Bronze Cross is here plaι set forth for all
to see who wίll but look.
The Third Hall Ceremony marks the inception of Adepthc the
completion of which is attaίned by subsequent perso endeavour and
which cannot be conferred bv_ another through process of initiation.
TΗΙRD HALL CEREMONY OF INITIATION
Stella Gloriosa Rite of Palingenesis
Part Ι
Pronaos — the Rite of the Tenzenos
lemenοs:
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The Bomos ίs not present.
Upon the f l oor is placed the 'Gnostic Robe of Splendour', back
uppermost, its top towards the east and its hem just east of the square
of the Prima Materia.
Credenza in southwest:
Processίonal torch (tall candle, firmly set in candlestick and lighted).
Thymίaterion and Incense (cinnamon bark).
Bell.
Crown of Agathodaίmon.
Blue Veil.
Credenza in northwest:
Processίonal torch (tall candle, firmly set in candlestick and lighted). Stole
of Agathodaimon.
Blue Veil.
Red Blindfold.
Officers of the Rite.
HERMES: Initiator.
ASKLEPIAS: Assίstant Adept.
AMMON: Assίstant Adept.
A Third Hall member serves as PRAECUSTOS wίthίn the
Temenos. He combines the duties of Custos, Magister and Witness. In
addition to directing the rite of the Temenos, he is responsible for the
incense, the bat t ery and any adjustment to lighting that may be
desired, as well as having charge ofthe por t al. His role must be one of
absolute discretion. His presence should not impinge upoti the action,
and at all times his choice of station should be judged according to
circumstance.
Another Third Hall member serves as CUSTOS in the
antechamber. His responsibility is to robe and to watch over the
candidate and to guard the outer precinct. He does not enter the
Temenos.
The candidate for the Regeneration wears only the white robe
trimmed with gold. He waits barefoot in the antechamber.
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Entry:
PRAECUSTOS enters first and alone. He closes the portal, then
approaches to the west of the central Square of the Prίma Materίa and
salutes the east wίth Ave. He assures himself that all is in readiness,
he places incense in the thymίaterion, t h en waits by the portal.
The officers approach the portal in triangular formation from the
west, HERMES leading, AMMON (left) and ASKLEPIAS (right)
following side by sίde.
HERMES knocks thrice upon the door of the Temenos, which ίs
opened by PRAECUSTOS. The three officers advance into the
Temenos. HERMES halts west of centre; AMMON and
ASKLEPIAS halt just east of centre (thus reversing the triangular
formation), f l anking the robe.
PRAECUSTOS seals the por t al and advances directly to the
credenza in the southwest.
The Powers of Light
PR4EC US'WαS' sounds the battery: 1.
The three officers salute east wίth double Ave, then fold arms rίght over left on
breast. AMMOΝ and ASKLEPIAS turn inwards to face the central Square
o f the Prίma Materίa and they and HERMES make and maintain the
gesture Pronatίo towards it.
PRAECUSTOS' again sounds the battery: 2-1-2.
HERMES:
The life-gίvϊng and luminous Sun, the Eternally existing One,
ascends as a Falcon from the centre of the Blue Lotus. When
the azure petals of the Lotus open, the Holy One separates
nίght f r om day. He ascends as the Self-existent One, as the
sacred, scintίllant Serpent, as Knouphίs-AgathodaΊmon. He
regenerates the Worlds with his splendour as he goes forth in
the boat of the morning. The mystery ίs concealed in the
shrine of Hat-hor, where the Spirit of Life dwells alone and in
secret. The mystery is revealed in the myriad beams of
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light which proceed frοm the Creator in the image of the Eternal
Child.
Battery: 1.
The officers fold arms rtghl uρon lefi on breast then assume the PS7 posture. In
this posture they perform Accessio Lucis:
I Each assumes the Warn/posture.
2 Each turns his thought in aspiration tι the Prime Sοurce of Light and
Life.
3 In this contemplation, each imagines himself growing vast and yet more
vast, magnified in being and power by adherence to the obfect of ' his
highest and inmost desire.
4 Stίll in the Wand posture, and with the sense of vastness, each formulates
his Corona Elammae, knowing that the psychic reality represented by
the Corona is a living part of the divine Mind and exists in constant
and dynamic interaction therewith.
5 In the mystery and power of thιs realisation each visualizes his Corona
increasίng inexorably in brightness from hrίlliant light to dazzling
splendour, so that he is entirely bathed in, is pervaded through and
through by the ambience ofLights outpoured benison.
When strongly aware of the light, each folds his arms right over left,
meditates for a few moments, then lowers arms to
sides.
H E R M E S:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guaτdίans of the
Glorious Star. who were, and are, and are to come.
ALL THREE:
Salutation and again salutatίon in the splendour of the Star "hich
unites us.
HERMES:
0 ' ou High Guardians. Hidden Adepti. D" ellers in Eternity:
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yοu have given sίgns and you have shown wonders, and you
have revealed yourselves unto your children.
ALL T H R E E :
ΕΝ GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ΕΤ ROTOR IGNE
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages in a Circle and is theί
Mover with Fire!
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 1.
HERMES:
In the bond of Holy Light, by the comίng forth of the Phoenix and
by the effulgence of the Mornίng Star do we call upon yοu,
High Guardians, we who are the continuators of your Work: Ο
Luminous Ones, behold and hear us. Not without our own
questing do we seek Gnosis, nor without our own endeavour to
achieve the Supreme Good: but that the sowίng shall be crowned
in the harvest. For oneness of purpose do we call unto you, for
that joy of resolve which is the wίηe of the will, transforming all
that was strange to it. For living light and for luminous life do
we call unto you, O Hidden High Ones! So Light and Lίfe shall
be drawn at last to the radiance of one Star, and that Star shall
mount to the unshadowed height.
OΕΟΣ, - O ΛΙΩN, T O ΚΟΣΜΟΣ, TO ΧΡΟΝΟΣ, - Η ΓΕΝΕΣΙΣ.
- Ο ΘΕΟΣ ΑΙΩΝΑ ΠΟΙΕΙ, . Ο ΑΙΩΝ ∆Ε ΤΟΝ ΚΟΣΜΟN, O ΚΟΣΜΟΣ ∆E ΤΟΝ ΧΡΟNΟΝ, - O ΧΡΟΝΟΣ ∆Ε ΤΗΝ
ΓΕΝΕΣΙΝ.
ALL T H R E E :
ENGI ROTOR ΤΕ SOL CICLOS ΕΤ ROTOR IGNE Such are
the Words. such ίs the Greetίng!
Battery: 1.
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ΗΕRΜΕS vibrates the Fίrst Enochian Key.
OLι3 SONuF VORoSi(ί,
GOHO ΙΑΙ) BALaT
LΠΝι7S'ίχ KALaZ VO-NuPiHO:
SOBRA ΖOL1
& ) -Rέέ Ι Τ Α NAZePiSΑD GRA-A Τ Α MALPiRoG:
DeS ΗOLaχ χ Α - Α NOTJlO-A ZIMuZ,
01 ) ΚΟΜέΜΑχ ΤΑ ΝΟΒLOχ ZI-ΕΝ::
S Ο Β Α ΤιΗ ΙL 0ι3Ν0ΝuΡ PROOF ALeDΙ, DeS
UYOBeS ΟΒO-LΕχ GRοSΑΜέ
KA-SARoM OHO-RE-LA ΚΑBA PΙRe DeS
ΖΟΝΟΙ?ΕNSΊG Κ Α Β EroM 1-ADαΝaχ.
PΙLΑχ FARoleM ZURέ Α
ΑDι?ΝA GΟNO 1-ADέ7ΡΙL DeS HOME Τ Ο χ ,
SO-ΒA ΙΡ Μ.
L U IPAMLS,
DeS LO-HO-LO VΕΡέ ZO-MuD ΡΟ-AΜAL, 0 1 )
ΒΟGλΡΡA Α-Α-Ι
Τ Α PI-AΡέ? PI-AΜΠΙ, OD VO-O-ΑΝ.
ΖΑΚΑRι ΚΑ OD ΖΑΜι9RΑΝ::
ODO KIKL_E χΑ-Α:
ZORcX;E:
LΑPιέ ΖIRdDO ΝΟΚΟ MAD,
ΗΟ-ΑΤaχ I-A-IDA.
Following thίs invocation, HEfAVIFS proceeds deosί l to east and bows thereto.
He assumes the PΜ posture and, visualising his Corona throughout, performs a
trιple deosil circumambulation of the place ofworking. Concluding in east, he folds
arms right over left and dismisses posture, allowing awareness ofCorona to fade.
He bows to east then returns to his station west of centre, whereupon he salutes east
with Ave.
Battery: 3.
ΗΕRMFS now kneels before the Squαre ofthe Prima Materia. He remoνes his
S'h~eld andρlαces it up̟n the floor. He kisses the square and remains kneeling,
palms upturned. AMMONandASKLEPIAS together take uρ the Gnostic
Robe of Splend̟ur and vest
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HERMES' therewίth; they then resume their stations.
HERMES:
Ο Lady, Ο Triune Lίght of my essentίal beίng, thou hope and life of
my aspirίng soul, LEUKOTHEA most holy, who art ΝΕΙΤΗ,
and ISIS of the ten thousand names: I give thee salutation,
humbly and rightly kneeling before thee to whom all honour and
reverence is due.
Long in the lower worlds I have found and followed thy
footprints of beauty, those prίnts which thou dίdst trace that I
should follow. Thy loving power and goodness have enkindled a
lίght within me, to show me who thou art; and by that light I
perceive not thee alone, but the power and goodness hίdden in
each thing that I behold.
By my every faculty of sense, of feeling and of mind thou hast
drawn me upward, drawn me to thyself. 0 , draw me still in
beauty and in truth, my queen, so that this my soul, which thy
bounty has raίsed up to wholeness, shall attain in the plenitude of
my spίritual beίng to unity wίth thee in the supreme love and
radίance of the Divine Flame.
Regard not my human failings ίn this hour, Ο Star of the Sea,
but uplift me in thine embrace and ennoble my soul: that under
thy sovereign protection and with thy wondrous aid I may truly
and worthily celebrate these sacred mysteries of the
Regeneration.
And by thy grace, 0 Perfect Lίght, may all who work ίn thίs
place and in this hour be established ίn the unίty of the Glorίous
Star, which is the manifest splendour of thy Holy Wίsdom, to
think, speak and act together in harmony of will and purpose, for
the well-being of the Order Aurum Sobs and for the perfect
accomplishment of the Noble Alchemy.
HERMES assumes hίs Shίeld. AMMON and AS'KLEPJAS assist
HERMES to arse. All three jοίn hands, right over left, and perform a triple deosίl
czrcumambulatzon of the central Square. Hands are unlίnked. AMMON and
ASKLΕΡΙΑS face east.
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Battery: 1. HERMES:
Companίons of the Stella Gloriosa, let us proclaim the mystery
of the Supernal Mother of Life!
All make and maintain the gesture Ave to east. ALL
THREE:
Established is the Column in the depths, whence secrets shall not
be shown forth until the first becomes the last.
Whο here holds the royal seat, where stars hang amid the
branches?
She is not seen, but all things adorn her silent steps. Here
ίs sanctuary_. here is shadowy night.
As in immortal forests, here are numberless leaves. Here is
divine presence: that which ίs mor tal never shall dwell within.
But One ίs within:
Adorning the Mother is a Flame.
The gesture Ανe ίs dismissed. AλλDOΝ and ASKLEPIAS turn inwards to face the
central Square.
Battery: 3-2-1.
All three lίηk hands, right over left. They perform one deosd halfcιrcumambulahon, then
unlink hands.
HERMES is now east of Square, facing west; AMMO^ and ASKLEPIAS are
west of Square, south and north respectively.
ASKLEPIAS and ΑkΠν!ΟΝ how to HERMES, then proceed directly to west.
Upon reaching west, they turn to face each other and bow. they then turn about and
proceed northwards and southwards respectively, ASKLEPIAS to the northwest
credenza, AMMON to the southwest credenza. (The figure here described by their
movements is that which ίs known as The Inverted Tau '.)
ASKLEPIAS takes up the Stοle of Agathodaίmon in both
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hands. AMΜOΝ takes up the Crown o_f Agathodaimon. Neither raises
his hands above heart level.
ASKLEPIAS and AMMONproceed southwards and northwards
respectively, how, turn and proceed directly eastwards, to stand respectively at
north and south sides of the central Square of the Prima Materia and facing
each other across it.
HΕRMES receives the Stole from ASKLEPIAS and assumes it.
HEROES then receives the Crown from AΜMON. He holds the Crown,
at heart level, but above the central Square ofthe Prima Materza.
HERMES:
Let us invoke the Mighty One who dwells within the lightvesture of the silver-head of the Agathodaimon.
ASKLEPIAS and AMMON fold arms upon breast, right over left, then
simultaneously extend their hands to take the Crown from HERMES and to
raise it on high above the central Square.
HERMES:
HER/ES,/olds his hands, right over left, υροn his breast. When he is ready,
he touches the Crown with hίs right hand, rests his right hand upon his left,
then raίses both hands on high, palms towards the Crοωn. He vibrates:
IΩΗΡΒΕ Θ IΩΠΑΚ ΗΡΒΕΘ Ε ΥΜΑΖ ΟΝ ΑΒΡΑΞΑΣ
IΟΜΑΛΘΑΒΕ Θ
He crosses arms on breast, right over left, and vibrates:
ΜΑΛΘ ΑΒΕΘ ΛΩO ΩΜΙΟ Σ ΦΝ ΟΥΚΕΝΤ ΑΒ ΑΩO
ΑΒΡΑΣΑΞ ΣΕΜΕΣΙΛΑΜ
He makes the gesture Pronatio, and vibrates:
ΑΒΑΩΘ Β ΑΘΥ ΜΙΛ ΣIΣΟΠΕ ΤΡΟ Ν ΣΑΒΛΩ
He crosses arms, right over left. and vibrates:
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ΜΑΣΩΜΑΣIΜΑΒΛΑΙΛΩ ΑΒΡΙΛΩ ΑΡΒΑΘΙΛΩ ΧΝΟΥΒΙΣ
ΛΑΙΛΑΜ
HERMES receίves the Crown and holds it at heart level. All three officers
turn to face east. HERMES advances dίrectly to a point mίd-way between the
central Square and the Veiled Mirror.
HERMES:
Let us raise the Serpent-column of Fire!
Battery: 1.
ASKLEPIAS and AM% ' fΟΝ advance dίrectly to flank HERMES, facing
each other at his left and right respectively
HERMΕS raises the Crown, and ASKLΕPIAS and AMMΟΝ together
receίve it and support it above his head.
HERMES assumes the ophiomorphic godform of Agathodaίmon (as arίsing
from a coil behίnd him, the main part of the body of the serpent vertical and
close to hίs sρίne, the head advanced above hίs head and surrounded by twelve
rays of light, the wings descending obliquely forward and beίng folded across his
body).
When he is ready, he withdraws from formulation, folds arms right over left
upon breast, then raises hίs hands to receίve the Γrown from ASKLEPIAS
and AMMON. He holds the Crown at heart level.
Battery: 1.
ASKLEPIAS and AMvIΟΝ turn to face east, then advance directly to the
Velum Celante. They bow to east, then take their statίons at north αnd south
sides of the Mίrror respectively, and facing each other.
When he is ready, HERMES advances to the Veiled Mίrror. He places the
Crown upon hίs head and assumes the Wand Posture. AS'KLEPIAS,
AMM(Ν and PRAECUIS'T(S draw their hoods.
Batter': 5.
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ASKLEPΙAS places his left hand on his breast, AMMΟΝ places his
right hand on his breast, and with thetrfree hands the two officers open the
Velum Celante. The Veil is parted at such height that HERMES is able to
see his whole figure in the Mirror.
HERMES now assumes the anthropomorphic image of the Ag
athodaimon.
(The Agathodaimon is a tall and commanding figure, with youthful face
and compassionate eyes. His hair is golden, falling in curling locks to his
shoulders. Uροn hίs head is a golden oriental crown of twelve rays. He i s
robed in a white garment that sparkles with light of every colour. Uροn his
shoulders and falling before him is a stole of rich green and gold. His feet are
bare.)
Holding the god f̟rm strοηgly in awareness, ΗERMESvibrates the divine
name K N O U P H I S - A G A T H O D A I M O N .
Still with awareness of the god form, HΕRMΕS touches the surface of the
Mirror with the three middle fingers of each hand, sο to imbue it with the power
and presence of the god. (hn this action, all fingers are spread, and the thumbs
are conjoined right over left).
HERMES withdraws his touch and folds his arms left over right.
He allow the god form to fade from awareness; then, when he is ready, he
dismisses his posture and stamps once with hίs left /bot.
ΑSKLEPIAS and AMMΟΝ close the Velum Celante, and they and the
PRAECUS'TOS throw back their cowls.
HERΜES turns to face west, and ASKLEPJAS and ΑλΒ/ΙΟΝ likewise
turn to face west.
HERMES removes the Crown to hold it at heart level, then advances to
the east of the central Square. As he advances, ASKLEPJAS and
AMMON advance likewise, to stand north and south of the central Square
respectively, facing HERMES
HERMES delivers the Crοwn to AMMON. He removes the Stole and
delivers it to ΑSKLEPIAS.
AMMΟΝ and ASKLEPIAS bow to HERMES, whο bows in return;
they then turn and proceed directly to West, they turn
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inwards and bow to each other, then turn about and proceed directly to the
credenzas (ΑMMOΝ to the southwest credenza, ASKL ΕPIAS to the
northwest credenza.)
AM/vfONplaces the Crown upon the southwest credenza and covers it with the
blue veil, while ASKLEPIAS places the Stole upon the northwest credenza
and covers it with the blue veil.
The twο officers now approach each other to meet in the west. They bow, turn
inwards, and proceed directly to the west of the central Square, there to stand
facing the centre d f the Square (ASKLEPIAS on the north side o f Temen̟s,
AMMOΝ on the south.)
The three officers link hands and perform one deosil halfcircumambulation.
Hands are unlinked. (HERMESis now west of Square facing east;
ASKLEPIAS and AMMON are now east of Square, on south and north
sides respectively, facing west.)
Reception of the Candidate
Battery: 1.
HERMES:
Companions of the Stella Glorioua, we are met together to
receive our beloved sister/brother (earthly name), companion
(magical name) ofthe Aurum Solis, into the Inner Mysteries of our
Order by transmission of the holy light and benison of the
Pahngenesis.
Let us therefore proceed to the accomplishment of this
noble work, that she/he who is to be known among us as
(Inner magical name) may become one with the heart of our Order
in the Light of the Glorious Star.
Battery: 1.
HERMES turns to face west.
The three officers proceed directly in tr/αnguΙαr‘ /brmαάοn to the west and
halt befhre the portal.
PRAΕCUSTOS again sounds the battery: 1.
HERMES faces east, while AMMON and ASKLEPIAS move
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directly to the credenzas: AMMON to the northwest credenza,
ASKLEΡIAS to the southwest credenza. AMMΟΝ and ASKLΕΡL4S each
take up a processional torch, AMMON with hίs left hand, ASKLEPIAS
with hίs right. Bearing the torches, the two officers return to theirίmmediate
formerposίtίons (in tr ί angularformation with HERMES).
HERMES receives the lighted torches and turns to face west.
PRAECUS'TOS opens the portal and retires to sound the battery: 5. He
replenishes the incense.
ΗΕRMES, using the torches, gives the Adept-blessing, as follows:
Ι He holds the torches vertically at his sίdes.
2 He crosses hίs arms, right over l e f t , still holding_ the torches vertical.
3 He resumes his ίnίtίαl position, arms at sides, torches vertίcal.
4 He extends hίs arms forwards and downwards in a curving motion of
approximately 45° so that the torches `bow '; then he raises his arms
again to the initial ροsίtίοn, torches vertical.
5 He crosses hίs arms, right over left, torches held vertical.
6 He resumes his initial position, arms at W e s , torches vertical.
He turns to east and delivers the torches to AMMON and
AS'KLEPIAS, wh̟ receive them in their left and right hands respectively and
raise them on high.
HERMES bows to east then turns to west.
Battery: 8.
HERMES:
I will descend bearing the Seals of holy might!
I will proclaim the Mysteries!
I will make known the hidden forms of the Shining Ones! I
will disclose the course of the Secret Path!
Time shall be renewed in the return of the Golden Age, and
the joyful Earth shall bring forth bud and flower and fruit!
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ALL THREE OFFICERS:
So it is. So shall it be. In the Light of the Glorious Star.
The officers advance in triangular formation into the antechamber. HERMES
halts two or three paces before candidate, while AMMOΝ and ASKLEPIAS
advance (0flank the candidate and to stand facing east; AMMOΝ holding the
candidates left hand in his right, ASKLEPIAS holding the candidate's right
hand in his left. The torches are lowered.
HERMES:
In the Alchemy ofthe Palingenesis the Neshamah shall ascend to
its place in Supernal Eden, that it may be bathed in the dew of
Supernal Light.
ΑΜΜON:
In the Alchemy of the Palingenesis Lower Eden shall be
disclosed to the Ruach, that it may enter therein.
ASKLEPIAS:
In the Alchemy of the Palingenesis the Nephesh shall become
self-luminous in the mystery of the Day of Festival, that it may
unite itself to the Ruach in peace and power and beauty.
HERMES:
On the Day of Festival the King shall descend from on high
and enter into the Lower Garden to accept the advances of the
Shulamite.
AMMON and ASKLEPIAS:
His head shall shine with the dew of light. His locks shall drip
with the drops of night.
ALL THREE OFFICERS:
And the Shulamite shall arise from her couch among the lilies
to greet him.
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HERMES:
Child of Light, the Way is open. Enter now the Temenos.
HERMES turns to east and proceeds into the Temenos. AMMOΝ and
ASKLΕΡΙΑS, following with raised torches, conduct candidate into the temple.
HERMES advances directly to a position mίdway between the central
Square and the Veiled Mirror. He salutes east and turns to face west.
AMMΟΝαηdΑ,SΚLΕΡIAS, followingHΕRMΕS, conduct candίdate to the
central Square, whereon they establish the candίdate; while they themselves, still
holding his hands, stand slightly east of the Square facing east. The torches are
lowered.
PRAEC_ USΤΟS closes portal, then retires to southwest and sounds the
battery:
Battery: Ι
AMMON and ASKLΕPIAS disengage hands from the candidate, each
placing the hand thus liberated upon hίs own breast.
HERMES:
(Earthly nαme), Companion (magical name) ofAurum Solίs, thou art
called thίs night to the Greater Mysteries of the Stella Glοrίosa.
Wilt thou enter the Third Hall of our Order?
Candidate replies unprompted.
HERMES:
That which thοu shalt accomplish this night is a primal mystery of
utter simplίcίty and stark holiness, of beauty and power. Thy
Neshamah speaks even now through thy Nephesh: yet when thοu
hast accomplished the Regeneratίon, it shall speak directly. and
ever more clearly, to thy Ruach. For thίs night thou shalt be
raised to Adepthood by the hvmg power of the Lapis
Philosοphomm; and in the crucίble of thy heart thou shalt fashίon
the alchemical gold. Thenceforth thou shalt wαlk in a world made
new. Thy Ruach shall grow increasingly in apprehensίon of
spirίtual truth, and in the fullness of time
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thou shalt come securely and inevitably to the Knowledge and
Conversatίon of thy Holy Genius.
That which thou shalt experience thίs night must remain
forever within the sanctuary of thy heart, guarded by the mίghty
seal which is the flame of love, the eternal bond between thee
and thy higher self.
There is, in essence, but one rite of the Regeneration; and
never through the ages has it been revealed to the world. As
thou dost stand now upon the Sacred Square of the Virgin
Prίma Materίa, I ask thee: Wilt thοu keep faith wίth us and with
thyself, and forever guard this precίous thing?
Candidate replies unprompted.
HERMES:
So is it witnessed.
ALL THREE OFFICERS:
So it is. So shall it be. In the Light of the Glorious Star.
Battery. 1.
HERMES:
Child of Light, now wilt thou enter with us the Temenos of the
Adepti, wherein shall be undertaken the work of the Portal; and
this shall be to thee both a fulfilment of the Lesser Mysteries of
Aurum Solίs and a preparation for the Greater Mysterίes of the
Stella Gloriosa. And when thou art so prepared, thou wilt enter
with us the Telestehon of the Adepti, the inner sanctuary and
secret shrine of holiness wherein thou shalt accomplish the
Regeneratίon.
Battery: 1.
HERMES turns to east. ΡRAECUSTOS meαnwhίle advances dίrectly to
the northwest credenza, takes up the blindfold and advances &reed)) to west,
there tο stand facing east.
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HERMES makes and maintains the gesture Ave.
HERMES:
Τ ο thee are our thanks, Ο Highest, Ο Most Excellent; our
thanks, with heart and soul to thee upraised. Our thanks for the
vision of thy light, and for the will and power granted us to seek
it.
Sacred we honour thy name, and divine, for thou alone art
our Master.
And Father we name thee with blessίng: for deeds of a father
are thine of devotίon and love, and whatever is dearer, shown
forth to all beings.
Sense-knowledge, reason, understanding, these thy gifts to
us —
Sense-knowledge that we may learn of thee,
Reason that we may search thee out.
Understanding, that in thy healing light we may rejoίce. We
who dwell in the lower spheres, we rejoίce because thou art
revealed to us.
We who abide in earthly frames, we rejoίce because by gift
of thine eternity we are made divine.
We human creatures give thee thanks, for knowledge of thy
great majesty.
Thee we know, Ο thou great light of inward vίsίon. Thee
we knοw, Ο thou one true light of all life.
Thee we know, Ο thou ever-fertίle womb. brίnging forth all
that is by the power of the Father.
Thee, the everlasting changelessness of that Unmoved which
moves the worlds.
HEROES dismisses Ave. He remains facing east.
PRAEC_ USTOSadvances to rear of the candidate and blίndfolds him.
PRAECUSTOS retires to southwest.
Battery: Ι.
HERΜES advances directly to east and turns tο face west.
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T h e Astral Environment of the Temenos H E R M E S :
Companions in Lίght, let us enter the Temenos of the Glorious Star.
Battery: 1.
HERMES:
We stand upon a pavement of luminous red and blue squares, in a
temple enclosed by an octagonal wall of great height. The lower
part of the wall is a shimmering misty blue, which shades upwards
into scintillating amethyst. The upper part of the wall is lost in a
canopy of brilliant white light. As if deeply carved in the
amethystine upper region of this wall, in luminous Roman letters, ίs
the Clavίs Mystίca, beginning in the East and running sun-wise:
(HERNIES solemnly intones the Ogdoadic Palindrome:)
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE
In the East of the Temenos are three steps: the lowest of deep
black, the next of deep scarlet, and the topmost brilliant white.
Upon the topmost step stand two pillars: the northward pillar is of
sίlver, entwined wίth whίte roses; the southward pillar is of gold,
entwined wίth red roses. Above the pillars, and uniting them, is a
triangular pediment of translucent white crystal, ίn the centre of
whίch is a simple eight-rayed star, pulsing, and red as the heart of
flame.
Between the pίllars is the Lίνίng Mirror, whose appearance is of
fallίng irίdescent water mingled wίth ascending tongues of scarlet and
orange flame.
As with the mίnd's eye we look upon the Lίvίng Mίrror, it is
transformed for us.
It ίs suffused with darkness.
The warm creatίνe darkness of the womb.
There is a momentary sighing of wind, then sίlence and an aura
of expectatίon.
The Temenos has been entered.
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Battery: 1.
The Approach of the Deeps and the Vesting
HERMES:
ZA-GOU-REΗ eCh-ABNeTh-PhROM
BI-ATh-I-A
Bl-ATh-I-A-ChA
LA-I-LAM
BAL-BA-OTh
ShA-BA-O
MeN-HOTh-PhRA
ZA-GO U-REΗ ZAGOU-RI-EH 1-AThChA-U
ATh-OUM-I-OPh
SA-BA-ΖA-I
Child of Light. strong in the arcanum of the Twenty-fifth
Path, approach the Concealed Splendour!
AMMON and ASΚLEPIAS take the candίdate hands as before They raise
their torches.
Now the pattern ^f the ancίent Maze Dance is followed, smoothli and wίthout
pause:
AλvIMOΝ leads in the wίddershίns course, conducting thε candίdate in a
tίght circle about centre to East of Square. ASKLEPIAS following; AMMΟΝ
now turns in the deosίl course and ίn a wider circle proceeds again to East o f
Square; finally AMMON turns ίn the wίddershins course, and ίn a still wίdeι
circle proceeds once more to East of Square. The candίdate i! established at a
poίnt mid-way between the Square and the Veilec Mirror, and he and the two
officers are facίng east.
The officers disengage their hands. Torches are lowered.
AMMON and ASKLEPIAS bow to east. They turn and proceec
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dίrectly to the credenzas in northwest and southwest respectively where they replace the
torches.
AMMOΝ takes up the Stole, ASKLEPIAS takes up the Crown (thus exchanging
their previous roles as gίft-bearers). They tur n to face HERMES.
PRAΕCUSΤΠS approaches deosll to HERMES and stands in attendance.
HERMES' removes hίs Shield and delivers it to PRAECUSΡOS', he then removes the
Robe of Splendour and holds it in readiness. PRAECUS'TOS vests HERMES with the
Shίeld, then advances deosil to rear of candidate, ready to assist HERMES
AMMOΝ aηd ASKLEPIAS now proceed dίrectly to a positίon just east of
candidate, on north and south sides respectively, and facing towards each other (Su fficίent
room should he left between them for the vesting of the caηdίdate by HERMES)
HERMES advances to the candidate, and with the assistance ofPRAEC(!STOShe
vests the caηdίdate with the Gnostίc Robe of Splendour. PRAECUSΤΟS retires to
southwest credenza.
HERMES receίves the Stole from AMMONand places it upοn the candidate 's
shoulders.
HERMES then receives the Crown from ASKLEPIAS and places it upon the
candidates head.
HERMES turns and proceeds to east, where he faces west.
Αλι νΙΟΝαnd ASKLΕPIAS now join hands and exchange sides. They uηlίnk hands,
and turn inwards to.fαce east. They bow to HERMES, who bows in return, then proceed
directly to the Velum Celante, there to stand at its north (ASKLΕPIAS) and south
~ W V ) sides, aηd facing each other.
Battery: 1.

The First Vision
HERMES:
On a time, my body bung quίescent. my thought soared aloft in
aspίration. And I became aware of a presence, vast, formless and
mighty, which called my name.
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Who art thou, I cried, and wίlt thou teach me of the things
that are and bring me to Gnosis? And the presence replίed:
I am Poίmandres, the Directing Intellίgence, the Sovereίgn Mind.
I knοω what thou seekest, for Ι am wίth thee always. Be
conscίous of thy desire, and I will instruct thee.
Then there came a gentle light, measureless in extent and
holy, joyful and wondrous to behold. And in a certain region of
that lίght a descendίng darkness manifested, and thίs became a
watery substance, greatly disturbed and giving forth smoke as if
from fire, and uttering a mournful and confused cry.
Then a Holy Word, even the Voice of Light, descended and
rested upon the watery substance. Then said Poίmandres, I, the
Firstborn God, am the Lίght, existing ere the darkness gave birth
to the watery substance; and the Holy Word ίs my Child. If thou
wouldst understand the mystery, look thou within thyself.
HERMES proceeds deosil to the central Square, to stand thereon fa cin g east.
Battery: 1.
The Second Vision
HERMES:
My thought being turned to contemplatίon of celestial matters, a
pale gleaming lίght encompassed me. The aίr became filled wίth
prismatίc sparklίngs and a deep, resonant pulsίng sounded now
near, ηow far, as it were the voice of mighty waters. And I
beheld one clothed in white, having a golden crown upon his
head and a green vestment upon his shoulders, standing upon an
altar which was upraίsed on seven steps.
Then I heard a mίghty voce from on high, proclaίming: I am
Agathos Daimonos, Keeper of the Inner Sanctuary
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and Guardian of Spirits, Sacrificial Priest and Eternal
Sacrifice. I descend the seven steps towards the darkness,
wherein Ι am dissolved in water and manifested as the Serpent
upon the Tau Cross; and I ascend the seven steps towards the
light, wherein I am coagulated in fire and manifested as the
Winged Serpent. Thus do I accomplish the Regeneration.
Then the Crowned Spirit upon the altar became an
intolerable flame of whiteness, and the voice proclaimed:
Behold the Meridίan of the Sun, whose wisdom is
separation and re-combination. If thou wouldst understand
the mystery, look thou within thyself.
HERMES advances to rear of the candidate.
ASKLEPIAS, AMMON and PRAECUS'7OS draw their hoods.

Battery: 1.
ASKLEPIAS and AMMON open the Velum Celante. The
Showing
HERMES:
Child of Lϊght, if thou wouldst understand the mystery, look
into the Mirror of the Temenos as now sight is restored to
thee.
HERMES' loosens blindfold, allοωίng the candidate to see into the Mirror. He
replaces the blindfold.
HERMES n̟w proceeds deosil to east and bows to the Mirror.
ASKLEPIAS and AMMΟΝ close the Velum Celante, and they and the
PRAECUSΤΟS throw back their hoods.
HERMES salutes wίth Ave and faces West, and ASKLEPIAS and
AMIVIONproceed directly to a posίtion just East of candidate, on north and
south sίdes respectively, and facing each other.
Battery: 1.
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The Third Vision
HERMES:
Again my thought ascended, coming to rest in a regίon of pale
light, wherein was the sound of a sίghing wind. Then appeared
before me the Sun in splendour, and standing in the midst thereof
a Child, naked and self-luminous.
And I heard a voice, as it were within myself , sayίng:
Now shalt thou enter the sanctuary of the Most High, the true
Temple formed from a single Perfect Stone of shining
whiteness, wherein ί s set a fountain of mingled flame and water
springing up into life eternal. Thou shalt discover the narrow
way whίch is the approach to the sanctuary, and thou shalt
confront the dragon which guards the entrance to the holy
place. This creature thou shalt slay with a sword, separatίng its
flesh from its bones. Thou shalt lay its bones wίth its flesh at the
threshold, and making a step thereof thou shalt ascend and enter
the temple. Then shalt thοu find that whίch thou dost seek. The
Child whom thou beholdest standing ίn the Sun soon shall be
robed in silver. If thou wouldst understand the mystery, look
thou within thyself.
Battery. 3 - 2 - 1 .

ASKLEPIAS and HERMES jοίn hands and exchange sides. Hands are
unlinked. ASKLEPIAS is now South, AMMON North.
HERMES advances to candίdate. He removes the Crown and hands it to
ASKLEPIAS; he removes the Stole and hands it to AMMON.
HΕRMES turns, proceeds to east and faces west. ASKLEPIAS and
AMMON meanwhίle advance dίrectly to southwest and northwest credenzas
respectίvely. They replace and veil the emblems.
ASKLEPIAS and AMMONnow approach dίrectly to south and north sides
of the candίdate. They take his hands as before. ASKLEPIAS' and AMMON
then proceed deosίl and establίsh the candίdate in a positίon mid-way between the
central Square and the west, fώcίng east. Hands are dίsengaged.
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ASKLEPIAS and AMMON remove the Robe o fSplendour from the
candidate and lay it in its initίal positίon uροn the floor of the Temenos, east 0f the
central Square.
They salute east, then turn and again proceed directly to the credenzas,
ASKLEPIAS to southwest, AMMOΝ to northwest. ASKLEPIAS takes up
the torch with his right hand, ASKLEPIAS takes uρ the torch with his left. The
twο offίcers turn and proceed directly to HERMES, to stand slightly west ofhim
and facιng each other (ASKLEPIAS on south sίde, AMMON on north). They
delίver the torches to HERMES.
PRAECIl,S'TOS approaches to rear of candίdate and removes blίndfold; he
then retires to southwest credenza.
B a t t e r y : 1..
The Blessing
HERMES:
Blessing be thine, Child of Light, in the name of the Mίghty One
who dwells wίthin the light-vesture ofthe silver head of the
Agathodaimon.
HERMES, using the torches, n̟w gίves the Adept-blessίng to the candίdate:
1 He holds the torches vertίcally at his sides.
2 He crosses hίs arms, rίg_ ht over left, stίll holding the torches vertical.
3 He resumes his initial position, arms at sides. torches vertical.
4 He extends his arms f'orwards and downwards in a curving motion of
approximately 45°so that the torches 'bow' before the candίdate: then he
raises his arms agaίn to the initial position, torches vertical.
5 He crosses his arms, right oνer left, torches held vertίcal.
6 He resumes hls initial positίon, arms at sίdes. torches vertical.
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ASKLEPIAS and AMMOΝ receive the torches from HERMES and
hold them aloft.
HERMES raises both hands, palms fhrward:
HERMES:
May He who is the Fountain of Goodness, Beauty and Truth,
the Highest God, enfold thee in His Wings and sustain thee by
Hίs Grace, Child of Light.
May He lead thee through Death into Creative Darkness;
may He guide thee into Light and the New Life.
And may He send unto thee this night a Holy Angel, to
dwell with thee as a Living Flame of Beauty and to rest upon
thy heart as a thrice-sacred Seal of Lονe.
ALL THREE O F F I C E R S :
So shall it be. In the Light of the Glorious Star.
HERMES dismisses posture.

The Charge
HERMES:
Child of Light, thou hast completed the Work of the Lesser
Mysteries, and now must thou leave the Temenos. But let thy
contemplation rest within the light of thy Higher Self as thοu
awaitest entrance to the Telesterion and the Work of the
Greater Mysteries.
Battery: 5.
PRAECUSTOS opens the portal.
ASKLEPIAS' and AMMΟΝ advance directly to the candidate and take
his hands. Facing east they bow, then moving together deosil, and with torches
held high, they escort the candidate out of the Temenos.
Leaving the candίdate in the care of the CUSΤOS they turn and enter the
Temenos, halting in the West.
PRAECUSΤOS closes the portal and retires.
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ASKLEPIAS and AMMON bow to ΗΕRMΕS, who bows in
return. They then turn and proceed directly to southwest and northwest
credenzas respectively. They replace the torches, then turn and approach directly
to meet in the West. They bow, then turn to face east.
Gratulatio
Battery: 1.
HERMES approaches to east of the central Square. At the same tίme,
ASKLEPIAS and AMMON approach to west of the Square (to stand south
and north respectively).
The three officers link hands and perform a fivefold deosil
circumambulation about the Square.
Hands are unlίnked and HERMES faces east.
HERMES:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the Glorious
Star, who were, and are, and are to come.
A L L THREE O F F I C E R S :
Salutation and again salutation in the splendour of the Star which
unites us.
HERMES:
0 you High Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity: you have
given signs and you have shown wonders, and you have revealed
yourselves unto your children.
A L L THREE O F F I C E R S :
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE
The Spirιtual Sun has turned the Ages in a Cίrcle, and is their
Mover with Fire!
Such are the Words, such ίs the Greeting!
HERMES turns to east and proceeds thereto.
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He performs a trίρle widdershins circumambulation of the place of working,
head bowed, arms crossed left over right, concluding in east.
Intention
HERMES salutes east then turns and proceeds to east o_ f the central Square.
Facing west, he says:
HERMES:
Companions in Light, let us now prepare to enter the
Telesterion of the Inner Mysteries, that the Work of the
Palingenesίs may be brought to perfect accomplishment in the
Light of the Glorious Star.
ALL THREE OFFICERS:
So it is. So shall it be. In the Light of the Glorious Star!
HERMES turns to east. All three salute east with Ave. HERMES
f a c e s west.
PRAECUS'TOS opens the portal.
The thee officers eχίt in trίangularformatίon, ΑSlίίΕPIΑSand
AMMΠΝ leadίηg.
PRAECUSTOS leaves last, after putting_ all in order wίthίn the Τemenοs.

TΗΙRD HALL CEREMONY OF INITIATION
Stella Gloriosa Rite of Palίngenesis
Part 11
Naos — t h e R i t e of the Telesterion
Telesterion:
Beauceant la mystere is displayed.
The Green Lamp of the Tipharίc Mysterium is lighted.
In the east, just east of the lowest Step of the House of Sacrifice is
the Bronze Cross, concealed.
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North of the Bronze Cross are the shoes ^fthe candidate,
pointing to east.
Domus Sacri/ιcίί
At the eastern end of the topmost platform of the House of Sacrifice
is placed the Pallium, folded so that it mαy be drawn westward upon
the body of the supine candidate.
Pura:
Upon the Pura — which is covered with a violet drape bearing the
image of the Serpent (wingless) upon the Tau
are:
(1) The Grail, covered with the Rose of Concealment (a square
of white silk, bordered with black and silver; at the centre of the
square is a stylised black rose of five petals, edged with gold, and
having upon a central white disc five horizontal and five vertical
black lines).
(2) Ur-Hekau, in its burse, west of the Grail and with its head to
the South.
Credenza in northeast:
Draped in blue.
Upon the credenza are the Four Lamps of the Witnessing
Presences of the Ogdoadic Tradition: White, Amber, White and
White.
Credenza in southeast:
Draped in red. Upon it are placed:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The Phial of 01. Templi and a finger linen.
The White Binding Stole.
Red Cincture of candidate.
Topaz Lamen of candidate.

Pedestal or credenza in southwest:
Bell for sounding the battery.
Instrument for sounding planetαrυ tones.
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Officers of the Rite:
HERMES: Archmagus of the Rite and Priest of the Crowned Lion.
ASKLEPIAS: Magus of the Rίte and Prίest of the Holy Wisdom.
AMMON, Magus of the Rite and Prίest of the Star-Lords.
Α Third Hall member serves as PRAECUSTΟS within the
Telesterίοn. He combίnes the duties of Custos, Magister and Witness. His
presence should not impinge upon the action of the rite. and at all
times hίs choice of station should be judged accordίng to
cίrcumstance.
Α Third Hall member serves as CUSTΟS in the Temenos. His
responsibility is to guard, from %νιthin. the entrance to the Temenos.
Entry:
Initially, and immediately prior to the rite, PRAECUSTΟS approaches
the candidate and blindfolds him. He then conducts him informally into
the Temenos (the traditional point of access to the inner sanctuary) and
stations him with his back towards the entrance to the Telesterίοn.
PRAECUSTΟS enters the Telesteron and ensures that all is in
readiness for the rite. He proceeds to credenm ιn southwest of the
Telesterion and sounds the battery: I. He then waits within, by the
entrance to the Telesterίon, ready to seal the inner portal.
Upon the signal of the battery the officers of the rite enter the
Temenos in triangular formation and assume their positions, CUSTΟS
sealing the portal of the Temenos after their entry.
ΑΜΜΟΝ (right) and ASKLEPIAS (left) lead the entry, side by sίde;
HERΜES following.
ΑΜΜΟΝ and ASKLEPIAS stand flanking the candidate, and
facing away from the portal, AMMON at the candidate's left side,
holding candidate's left hand in hίs right; ASKLEPIAS at the
candidate's rίght sίde, holding candidate's rίght hand in his left.
HERMES stands facing the candidate.
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Invitatίon and Entrance H E R M E S :
Companions of the Stella Gloriosa, let us approach the
mystery of the Blazing Wheel, that the White Rose may be
united with the Red Rose to bring forth the Gold of the Sun!
PRΑΕCUS'ΤΟS sounds the battery: 5.
AMMON and ASKLEPIAS join their free hands with the hands of
HER/LIES. The offtcers perform a half-circumambulation deosil. HERMES
disengages his hands, but kW/1(W and ASKLEPIAS continue to hold the
candidates hands as before, and they and the candidate are nοw facing the
portal.
HERMES faces the portal. When he is ready, he advances into the
Telesterion, preceding AMMON, ASKLEPIAS and the candidate. As they
enter, the following verses are solemnly and slowly intoned:
HERΜES:
Lead me from illusion into Reality!
ASKLEPIAS:
Grant me the experience of Goodness, Beauty and Truth!
HERΜES:
Lead me from darkness into Light!
ΑΜΜΟΝ:
Hallow my heart with the beatitude of the Vision Divine!
HERΜES:
Lead me from death into Everlasting Life!
ALL THREE O F F I C E R S :
Re-create my being in the Fire of thy Love!
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HERMES halts before the lowest Step of the House of Sαcrιfice,
, fαείηg e a s t .
^MMONandΑSΚLΕΡΙΑS the candidate between them, statίon themselves
west ofΗΕRMES, facing east.
PRAECUSTOS seals the entrance to the Telesterion, retires tο southwest
and sounds the battery: 1.
The Three Veίls of the Mysterίes
HERMES:
On this night and in this hour I, ........................ Companion
of
Aurum Solis, Adeptus Plenus of the Stella Glorioua and Priest
of the Rites of Abu and Mendes, will open the Three
Protecting Veils of the Inner Mysterίes of our Tradίtion, that
the True Temple of the House of Sacrifice may be entered and
that the Regeneration may be perfectly accomplished for and
on behalf of (earthly name of candidate), Companίon (outer magίcal
name of candidate) of the Order Aurum Solis.
HERMES makes double Ave, proclaiming:
HERMES:
I salute you, Lords of Topaz, High Guardian of the Glorious
Star. Behold me and be with me. O Hidden High Ones, as I
proclaim the Key of the First Veil!
HERMES folds arms, right over left, then makes the gesture Pronatio towards
the First Step of the House:
Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Koresh, whose right
hand I have held, to subdue nations before him: and I will
loose the loins of kings, to open before hίm the twο-leaved
gates; and the gates shall not be shut.
I will go before thee and make the rough ways even: I will
shatter the gates of brass and cut in pieces the bars of iron.
And I will give to thee the treasures of the night. and the
mysterious riches of secret places.
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He folds hίs arms, right over left, then extends them at his sίdes to form a
Tau, palms downward. Maintaining this posture, he vibrates:
QUTA CONTRIVIT PORTAS AEREAS, ΕΤ VECTES
FERREOS CONFREGIT.
He folds his arms right over left and dιsmίsses the posture. He ascends the
First Ste!).
The First Veil is parted! The First Step is ascended!
HERMES makes double Ave, proclaίming:
I salute you, Companions of the Red Fleur-de-lis, Hίgh
Guardians of the Glorίous Star. Behold me and be with me, Ο
Hidden High Ones, as I proclaίm the Key of the Second Veil!
HERMES folds arms, right over left, then makes Prοnatίο towards the Second
Steρ of the House:
This is the Krater set in the mίdst of the world
Filled to the brim with Mind-stuf f , plenteous for all.
Nor remote on sea-girt isle, nor hίgh on Olympian peak,
But more ready than day, and nearer to each living heart than
the blood in the veins.
Hear one, a Herald, who cries:
"Immerse ye! Plunge deep!
"Immerse ye in Mind as ye can!
"Lave, drink, breathe ye in Mind!
"Make ye your nature whole, human nature complete.
"Knοw for what ve are made! `lt is yours to arίse to the
author of thίs holy gift:
"Know, and arίse joyous, Ο Children of Mind!"
He folds hίs arms. left over rίght. then extends them in the posture Tau, palms
upward. Maintaining thίs posture, he vibrates:
TEMPUS ERAT. TEMPUS EST. TEMPUS ERIT. Ηe
folds arms right ονer left and dίsmisses posture.
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He ascends the Second Step.
The Second Veίl ιs parted! The Second Step is ascended!
ΗΕRMES makes dοuble Ave, proclaiming:
I salute yου, Masters of the True Temple, High Guardians of the
Glorious Star. Behold me and be with me, Ο Hidden High Ones,
as Ι proclaim the Key of the Third Veίl!
HERMES folds arms, right over left, then makes Pronatίo towards the Thίrd
Step of the House:
Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates; and be ye lift up, ye everlasting
doors; and the King of Glory shall come in.
He folds arms, right over left, then extends them to assume the PSI position.
Maintaining this he vibrates:
NON NOBIS, DOMINE, NON NOBIS; SED NOMINI
TUO DA GLORIAM.
He folds arms right over left and dismisses posture. He ascends
the Third Step.
The Third Veil is parted! The Thίrd Step is ascended! Entry of
the Candidate into the House W. Sacrifice PRAECUSTOS sounds
the battery: 5.
HERMES advances tο east of House and turns tο fαce west.
PRAECUSΓΟS (first dimming such artificial light as may be employed)
approaches to rear of candidate and removes blindfold. He remains at rear of
candidate.
HERMES:
Companion (outer magical nαme), Votary of the Sun, ascend the
Three Steps of the House of Sacrifice!
AMMOΝ and ASKLEPIAS, leading the candidate. ascend the
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Three Steps of the House. The candidate is established on the topmost
Step at the west of the House, while AMMON and ASKLEPIAS, still
holding hίs hands, stand slightly east of hίm facίng towards HERMES.
HERMES:
The Body had been concealed, hidden away in the darkness of
the tomb.
But the Spirit perceived its glorious light and hastened to
greet ιt.
For the Body had been dιvιnιsed, transformed by reason of
its correspondence to the noble and radiant Spirit that now
united with ιt.
Darkness fled from the Body that had put on the Light of
Divinity.
Body, Soul and Spirit were one in the Flame of Love. This is
the deeper mystery; but in the triple reunion the mystery is
accomplished.
The House is sealed in silence!
The figure of perfected human nature is here established.
The Shining One arises!
PRAECUSTOS, ascending the Steps as may be necessary, advances to rear
of candidate and blindfolds hίm. He retires to southwest (first providing such
artιβcial light as may be required).
Battery: 1.
The Inner Magical Environment
HERMES:
Companions of the Stella Glorίosa, let us enter the Telesterιon of the
Adeptι!
Battery: 5-3.
HERMMMES:
We stand wιthin the Holy House. upon a square platform
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of shining whίte crystal.
This sacred area is supported by a larger platform of deep red crystal; and
thίs in turn rests upon a yet larger platform of lustrous black stone veined
with gold.
These three platforms, the Three Steps of the Foundation of the House of
Sacrifice, are established upon a gently swelling sίlver sea, whίch stretches to
illimitable distance in all directions, and upon whose surface gleaming rainbow
tints continually swirl and mingle.
At the corners of the square platform, columns of upwardspίralling
rainbow fire support a pyramid of purest diamond.
As we contemplate the pyramid, we become aware that it contains within
itself a further dimension: the velvet-black womb of infinite space, fertίle with
the light of myriad stars; and at the zenίth a star of surpassing brιlliance,
outshinϊng all others.
All about us there is an ambience of golden-green light; and speaking to
our inner ear there ιs the ever-present, gently sighing voice of the silver waters.
A deeper voice, too, reaches us, to be felt rather than heard: a resonant and
constant pulsίng as of the beating of a heart.
In the east, resting upon the waters, we perceive a massive Tau Cross of
black stone, about which is coiled a green, wingless Serpent. The head of the
Serpent is raised above the centre ofthe Tau and is surrounded by a nimbus of
golden glory.
In the west, standing upon the waters and looking towards the east, appears
the form of the Ram with undulant horns, even BA-NEB-TETTAU, the
Holy One of Mendes. Upon the back of the Ram is extended the Wίnged
Serpent of Light, KNOUPHIS-AGATHODAIMON, whose radiant head is
upraised between the undulant horns of the Holy One.
A mournful sound as of the lament of a deep-toned flute is heard; then,
briefly, the sound of the sistrum.
In the northeast, near or distant who may say, a gentle shimmering
disturbs the golden green ambience. Then, gradually, the Highest Guardians
of the Glorious Star, the
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powers of the Gnostic Quaternary, manifest themselves to our
inward perception:
Gazing upon us from the northeast four countenances are
revealed to our subtle thought, each countenance being
discerned within a separate vertical shaft of quivering and living
flame. These are the Witnessing Presences of the Ogdoadic
Tradition. Ancient, inexorable, living and all-holy: they are one
with the Undying Light.
The most northerly is male, shadowy and indistinct.
The next, proceeding eastward, is female. Her dark hair
shines with the stars of night, her face is of terrible beauty.
Austerity and sweetness combine in her regard. Her column of
light stands slightly in advance of that of her male companion.
Eastward again are twο other male countenances, shadowy
and indistinct as the first, and likewise stationed slightly back from
the female.
PRAECUSTOS, after allowing some time jbr reflection, sounds the battery: 1.
Presentation and Dedication of the Candidate HERMES:
Be it knοwn and be it witnessed in the bond of the Glorious
Star, that (earthly name), Companion (οuter magical name) of the
Order Aurum Solis, whose name in the Stella Gloriosa shall be
(inner magical name), has entered the Telesterion of the Adepts to
accomplish this night the Regeneration.
Receive her/him into your high company, Ο Hidden Adepti of
the Glorious Star, for she/he has ascended the Three Steps and
the Sίgils of Power are upon her/his brow.
Accept her/his offering of her/himself, O High Ones, for
her/his soul is pure and her/his heart ίs consecrated as the altar
of the Work.
So be with her/him as she/he passes through Death into the
New Life.
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So uphold her/him as her/his aspiratίon flashes to the
height and the lower elements of her/his personalϊty are
released from the governance of the Ruach.
So empower her/him, as the sacred flame of the Neshamah
enters into her/hίs heart, illumining her/his mίnd and soul and
drawing upward the elements of chaos that they may be
transmuted and ordered in the crucible of the solar flame.
AMMON and ASKLEPIAS disengage hands , from the candidate and bow tο
HERΜΕS.. AMMON then takes candidates left hand wίth hίs left hand and
rests hίs right hand on candίdates right shoulder; ASKLEPIAS takes candίdates
right hand with his right hand and rests his left hand on candidates left shoulder
(crossίng outside AMMOΝ's right arm).
AMMOΝandASΚLEPIASnοw advance candidate to the centre of the
House, where they disengage their hands and assume their stations (stίll on north
and south sides respectively) slightly west of the candidate and facing towards him.
The three offleers raise their palms towards candidate.
HERMEST
Ancient and mighty AGATHODAIMON, Lord of thίs
Alchemy: we adore thee and thee we invoke!
Sovereign Image and Principle of the Regeneration,
KNOUPHIS-AGATHODAIMON: we invoke thee by thy
true names and we honour thy glorious appearings.
KNOUPHIS! KNOUBIS! KNOUMIS! KNOUM!
Mighty art thou who art the firstborn of the Shining Ones,
whose secret Self is KNOUM, Lord of Abu, the Spirit of Life
who hast established the Four Pillars of the Unίverse.
Mighty art thou. Ο KNOUM, who art the primeval Abyss of
the Waters and Lord of the Celestial Nile.
Mighty art thou, Ο KNOUM, who — in the splendour of
thy appearing as BA-NEB-TET'TA'U, the Ram sheltered
wίthin the wίnged embrace of the Serpent art the secret soul of
R4 by day and the secret soul of ASAR by night.
Mighty art thοu, Ο KNΟUM, the Creator, whο in thy
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aspect of SHEFET-KAT, the God of Four Faces, dost hold
within thyself the sweet air of SHU, the whίrling fire of RA, the
fertίle earth of SEB and the rushing water of ASAR.
Thοu hast given lίfe to the Shining Ones, 0 KNOUM, thou
hast fashίoned humankind upon the potter's wheel, and thy
hand is upon thy works.
We come in search of thee, Ο Mighty! — but thou art the
Guide who dost lead us to this place and dost reveal thyself
unto us.
Ο Wondrous Mystery, who art ever with the Priests of the
Regeneration, hear the voice of our utterance:
Send forth thy Light, Ο Most Mighty, and put forth thy
Power!
And be thou mίghty in the heart of (outer magical name), as a
lodestone of attraction for the Prίmal Flame that shall strike
into her/his soul from the height of Supernal Splendour!
Battery: 1.
The Serpent Column within the Astrosome
HERMES approaches candidate.
HERMES:
Let the Waters of KNOUM be now released!
Let the Serpent-fire of the Agathodaίmon now course
upward through the spinal column of (outer magical name), Votary
of the Sun!
The three οfβcers, in triangular formation, join hands right over left and perform a
threefold deosίl circumambulation about candidate. Hands are unlίnked.
Allowing sufficient room for the actions that are to follow, the officers now assume
their respective god-forms:
HERESextends his hands horizontally forward, palms downward, and assumes the godform of KNOUΜ:
(Bronzed human figure weαrίng white kilt and corselet. Head of the Ram wίth curling
horns, wearing Old Kingdom head-dress
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ofblackand dark green vertical stripes, surmounted by the undulant horns of
the Ram, which in turn support the Atef Crown.) Α Μ Μ Ο Ν assumes
god-form of SATET:
(Cοmρlete human female form. Dark green gown without shoulder straps,
the top haνίng a single border of gold. Collar edged dark green, and patterned
with downward-pointing lotus petals of white on a yellow field Uροη the head
is the Vulture head-dress, surmounted by the White Crown. The right hand
holds the Ouas Sceptre, the left hand holds the Ankh.)
ASKLEPIAS assumes god-form of ANKET:
(Complete human female f i rm. Dark red gown without shoulder straps,
the top having a single border ofgold. Collar edged black, and having alternate
vertical bands of deep blue and yellow. Upon the head is the Red C_rοωn with
golden uraeus, the Crown being surmounted by a ring of tall, vertical golden
feathers. The right hand holds the Ouas Sceptre, the left hand holds the
Ankh.)
When he is ready, HERMES (he and the other officers maintaining the god
forms) raises his hands and places them at the sides of the candidate's head.
Maintaining this posture, HERMES vibrates the Sevenfold Key, so to cause
the Ascent of the Waters" and to affirm the "Stair of the Planetary Powers"
within the astrosome.
PRAECUSΤOS sounds the due tone before each planetary utterance
ofHERMES.
AMMONandASKLEPIAS fallowing the intonation oft.he initial vowel of
each planetary utterance by HERMES, and befo,.e that vowel is ended, likewise
intone that initial vowel but maintain it throughout the seven letters of the
word.
ΑΙΕΗΩΟΥ
ΕΗΩΟΥΑΙ
ΗΩΟΥΑΙΕ
ΙΕΗΩΟΥΑ
ΟΥΑΙΕΙΩ
ΥΑΙΕΗΩΟ
ΩΟΥΑΙΕΗ

(tone:
(tone:
(tone:
(tone:
(tone:
(tone:
(tone:

D)
E flat)
F)
G)
A flat)
B)
C)
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HERMES lowers his arms.
The three officers allow the god forms to fade, re-centring on their magical
personalities.
Each, when he is ready, fοlds his arms on his breast, left over right, then
dismisses the posture.
HERMES nοω makes the gesture Ad Astra:
1 He holds his hands vertically before the heart-centre o_f the candidate,
palms together and thumbs crossed right over left.
2 In one flowing movement, he raises his hands to a point before and above
the candidate's head, then separates them outwards in a curving motion
so that they come to rest agαίn before the candidate's heart-centre, palms
joined,
right thumb over left.
3 He folds his arms right over left upon hίs breast, then dismisses posture.
The officers link hands, right over left, and perform a sevenfold deosil
circumambulation about the candidate. As they circle, they vίsualίse a sheath of
deep blue light, flashing with highlights of silver and violet, whirling deosil
about the candidate.
Hands are unlinked.
HERMES repeats the gesture Ad Astra.
The three officers link hands, right over left, and perform a fivefold deosil
circumambulation about the candidate. As they circle, they vίsualίse a sheath of
rainbow-hued flame, spiralling_ deosil and upwards about the candidate.
Hands are unlinked.
HERMES once again performs Ad Astra.
The three officers again link hands and perform a threefold deosil
cίrcumαmbulatί̟n about candidate. As they circle, they vίsualίse a sheath of intense
crimson flame, sparkling with highlίghts of
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green and gold, whirling deosil about the candidate. Hands
are unlίnked.
The officers extend their hands, palms forward, to the candidate, and visualise
him as held withίn the embrace of the ophί omorphic god form of the
Agathodaίmon. (The serpent arίses from a coil behind him, the main part of the
body of the serpent being vertίcal and close to his spine, the head advanced above
hίs head and surrounded by twelve rays of light, the wings descending oblί guely
forward and being folded across hίs body).
When he is ready, and still maίntaίning the fό rmulation upon the
candidate, HERΜES folds arms right over left upon breast and then assumes
the gesture Pronatio. AMMON and ASKLEPIAS, likewise maintainίng the
formulatίon, also fold arms right over left upon breast and then assume the
gesture Pronatio.
PRAECUS'TOSsounds the tone, andHERMESαlοne vibrates:
1 Ε Η Ω ΟΥ Α (tone: C)
HERΜE:S leading, the three off cers fσ ld arms left over right and dίsmίss
posture. The god-form is allowed to fade , from awareness. The three of f i cers and
the PRAECUSTOS draw their hoods.
The three officers now retire, each withίn the sanctuary of the self and conscίousness
0 1 (111 externals, even o f the candidate, is allowed to fade. In thίs Saturnian
silence, each prepares inwardly , for the imminent event of Palίngenesis by
meditation upon the hίghest light of inner aspiration.
HERΜES throws back his hood.
Battery: 3 - 2 - 1 .
The other offτcers throw back their hoods.
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The Upraising of the Grail
HERMES turns and advances to east of House.
PRAECUSTOS moves sun-wise to the Pura, bows, and proceeds to the
southeast credeητa. He unseals the 01. Templί, he places the binding stole upon
hίs right arm, he holds the lίηeη ιΡn his rίght hand and takes up the phial 0 1
0/1 in hίs left hand.
He advances dίrectly to the east of the Ηοuse and stands facing HERMES.
HERMES receίves the 01. Temph, turns and proceeds to the
candidate.
k W ^Nand ASKLΕΡIAS, meαnωhίle, and without formality, approach
the candidate and position hίs hands for the anointίng (that is, his hands are
placed together at the level of the solar plexus, palms facing upwards, lίttle
fingers and sides of the hands touching).
HERMES signs equal-armed crosses with his rίght thumb on the candίdates
left and rίght hands.
HERMES then turns and proceeds to east of the House, where he delίvers
the 01. Templί to PRΑΕCUSTOSand cleanses hίs thumb with the linen.
AMMON and ASKLEPΙAS meanwhile position the candidate ' s hands for
the bindίng (that is, the wrists are placed together, the hands are separated and
allowed to curve naturally, the thumbs pointing upwards).
AMMON and ASKLΕΡΙAS retίre to west of candidate, still on north and
south sίdes respectively.
HERMES takes the bίnding stole, turns and approaches the candίdate.
PRAECUSTOS, meanwhile, returns to southeast credenτα and replaces oil
and linen; he then advances to the Pura, where he bows and turns to face the
Ηοuse.
HERMES performs the first stage of the bίndίηg (that is, the centre of the stole is
placed over the joined wrists and allowed to
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fall, the free ends of the stole are then looped over the palms, each in turn being brought up over
the inside of the palm and allowed to fall from the outside of the hand).
HERMES then turns and advances to east of House. HERMES bows to
PRΑΕCU.SΤOS, and PRAECUSTOS bows in return.
PRAECUSTOS then turns about and uncovers the Grail, folding the Rose of Concealment
and placing it upon the west of the Pura.
PRAECUSTOS takes up the Grail in his right hand, supporting it with his left. He turns
and advances to the House.
HERMES receives the Grail, holding the bowl in his right hand and supporting its foot wίth
his left. He turns and advances to the candidate. PRAECUSTOS meanwhile retires to
southeast credenza, whίle AMMON and ASKLEPIAS approach the candidate to stand
flanking him and facing towards him.
HERMES places the Grail in the candidates hands, and performs the second stage of the
binding (that is, the free end of the stole falling to the candidates right is first looped over his wrists,
from his left and allοωed to fall to his right, and the free end of the stole falling to his left is then lοορed
οver his wrists from his right and allowed to fall to hίs left).
As HEROES places the Graίl and performs the second stage of binding he says:
HERMES:
Votary of the Sun: receive into thine anointed hands the Grail, the
Singular Vessel of Purity, which is at once the symbol of the
Kοsmοs and of thy Soul.
HERMES steps back a pace and raises his right hand, palm
forward, towards candidate.
Battery: 1.
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HERMES:
Votary of the Sun: now upraise on hίgh the Grail, in offerίng of all
that thou art, and ίn certaίn hope of all that thοu wouldst be
If necessary, AMMON and ASKLEPIAS guide the candίdate by touch to raίse
the Grad and to maintain it in the raίsed position.
Battery: 1.
HERMES:
Can the wίngs of the winds understand your voίces ofwonder, O
you the second of the First, whom the burning flames have
framed within the depth of my jaws; whom I have prepared as
Cups for a Wedding, or as the flowers in theίr beauty for the
Chamber of Rίghteousness.
Stronger are your feet than the barren stone, and mightier are
your voίces than the manifold winds.
For you are become a building such as is not, but in the
mind of the All-powerful.
Arise, saith the First:
Move therefore unto his Servants:
Show your selves in power:
And make me a strong seething:
For I am of Him that liveth for ever.
HERMES nοω vibrates Second Enochίan Key.
HERMES:
ΑD5GaT VϋϋΡΑ-Αχ ΖΟΝϋGΟΜ FΑ-Α-IΡc SΑLDέ, VI-IV
aLδ,
SO-BAM I-ALPίRoG IZA-ΖAZ ΡΙ-ΑDaΡiχ:
KA-SAR-MA ΑΒδR ΜδΟe ΤΑ ΤΑLΟΗΟ PA-RAKLEDA,
χaΤΑ LΟRoSiLaχ TURoBeS
O-ΟGE ΒΑUΤΟχ.
Gl-VI Κ ΗΙS 1U-S1D ΟRΟRI.
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OD MIKALaP KϋΗIS ΒΙ-A Ο-ΖΟΝϋGΟΝ.
LAP1 ΝΟ-ΑΝ TaROFδ KO-RoS TA-GE, O χ 9
MA-NIN I-A-I-DON.
ΤΟRϋΖU GOHEL&:
ΖΑΚΑR1 ΚΑ K0NΟχ-OD:
ΖΑΜ1 RAΝ MIΚALϋΖΟ:
OD OZAZeM U-RE-LaP:
LAPϋ ZI-Rδ I-O-I-AD.
Battery: 1.
HERMES:
May thy heart be irradiated this night with the Fire of Divine
Love, Ο Votary of the Sun, and may thy Soul be uplifted in
response to the Voice of the Light!
Battery: 1.
HERMES approaches the candidate and performs the first unbinding.
PRAECUSTΟSmeanwhile moves sun-wise to the Pura, bows thereto, turns
and approaches the House.
HERMES receives the Grail, turns, advances to east of the House and
delivers the Grail to PRAECUSΤΟS.
PRAECUSTOS receives the Grail, holding it as before, and stands in
attendance.
HERMES turns, approaches the candidate and completes the unbinding.
He turns and advances to east of the House and places the binding stole upon
the right arm of PRAEC USΤΟS.
AMMOΝ and ASKLEPIAS meanwhile guide the candidate to lοwer his
arms to his sides.
PRAECUSTOS, having received the bίndίng stole, bows to HERMES,
who bows in return. PRAECUSTOS then turns and approaches the Pura.
He replaces the Grail and covers it with the Rose. He bows to the Pura, and
HERMES likewise bows to the Pura then turns to face the candidate.
PRAECUSTOS; having bowed, proceeds to southeast credenza, replaces the
bίndίng stole and retires to southwest credenza.
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The Foreshadowing of the Palingenesis Battery. 4-3.
HERMES:
Votary of the Sun: listen, and believe what is true!
Thou shalt enter into darkness.
Thou shalt tread upon the threshold of death.
Thou shalt be whirled throughout the elements and
returned to thy place.
In the middle of the night thou shalt behold the sun
gleaming in radiant splendour.
Thou shalt approach into the presence of the gods celestial
and the gods infernal, and thou shalt worship before their
faces.
Battery: 4-3.
HERMES approaches the candidate: as he moves, AMMΠΝ and
ASKLΕPIAS station themselves slίghtly west of the candidate and facίng towards
hίm. The three officers are now ίn triangular formatϊon about candidate.
Now, softly and gently, with the tenderness it merits, the Song of the Soul is
uttered:
HERMES:
That she who has not loved may love —
ALL T H R E E :
So let it be!
HERMES:
That she too who has loved may love —
ALL T H R E E :
So let it be!
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HERMES:
Thy Soul, helpless to bear the darts of love relentless, Takes
flight as flees defenceless the arrow-wounded deer. Through
thorn, thίcket and snare, all care for peril past, She speeds,
fallίng at last where soft the rίver glides: Yet love ever abides,
for that she cannot lose.
ALL T H R E E :
That she who has not loved may love
That she too who has loved may love

so let ίt be!
so let it be!

ΑΜΜΟΝ:
Now low falters thy breath, sighing thy death's desire. Thy heart
bums wίth the fire: the fatal shaft keen-poίnted A sweet venom
anointed, no balm may soothe the wound. Although peace thou
hast found besϊde these living streams, No other life thou
dream'st, no other death would choose.
ALL TΗREΕ:
That she who has not loved may love
That she too who has loved may love

so let it be!
so let it be!

ASKLEPIAS:
A glad offering now thou wilt thy life surrender,
A death gentle and tender finding ίn this repose:
But high enclaves unclose, whence flows a chant supernal Of
love's gladness eternal, and see! — from glorious portal Come
bright spirits immortal, to lead thee to thy bliss.
ALL T H R E E :
That she who has not loved may love — so let it be! That
she too who has loved may love — so let it be!
ΑΜΜΟΝ:
"Rejoice, let us rejoice!" they cry. and still "Rejoίce!" They cry,
mingled in voice, but one in will. They wing
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To where rapturous rίng the shining walls of heaven
That seem in echoing riven, though in their welcome whole.
Bidding thy joyous Soul to be most glad in this.
ALL T H R E E :
That she who has not loved may love
so let it be!
That she too who has loved may love — so let it be!
ASKLEPIAS:
Thrice, four times happy, Ο Soul, the King's most precious
treasure,
Rose, lily, dear beyond measure, thou vase of virgin gold, Ο Bride
most blissful, behold the cold shadows are fled: The Star over
thy head rewards thy faith on earth,
This high and holy rebίrth from death most noble gleaning.
ALL T H R E E :
That she who has not loved may love — so let it be! That
she too who has loved may love — so let it be!
HERMES:
And He! — 10, He is here to whom thy heart is rendered: His
eyes celestial-splendoured, heavy Hίs shining hair With sweetly
redolent myrrh: his kiss — ambrosial more Than honey's
plenteous store, than ripe fruit of the tree — With love's
changeless decree thy brow for aye investing.
ALL T H R E E :
That she who has not loved may love — so let it be! That
she too who has loved may love — so let it be!
ALL T H R E E :
O see, glorious Bride, see, no more to depart
The true love of thy heart, the lover long sίnce guessed Whose
voice spoke in thy breast. whose glance lightened thy days:
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And now uplift thy gaze in ecstasy most pure.
In his embrace secure, and on his shoulder resting.
HERMES:
That she who has not loved may love
ALL T H R E E :
So let it be!
HERMES:
That she too who has loved may love —
ALL THREE:
So let it be!
When he is ready, HERMES extends his hands to AMMOΝ and
ASKLEPIAS. The three lίnk hands, rίght over left, and perform one deosίl
half-cίrcumambulation about the candidate.
ASKLEPIAS is nοω on north side, AMMON on south, and HERMES
is in west.
HERMES mu, steps back to station hίmselfat the extreme West of the
House.
HERMES salutes east with Ave,
Battery: 4-3.
ΑSKLEPIASandAMMON, without formality, assίst the candίdate to lie down
upon the floor of the House, feet to the east, arms at sides.
They proceed to east of the House and together draw the Pallίum eastward and
over the body of the candidate.
ASKLEPIAS and AMMON station themselves at the level of the
candidate's heart, facίng each other across his bοdν on north and south sides of the
House respectίvely.
HERMES folds hίs arms rίght over left upon breast, and ASKLEPIAS and
AMMON do likewίse.
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ΡR'ΕCUSΤΟS moves sun-wise to east of House. He uncovers the Bronze
Cross, placing the veil thereof to the south of the Cross. He turns to the Pura,
removes UR-HEKAU from its burse and leaves that implement restί ng upon its
burse. He bows to the Pura and retires to credenza in southwest.
Battery: 1.
Α period of silent reflectίon now , follows, the duration of which is entirely at the
dίscretion ofHERMES. When he is ready, HERMES dismisses his posture,
and ASKLEPIAS and AMMON do likewise. HERMES speaks softly:
HERMES:
The going forth from the lower life.
No forms or colours to rejoice the eyes.
None but the simplest contacts of touch.
No soft cushion, no friendly hand.
No taste, not even of a ritual partaking.
No music, no sound save for a guiding voice.
There is no light, but emptiness.
There is but one way to go, and that is forward.
Forward into a sense of power, of mystery.
Forward from one darkness into another, greater darkness.
There is no dramatic sense of renunciation. There is nothing
to renounce.
Another period of silent reflectίon now follows, the duration of which is, again,
entirely at the dίscretion ofΗΕRMES.
The Emplacement of the Green Scarab
When he is ready, HERMES raises both hands, palms towards candidate's
heart-centre; and ASKLEPIAS and k W / 1 1 0 7 V do likewίse.
The three officers nοw visualise upon the candidates heart-centre a brilliant
green scarab, haloed with golden light, the head of the scarab facing the candidates
head.
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HERMES, still maintaining the formulation of the scarab, folds arms
right over left upon breast then dismisses posture; and ASKLEPIAS and
AMMON, also maintaining the formulation, do likewise.
HERMESnow projects υροη the Gr e en Scarab by Orante Formula, as . follows:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes his Corona as a sphere ofwhίte brilliance.
3 He inhales, drawing light from Corona to breast, and forming the
Orbis Solis in golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to his
feet, where it forms the Instita Splendens in white light.
5 He inhales, seeing a shaft of orange flame rise from the
Instita Splendens and pass into the Orbis Solis.
6 He eχhαles, affirming the central column formulation.
7 He reρeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 With awareness of the three centres, he raises his arms,
palms forward and directed to the object that is to receive
projection. On aη exhalation, he fL > els the energy of the
Orbis Sohs passing upwards through his arms and out
from the centre of his palms, to converge upon the Green
Scαrαb as beams ofgolden light.
9 He assumes the Wand posture.
10 He repeat steps 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6 and 7 above.
11 The Orbs Sobs remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily
emits a powerful radiance to surround him with a golden aura.
HERMES crosses his arms, right oνer left upon his breast.
The officers now visualise the halo of the scarab increasing in brilliance, to
mantle the body of the candidate in an aura ofgolden light. This formulation Ίs
maintained.
The Opening of the Mouth
HERMES dismisses his posture, turns to the west and descends the Steps of
the House of Sacrifice; he moves sunwise to the
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Pura, bows and takes up UR-HEKAU in his right hand. He again bows
to the Pura and turns to the House. He ascends the Steps, passing over but
not stepping upon the Bronze Cross, and stations himself at the east o_f the
topmost platform, , facing the candidates
body.
He raises, then lowers, UR-HEKΑ U whereupon ASKLEPIAS and
AMMON station themselves at the west of the House, facing towards the
candidates head.
HΕRMES assumes the god-form of KNOUM--RA. (Bronzed human
figure with white kilt and corselet, head of a Hawk with dark green Old
Kingdom headdress bordered with gold.)
HERMES nοw moves to the South of the House, to station himself at
the level of the candidates genital-centre and facing towards the candidate's
head.
HERMES n̟w extends his left hand outwards and downwards in
Pronatio. With awareness of the god-form, and of the aura of golden light
and the green scarab upon the heart-centre of the caηdίdate, he raises URHEKΑ U in a gentle curving motion, backwards from himself and then
forwards and down, so that the implement rests lightly upon the mouth of
the candidate.
He withdraws UR-HEKΑ U then repeats the curving motion and the
touching of the mouth three times more.
He proceeds to east of House and faces west.
He withdraws from the god-form.
Raising UR-ΗEΚΑ U, he proclaims:
HERMES:
The Sacred Scarabaeus embraces thy heart, Ο Votary of the
Sun.
Thυ mouth is opened that thou mayest drink of the Waters of
Life.
Thy body is sanctified that thou mayest receive the Light of
the Spirit.
Thou art mantled in the splendour of the Sun, and thou
dost journey with RA in the Boat of the Night!
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HERM~S lowers UR-ΗΕKA U.
The, fomulation of the green scarab and the golden light is allowed to We.
Battery: 1.
HERMES turns to face east, while ΡRAECUS'TΟS meanwhile advances sun-wise to east of the
House.
HERMES delivers the UR-HEKAU implement to PRAEC USTOS who turns and
advances to the Pura.
PRAECUSTOS replaces UR-HEKA Uwithin its burse and bows to the Pura.
ΗΕRΜΕS likewise bows to the Pura and turns to face west, while PRAECUSTOS retires
sun-wise to credenza in southwest.
Proclamation of the High Mystery of the Palingenesis Battery: 1.
HERMES assumes the ophiomorphic god-form of the Agathodaimon (as arising from a coil behind
him, the main part of the body of the serpent vertical and close to his spine, the head advanced above his
head and surrounded by twelve rays of light, the wings descending obliquely forward and being folded
across his body).
HERMES:
In the Eighth Hour of the Night, RA enters into the region of
the Underworld which is under the protection of the great
Serpent of Light.
The Glοry of RA causes the secret doors of this region to
open, and the dead come forth.
At the sound of the voice of RA the dead are restored to
life and wholeness.
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
Lift uρ your heads, Ο ve gates; and be ye lift up, ye everlasting
doors; and the King of ; l o r y shall come in!
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HERMES wίthdraws f οm the ophίomorphic god-f̟rm and assumes the
anthropomorphic god form of the Agathodaimon.
(A tall and commanding figure, wίth youthful face and compassίonate eyes.
His hair is golden, falling in curling locks to his shoulders. Uροn his head ίs a
golden oriental crown of twelve rays. He is robed in a whίte garment that sparkles
wίth lίght of every colour. Upon his shoulders and fallίng before him is a stole of
rίch green and gold. His feet are bare.)
HERΜES:
They cried to the Lord in their woe and he drew them out of
their oppressίon. He drew them out of darkness, out of the
shadow of death, and rent their bonds asunder. For he hath
broken the gates of brass, and cut in pieces the bars of iron!
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
Lift up your heads, Ο ye gates; and be ye lift up ye everlasting
doors; and the King of Glory shall come in!
HERΜES:
And see, the veil of the Temple was rent in tωαίη, and the
earth was shaken and the rocks were cleft, and the tombs
were opened; and many bodies of those who slept, holy
persons, were raised!
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
Lift up your heads, Ο ye gates; and be ye lift up ye everlasting
doors: and the King of Glory shall come in!
HERΜES:
And the Knight of the Temple stood upon the crossed and
broken gates of Hades in the image and power of Christ, and
the Harrowing of Hell was accomplished. whereby the power of
death was broken and the dead restored to life!
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Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIΑS:
Lift up your heads, O ye gates; and be ye lift up ye everlasting
doors; and the King of Glory shall come in!
HERMES:
And the Grand Hermetic Androgyne stands upon the mingled
and chaotic elements of the lower nature, and the forces of
chaos are sublimated in the splendour of the Sun.
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
Lift up your heads, Ο ye gates; and be ye lift up ye everlasting
doors; and the King of Glory shall come in!
HERMES:
The Mystery is proclaimed!
Be it now accomplished in the Beauty of Holiness!
HERMES withdraws from the god-form of Agathοdaίmοn, re-centring on his
magical personality. He folds arms on breast and dismisses posture.
Battery: 5-3.
PRAECU.ST'OS advances sun-wise to east of the House of Sαcrίβce and waits
in attendance facing west.
A.SKL EPIASand AMMON, without formality. advance and draw the
Pallίum eastward from the body of the candίdate.
They then assist the candίdate tο arise, guiding him to stand at the centre of
the House facing east. They take up the Palhum and deliver it to HERMES,
who turns and delivers it to PRAECUSTOS'.
ΡRAΕCUST OS receives the Pallίum, turns and places ίt at the foot of the
Pura, then moves sun-wise to west of the House and ascends the Steps to stand
behind the candίdate.
Meanwhile, HERMES, ΑMMONandASKLEPIASturn to West; the
two assistant officers standing slightly westward ofHΕRMΕS, AMMON south
and AS'KLEPIAS north.
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HERMES:
That she whο has not loved may love —
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
So let it be!
HERMES:
That she too who has loved may love —
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
So let ίt be!
PRΑΕCUSTΟS removes the blίndfold from the candidate, turns and descends
the Steps at west, then retires directly to southwest credenza where he places the
blίndfold.
Battery: 1.
HERMES raises hίs arms in the gesture PΜ, folds his arms arms upon his
breast right over left and dismisses posture.
He then turns to east and descends the Steps of the House, stepping over the
Bronze Cross. He turns to face west.
As HERMES turns to east and descends the Steps, AMMON and
ASKLΕΡΙΑS advance directly to flank the candidate at south and north sides
respectively and facing east. AMMON takes the candίdates rίght hand in hίs
right hand and places hίs left hand υροn the candidate 's left shoulder,
ASKLEPIAS takes the candidates left hand in his left hand and places his
right hand υροn the candidates right shoulder, and together the twο officers
advance the candidate to the east of the House.
They descend to the Red Step, and guide the candidate likewise
to descend.
They descend to the Black Step, and guide the candidate likewise
to descend.
They disengage their hands from the candidates hands, but continue to keeρ
theίr other hands υροn his shoulders.
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The Palίngenesίs
Battery: 1.
HERMES:
Child and Heir of the Shining Worlds: in this hour, and ίn the Act of
Palingenesis, Supernal Light shall strίke downwards into the crucible of
thy heart, that thy heart may be hallowed as the Vessel of the Spirit, and
that it may shine with the living Gold of the Sun.
Hereby shall the true mystίc Topaz, the sacred flame of a perpetual
alchemy, flash to lίfe and power within thy heart.
Αnd upwards into the radiance of thy heart shall be drawn the
unresolved elements of thy lower nature, that every cry of anguish thou
hast uttered, all tears that thou hast shed, all sorrows that burden thy
soul, all inner conflicts and doubts, may be sublimated and resolved ίn
the furnace of the Sun.
For this is the secret of the Regeneration: and in the
consummation of thίs Mystery thy heart shall awaken and the glory of
its presence shall redeem those who dwell in darkness and ίn the
shadow of death!
Battery: 1.
ASKLEPIAS:
Votary of the Sun, keeping thy left foot upon this lowest Step of the
Foundation of the House of Sacrifice, place thy right foot upon the
Bronze Cross which lies before thee and raise thine arms in the gesture
PSI.
ΑΜΜΟΝ:
Votary of the Sun, assume now the anthropomorphic god-form of the
Agathodaimon.
If felt tο be necessary, AMMOΝ may here quietly describe the
godfοrm.
Battery: 1.
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HERMES:
In the name and power of the AGATHODAIMON, who is
the Spirίt Mercurius, the Grand Hermetic Androgyne and the
Lapis Philosophorum, let us raise our hearts to the Light of
Brian, that we may impart the Living Flame to (outer magίcal
nαme), Votary of the Sun; that the mystery may shine forth in
her/his heart; and that temporal and eternal may for her/him
flash and fuse into unity, for the perfect accomplishment of
the Regeneration!
HERMESstands with his arms held slightly out at his sides, palms upturned.
HE RAΙSES HIS ('ONSCΙOUSNF_SS THROUGH THE PLANES
TO BRI^H
Remaining within the ambience ofthe Briatic Light, but dίrecting hίs thought to
the proceedίngs of the initiation, he folds his arms upon hίs breast, right over left,
and bows his head. Upon this signal o_fhis readίness to consummate the ίnitiation,
the assistant officers contίnue:
Α Μ Μ Ο Ν & ASKLEPIAS:
Speaking gently.
The hour has come!
Time and Tide have converged!
The Golden Age returns!
Experience. Ο beloved, the Mystical Regeneration!
Battery: 8.
When he ί s ready ΗΕRMF,S'separau es and raises hίs arms, palms forward
He places his hands ^ u m
the candidates breast.
He draws the current oflight upward into the candίdates heαrtcentre, and at
the same time he draws light downwards. from the supernal heίght, into the solar
crucible.
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In the fullness ofBriatic consciousness he maintains the magical action,
continuing until the process of equilibration is perfected and the candidates
heart is aglow wιΡth the topaz-fire of the perpetual alchemy.
AMMON and ASKLEPIAS, maintaining the position of their hands
upon his shoulders, support the candidate throughout.
HERMES disengages his hands from the candidate, and folds his arms, right
over left, upon his breast. He bows his head and withdraws from the Briatic
height, re-centring his consciousness υροn his mαgίcal person^lity.
He stamps once with his right foot.
Confirmation of the Magical Process
AMMOΝ and ΑSKLEPIAS direct the candidate tο withdraw from the god
form and to loωer his ^rms.
PRAECUSTOS meanwhile advances directly to southeast credenza. He
takes up the 01. Templi and the finger linen and approaches HERMES.
When he is ready, HERMES dismisses his posture and receives the
anointing oil.
With his right thumb, he signs the Equal Cross upon the instep of the new
Adept's right foot.
He delivers the Oil to ΡR ΕCUSΤΟS and cleanses his thumb.
PRAECUSTOS returns 01. Temph and the linen to southeast credenza;
he then proceeds directly to north ofHER1 ΕSwhere he waits in attendance:
meanwhile, AMMONand ASKLEPJASdirect the nm Adept to withdraw
/us right /bot from the Bronze Cross (so that he stands with both feet υροn
the Black Step ofthe House).
PRAECU,STOS takes up the shoes of the new Adept.
HΕRMES receives the right shoe (with the gold Equal Cross υροn the
instep) and. assίsted by AMMON and ASKLEPIAS as may be necessag he
places it upon the right foot of the Adept. He receives the left shoe and again
assίsted as may he necessary he places it upon the left /hot of the new Adept.
HERMES bows to the new Adept then turns, bows to the Pura, and
proceeds si g n-wise to west of the House. AMMON and
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ASΚLΕΡlΑS, still maintaίnίng the positίon of their hands upon the new
Adepts shoulders, now take his hands as before.
Ήollowing HERMES, they descend the Black Step, passing over the Bronze
Cross, and then proceed sun-wise wίth the new Adept
to west ίf the House.
Arrivίng at west ofthe House, HERMES'ascends the Steps and statίons
hίmselfat east of the House facing West.
Upon reachίng the west of the House, AMMON and ASKLΕΡΙΑ S,
guiding the neω Adept, likewise ascend. They station the Adept at the centre of
the Η̟υse facing HERMES. They disengage their hands and step hack
(westward).
Meanwhile, afterAMMΟΝandAS'KLEPIAShave moved to west of the
House, PRAECUSTOS approaches directly to credenza in southeast. He
takes up the red cord in hίs left hand and the Tοραz Lamen in his rίght αηd
moves directly to east of the House where he waίts in attendance.
HERMES bows to the new Adept, turns, receίves the red cord from
ΡRΑΕCUSTΟS, turns again and moves to the new Adept.
HERMES:
As Ι have received the Palingenesis, so have I transmitted it
unto thee.
Now art thou a true Adept of the Stella Glorίosa, a Priest of
the Gnosis and a Spiritual Knight of the True Temple!
HERMES girds the Adept, fastening the cord at centre front:
Receive the red cord of the Third Hall of Aurum Solίs, as
emblem of thy standing in the High Company of the Glorious
Star!
HERMES turns and moves to East ofHouse. He receίves the Topaz Lamen from
PRAECUSTOS, turns, and moves to Adept. PRAE('USTOS retίres to
southwest.
HERMES: (Placing
Topaz.)
I place upon thy breast the Topaz Lamen, as ensign of thine
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attainment thίs night and as token of the true Topaz that shines
now withίn thy heart; and I gίve thee the name (new inner magical
name).
Ever be mίndful of the Inner Mystery syιnbohsed by this jewel;
and knοω thyself to be a person of power, within whose gift is hίgh
blessing and alchemical transmutation.
HERMES turns and stations himself at East of House facing west HERMES:
Be thou cαutίοιιs for a season in the exercίse of thine office and
authorίty, (ίnner magical name), for thou hast truly become the
Gold of the Sun, and that upon whίch thy hand rests shall be
transformed to thy likeness and remain within thy responsίbίlίty.
For this is the task which lies before thee: that thou shouldst
alone discover the secret name whίch even now abides wίth thy
heart as the Voice of the Light, and whίch shall manifest ever
more clearly to thee as thou dost advance in the mystery of selfknowledge. And in the fullness of realisatίon of the light and
majesty of that name, whίch is at once thy personal Word of Power
and the Name of thy Holy Genius, thou shalt speak and act in
harmony wίth the Love that moves all the spheres.
To the guίdance of that ίnner Voίce, thy sovereίgn teacher, we
now commit thee. And when that Voice has spoken its clear Word
to thee, thou mayest come to us again, should it be thy Will, to
enter into a yet higher bond of fraternity in the Light of the
Glorious Star.
Thou mayest continue to work wίth us, or thou mayest retire
from the activitίes of this Order, as thou dost accomplish thίs ίnner
task according to thy highest aspiration and thine inmost
perceptίon.
But know. (inner magical nαme), that thou art securely
established among the High Company of the Glorious Star, and
that the door of the Temple is open to thee as thy right, now and
always
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Conclusion of the Rite Battery: 1-2-1-2.
HERMES turns to east and makes Ave.
HERMES:
Salutation to Thrίce-greatest HERMES, Primal Grand Master and
Flame-bearing Lord of Topaz!
Salutation to the Lords of Topaz!
Salutatίon to the Companions of the Red Fleur-de-lis!
Salutation to the Masters of the True Temple!
Ο you High Guardίans, Hίdden Adepti. Dwellers in Eternίty:
you have given signs and yου have shown wonders, and you have
revealed yourselves unto your children.
HERMES dismisses Ave. ALL
THREE:
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages ίn a Circle and is their Mover
with Fire!
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
HERMES:
The Holy One shall arise
And hίs voίce shall cry in the dawn,
Yea, his mighty voice shall cry in the dawn.
He shall go forth in hίs name Knouphis
And hίs fearsome loveliness shall scourge the worlds. A
thousand Aeons shall adore him,
And men shall seek death.
The earth shall tremble,
The voίce of the Holy One shall sound in the tempest. The
Gnostίc shall stand in contemplatίon.
He shall lift up hίs hands in adoration.
Above hίm shall be the Diadem of Lίght,
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And these shall be the words of the Gnostίc:
"Terror and vastness are about me
"But the broad wings of the Serpent enfold me.
"The fleeing darkness is before me,
"But I keep in concealment the glory which is mine "And the
time ίs not yet when I shall unveil my face: "Yet I stand in
majesty and power and bliss unending!" These shall be the
words of the Gnostίc in adoration of the Holy One.
HERfvfES faces west.
HERMES:
Companions of the Stella Gloriosa, the Rite is ended!
ALL T H R E E :
The Mystery is accomplished and sealed beneath the Black
Rose!
Battery: 3-5-3.
PRAECUSTOS unseals the portal of the Telesterίon and retires directly to
southwest; and CUSTΟS unseals the portal of the Temenοs.
HERMES turns to East and descends to the Black Step. He places his
right foot upon the Bronze Cross and raises his arms ίn PSI.
He folds arms right over left, steps back with right foot and dismisses
posture.
He descends to the floor of the Telesterίon, passing over the Bronze Cross; he
proceeds sun-wise to the portal of the chamber and exits.
ΑΜΜΟΝ and ASKLEPIAS approach the new Adept and informally
direct him to witness υροn the Bronze Cross, as HERMES has done, and to
exit the Telesterίon sun-wise.
ASKLEPIAS witnesses υροn the Bronze Cross and exit sun-wise.
AMMΟΝ witnesses and exits sun-wise.
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PRAF('USTOS seals the inner portal.
He ensures that all is properly ordered wίthίn the Telesterion.
Fίnally, he ascends the House frοm the west, witnesses upon Bronze Cross at
east, descends, veils the Bronze Cross and exits.
CUS7OS remaίns to guard the portal of the Telesterίοn until
PRΑΕCUSTOS' exits and seals that portal, then he and PRAECUSΤOS
exit and CC!STOS seals the Temenos.
Congratulation αnd embrace is infbrmally eχιhαnged between the three officers
and the new Adept in the antechamber, and at the earliest opportunity between
ΡRAECUS'Τ0.5', CU,S'TOSand the new Adept.
Fοllowing the rite, and as an essential part of the "earthing" process, a
celebration meal should be provided in honour of the new Adept. The senίοr
initiator, as the host, should make libation to the Agathodaimon and should
toast the new Adept, but apart from this one element of solemnίty the occasίon
sh̟uld be characterised by delight of lίfe and simple enjoyment of earth's bounty.
Other Third Hall members may be invίted to participate, and in such
cίrcumstance it is appropriate that they should undertake the preparatίons /br the
feast.
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CHAPTER 11
THE BOND OF LIGHT
The formula of consecratίon of the Tessera, the symbol of the Work of
Aurum Sobs, is here provίded in order that the aspirant may prepare
the implement for use upon the Bomos, and likewίse that he may
prepare the additional Tesserae necessary to be employed as
`foundation deposits' in the rite Sacratio Templi.
CONSECRATION OF THE TESSERA
Magician:
Basic robe, hood and cord. White tabard. Pentacle of the
Quintessence.
Bomos:
The Bomos is draped in yellow and stands at the centre of the place
of working.
Equipment on Bomos:
1 The Tessera. (A square wooden tile, upon the face of which is
the lineal desίgn of a red lozenge interlaced with a white square which
ίs parallel to the sides of the Tessera. Upon the reverse face is shown
the symbol of the Quίntessence in black.)
2 The Amber Lamp.
3 Lustful Vessel.
4 01. Templi.
5 Instrument for sounding the battery.
6 Lighting taper and finger-linen.
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Tide s^
Optimum, for an altar Tessera: Akasha, new moon, Spring seasonal
tide.
Alternative combinations of tides as appropriate to specific
purpose.
1
Battery: 1.
The Magician performs the Greek Setting of the Wards:
I Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vibrates
ΕI
2 He raises his arms at his sides and vibrates ' Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
3 He touches right shoulder with left hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ
∆ΥΝΑΜΙΣ
4 He touches left shoulder with right hand, vibrating ΚΑΙ
'Η ∆ΟΞΑ
5 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vίbrates ΕΙΣ
ΤΟΥΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
6 He advances to the east. He treads a deosil circle, returning to east.
7 He returns to the centre, and , /acing east he vίbrates
' Η ΠΕΛΕΙΑ ΚΑΙ " H 'ΓΡΑ O OΦΙΣ ΚΑΙ ΤΟ ΩIΟΝ
8 He makes the gesture Cervus to the east, vibrating
ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ at the first point, ΣΕΛΛΗ-ΓΕΝΕΤΗΣ at the
second.
9 Facing north and making Cervus, he vίbrates ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at the first
point and ΚΥΡΙΟΣ at the second.
10 Facίng west he makes Cervus, vibrating ΙΣΧΥΡΟΣ at
the first point, and ΠΑΓΚΡΑΤΗΣ at the second point.
11 Facίng south he makes the gesture Cervus, vibratίng
ΑΘΑΝΑΤΟΣ at the first point of the gesture, ΘΕΟΣ at the second.
12 Facίng east, he assumes the Wand posture and vibrates:
ΓΑΙΑ ΚΑΙ ''O IΧΩΡ ΤΟΥ ΟΥΡΑΝΟΥ
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Then, assuming the Tαu posture, he vibrates:
TO THE EAST ΣΩΤΗΡ
TO THE SOUTH ΑΛΑΣΤΩP
TO THE WEST ΑΣΦΑΛΕΙΟΣ
TO THE NORTH ΑΜΥΝΡΩP
13 Facing east he assumes the Wand posture. He vibrates
ΕI
14 He raises hίs arms at hίs sides and vibrates 'Η ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΑ
15 He touches right shoulder with left hand, vibrating Κ ΑΙ
Η ∆ Υ Ν ΑΜ Ι Σ
16 He touches left shoulder with right hand, vibrating Κ ΑΙ
Η ∆ΟΞΑ
17 Keeping arms crossed, he bows head and vibrates ΕΙΣ
Τ ΟΥ Σ ΑΙΩΝΑΣ
2
From west of Bomos the Magician makes the gesture Ave, proclaimίng:
MAGICIAN:
AVE ORTUS OMNIUM,
TU IPSE SINE ORTU.
AVE FINIS OMNIUM,
TU IPSE SINE FINE.
AVE VITA OMNIUM,
TU IPSE ULTRA OMNES MUNDOS.
The Ave is dismissed.

3
Magicίan vίbrates the First Enochian Key, following this with invocation of the
three archangels:
MAGICIAN:
OLδ SONuF VORoSiG,
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GOHO IAD BALaT,
LΟΝ 1Siχ KALaZ VO-NuPiHO:
SOBRA ΖΟLΟ
RΟ-RΟ I Τ Α NAZePiSAD GRA-A Τ Α MALPiRoG:
DeS ΗΟLaχ χΑ-Α ΝΟΤ ΗΟ-Α ΖΙΜυΖ, OD
ΚΟΜϋϋΜΑχ ΤΑ ΝΟΒLΟχ ΖΙ-ΕΝ:
SOBA ΤδΗIL GδΝΟΝυΡ PiRoGE ΑLΟDI, DeS
UrοBeS ΟΒΟ-LΕχ GRοSΑΜΟ.
KA-SARoM OHO-RE-LA KABΑ ΡΙRΟ DeS
ΖΟΝΟΚΕNSiG KAB EroM I-ΑDΟΝaχ. ΡΙLΑχ
FARoleM ZUR1ΖΑ
ΑDδΝΑ GONG I-ADΟPIL DeS ΗΟΜ1 ΤΟχ, SO-BA
'PAM,
LU IPAMIS,
DeS LO-HO-LO VΕΡ 1 ZO-MuD PO-AMAL, OD
ΒΟGέΡΑ Α-Α-I
Τ Α ΡΙ-ΑΡιΊ PI-AMOL OD VO-O-AN.
ΖΑΚAR55 ΚΑ OD ΖΑΜΟΚΑΝ:
ODO KIKLE χΑ-Α:
ΖΟRΟGΕ:
LAPI ZΙRδDΟ NOKO MAD,
ΗΟ-ΑΤαχ I-A-IDA.
Thus dο I invoke you, you Great Archangels LΕΚSΑRδΡΙχ,
ΚΟΜΑ-NANa, ΤΑ-ΒΙ-ΤΟΜϋ, whose garments of light are
beautified with admiration, and who dwell within the radiance of
the Eternal.
4
Battery: 1-2-1-2.
MAGICIAN:
Salutation and again salutation to the High Guardians of the
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come. Salutation and
agaίn salutation in the splendour of the Star which unites us.
0 νοu High Guardians, Hidden Adepti, Dwellers in Eternity:
ν ο υ have given sίgns and you have shown wonders,
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and you have revealed yourselves unto your children.
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS Ε Τ ROTOR IGNE. Such
are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 1.
In the bond of Holy Lίght, by the coming forth of the Phoenix and
by the effulgence of the Mornίng Star do we call upon you, High
Guardίans, we whο are the continuators of your Work: 0 Luminous
Ones, behold and hear us. Not without our own questing do we
seek Gnosis, nor without our own endeavour to achieve the
Supreme Good: but that the sowing shall be crowned in the harvest.
For oneness of purpose do we call unto you, for that joy of resolve
which is the wine of the will, transforming all that was strange to it.
For living light and for lumίnous life do we call unto you, Ο
Hidden Hίgh Ones! So light and life shall be drawn at last to the
radiance of one Star, and that star shall mount to the unshadowed
height.
Battery: 1.
The Spiritual Sun has turned the Ages in a Circle and is theίr Mover
with Fίre!
Such are the Words, such is the Greeting!
5
Battery: 1.
MAGICIAN:
ΑI ∆ΥΝΑΜΕΙΣ ΑI ΕΝ ΕΜΟΙ
ΥΜΝΕΙΤΕ ΤO ΕΝ ΚΑΙ ΤO ΠΑΝ
ΣΥΝΑΙΣΑΤΕ ΤΩΙ OEΛΗΜΑΤΙ ΜΟΥ
ΠΑΣΑΙ ΑΙ ΕΝ ΕΜΟΙ ∆ΥΝΑΜΕΙΣ
ΓNΩΣIΣ ΑΓΙΑ ΦΩΤΙΣΘΕΙΣ ΑΠΟ ΣΟΥ C I A
S O Y ΤO ΝΟΗΤΟΝ ΦΩΣ Ί Μ Ν Ω Ν
ΧΑΙΡΩ ΕΝ ΧΑΙΡΑΙ ΝΟΥ
ΠΑΣΑΙ ∆ΥΝΑΜΕIΣ ' ΥΜΝΕΙΤΕ ΣΥΝ ΕΜΟΙ
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Magician goes to east. He performs a threefold deosίl cίrcumambulation about the
place of working, arms raised in the gesture PSI. He concludes in the east and
returns to west of the Bomos.
Facing east, he salutes with the gesture Ave.
7
Battery: Ι.
Magician extends both palms above the Tessera, saying:
MAGICIAN:
Light and Life shall be drawn at last to the radίance of One Star,
and that Star shall mount to the unshadowed height! FIAT.
FIAT. FIAT.
Holdίng the Tessera on hίs right palm, Magίcίan dips the forefinger of his left hand
into the lustral water and then traces the whίte square clockwίse, begίnηίng with
the top left corner.
Still holding the Tessera upon his right palm, he holds his left palm above it
and intones:
MAGICIAN:
Hear now, O Tessera, concerning the Body!
Certain as the mornίng, established as the fertile plains, She
awaits time without time. She contemplates that which comes
to pass, in beauty and stίllness as of mountain summits that gaze
into heaven's height. As the calm brightness of a lake, taking to
itself the hue of day and of night, so without changing is she
transfigured. As the depth of the ocean, as the tranquil swell of
the waters, so rests the Soul of Earth in the presence of
inspiration divine!
He transfers the Tessera to his left palm. With his right hand he lights the
taper from the flame of the Lamp and traces
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therewith, clockwise and slightly above the surface of the Tessera, the red
lozenge, beginning from the topmost point.
Stίll holding the Tessera on his left palm, he holds his right palm above and
intones:
MAGICIAN:
Hear now, Ο Tessera, concerning the Breath!
Behold, as lightning's fire descends to earth or red flame leaps
from ear t h to the celestial vault, so does He speed. As the rushing of
wind, as the hίgh song that calls above the valleys, as its wild song that
cries among the branches, so does He exult. As the whirling dance of
the storm, so the Victorious Spirit moves all things as He wills. Even
thus is the trίumph of Divmnity, over, and through, and entwined wίth all!
Magician holds the Tessera horizontally with both hands at the level of hίs solar
plexus:
MAGICIAN:
And as She ίs the Form in all things, so He is ίn all things the Breath of
Lίfe. Hail, entwined emblem of that unity and symbol of the Work!
The One whose coming for t h ίs as the Phoenix and whose rίsing ίs like
unto the Mor n ing Star' shall be thy name.
8
Magician places the Tessera on the Bomos. He places hίs right hand on the
Tessera, his left hand on hίs pentacle:
MAGICIAN:
Hear, Ο Tessera, concer n ing the King of Intellectual Fire. Hear
concer n ing the Giver of Lίght, the Master who holds the Key of the
fountain which sustains life; and who makes to flow from on hίgh, into
the terrestrial world, the powers of life and of increase.
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He dwells above the nether: his throne is the centre, and
his ensign is an effulgent circle, yea, the heart of the world!
With sustaining power he fills all things, and evokes within man
the light of the mind.
Wherefore, Ο Tessera, in the name ONOPHIS I conjure
thee, that thou gather unto thyself the solar radiance. And
further, Ο Tessera, by KNOUPHIS encircling the Equal Cross
I conjure thee, even by the AGATHODAIMON, that thou
send forth life-giving beams.
Magician raises his right hand to touch his left upon the pentacle, then lowers both
hands to the 'lessen( He raises the Tessera high in both hands, fάce uppermost,
and intones:
MAGICIAN:
And now, Ο νου Hidden Adeptί, Dwellers in Eternity, whose
powerful protection encompasses the Glorious Star of
Regeneration: to yοu we raise this Holy Tessera. Behold, the
Sign upon it is your own, and to your dominion do we make
offering of it. Receive, Ο Mighty Ones, this Holy Tessera at our
hands. Thus shall it not only be to us a symbol of the Great
Work, but also shall it be our true bond with you, in the hίgh
Company of that Star which has been revered through the ages.
Magician reρlαces the Tessera on the Bomοs. 9

Magician now touches each point of the Star in turn with lustral water (the
interlaced figure being treated as a unity). At the lustratίοn of each point, one
word o f the Ogdoadίc Palindrome is uttered, as follows:
Topmost red point:
EN
Top right white point:
GIRO
Right-hand red point:
TORTE
Lower right white point:
SOL
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Lowest red point:
Lower left white point:
Left-hand red point:
Top
white point:

CICLOS
ΕΤ
ROTOR
IGNE

With the lighted taper; Magician now traces a deosil cίrcle around the Tessera as
it lies upon the Bomos.
Within that cίrcle, slightly above and parallel to the surface of the Tessera, an
octagram is traced with the flame of the taper: and with the tracing of each
successive line of the figure one word of the Palindrome is vibrated:
EN GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ΕΤ ROTOR IGNE
Magician now projects upon the Tessera by Orante formula, as follows:
1 He assumes the Wand posture.
2 He visualizes his Corona as a sphere of white brilliance.
3 He inhale, drawing light from Corona to breast, and jbrmίng the Orbίs
Solis in golden light.
4 He exhales, seeing the shaft of brilliance descend to his
feet, where it forms the Instίta Splendens in white light.
5 He inhales, seeing a .shaft of orange flame rise from the
Instίta Splendens and pass into the Orb is Solis.
6 He exhales, affirming the central column formulation.
7 He repeats several times the sequence 3, 4, 5 and 6 above.
8 Wίth awareness of the three centres, he raises his arms,
palms , forward and directed to the object that is tο receive
projection. On an exhαlαtίοn, he feels the energy of the
Orbίs Solis passing upwards through his arms and out
from the centre of his palms, to converge upon the Tessera
as beams ofgolden light.
9 He assumes the Wand posture.
10 He repeat steps 2. 3, 4, 5. 6 and 7 above.
11 The Orbis Solis remains distinct as a brilliant nucleus, but steadily
emits a powerful radiance to surround him with a golden aura.
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Battery: 8.
10
Magician now an̟ίηts the Tessera. Wίth O1eum Temph he traces a small equal
armed cross upon its centre, the first stroke being from left to right, the second
beίng drawn towards hίm.
He holds hίs left hand slightly above the surface o_f the Tessera, places his right
hand on his pentacle, and intones:
MAGICIAN:
Into life renewed are the givers of life interwoven!
O Mystic Force outpouring, dark or bright, eight-rayed
splendour of the Spiritual Sun! In thy radiance do we share, in
thy most secret centre are we hidden; that the Gold of the Sun
may be glorified, and that the wonders of the Treasure House
may be ever renewed.
He raises hίs left hand to touch his right upon the pentacle, then extends both
hands to the Tessera. He raίses the Tessera vertίcally in both hands, and pr̟claίms:
MAGICIAN:
I proclaim the Mystical Tessera: `The One whose coming forth
is as the Phoenix and whose rising is like unto the Morning
Star'!
I proclaim the Elder and Veritable Symbol of the Great
Work!
I proclaim a true bond with the hidden Adepti, the Dwellers in
Eternity!
He places the Tessera upon the Bomos.
11
Battery: 1.
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MAGICIAN:
The Holy One shall arise
And his voice shall cry in the dawn.
Yea, hίs mighty voice shall cry in the dawn. He
shall go forth in his name Knouphis
And hίs fearsome loveliness shall scourge the worlds.
A thousand Aeons shall adore him,
And men shall seek death.
The earth shall tremble,
The voice of the Holy One shall sound in the tempest.
The Gnostic shall stand in contemplation. He
shall lift up his hands in adoration. Above him
shall be the Diadem of Light, And these shall be
the words of the Gnostίc: "Terror and vastness
are about me
"But the broad wings of the Serpent enfold me.
"Τhe fleeing darkness is before me,
"But I keep in concealment the glory which is mine
"And the time is not yet when I shall unveil my face:
"Yet I stand in majesty and power and bliss unending!"
These shall be the words of the Gnostίc in adoration of the
Holy One.
Battery: 1.
Magician proceeds to east. He performs a trίple widdershins cίrcumambulatίon of
the place of working, head bowed, arms crossed on breast left over rίght. He
concludes in east and returns to west of the Bomos.
He salutes wίth Ave.
MAGICIAN:
Salutation and again salutation to the High guardians of the
Glorious Star, who were, and are, and are to come. Salutatίon and
again salutation in the splendour of the Star which unϊtes us.
O you High Guardians, Hidden Adepti. Dwellers in Eternity:
' o u have given sίgns and yοu have shown wonders,
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and you hανe revealed yourselves unto your children.
ΕΝ GIRO TORTE SOL CICLOS ET ROTOR IGNE. Such
are the Words, such is the Greeting!
Battery: 3-5-3

